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ABSTRACT 
Hmong American Funeral Practices 
 
by 
 
William Tue Siong 
 
In this study I examined the history of the Hmong people and their funeral 
practices. I explored the relationship between what is learned and experienced in the 
Hmong traditional funeral practices and ELCA Hmong ministry practices in the United 
States of America. Furthermore, I also learned to understand the behaviors, core values, 
and clan system and people’s involvement in collaboration in relation to funeral practices 
in the Hmong community. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In the hill country of Laos live several ethnic groups. Of these, the Hmong 
community is the third largest in that locale. Since the Hmong people are dependent on 
the clan system to assist them in times of need, they tend to live in clan communities 
rather than individualistic, nuclear family clusters, as is customary in Western cultures. 
There are three ritual occasions when this clan structure proves to be vital: during the 
New Year celebration, at weddings, and for funerals. In the Hmong community, a 
person’s affiliation with one of the eighteen clans determines whether (and how) the 
other members of that same clan will support them. The ritualistic actions during these 
times can be particularly complex, so the clan members rely on each other greatly for 
community support. Although three ritual occasions in particular depend on clan support, 
the scope of my research will pertain specifically to Hmong funeral practices. 
 Since I am a Hmong American, and a Lutheran pastor, I am interested in the 
funeral practices from the varying perspectives of Hmong American Christians in their 
communities. Funerals especially hold my interest, because I want to uncover the 
rationale behind the lavish and expensive funerals the Hmong in the United States 
partake in; nowhere in the world do Hmong communities spend as much money, time, 
and preparation as they do in the United States. It was interesting to discover what 
challenges they face when they hold such funerals. With each Hmong American, their 
own funeral is the largest and most important event of their lives, and the time, money, 
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and preparation that most individuals place in this event makes it by far the most 
expensive event in any Hmong person’s life. For example, in 2000, a Hmong funeral 
home owner stated that the average funeral cost was at least $18,000 and approximately 
$149,000 on the high end.1 
Therefore, it becomes extremely important for anyone to plan ahead for such an 
expensive event so that the funeral costs will be covered in the event of a death. Since it 
is such a financial burden on individuals, many Hmong families secure life insurance for 
everyone in a household to offset the funeral costs. In the case when a person neglects to 
secure funds for his or her funeral, a great disgrace and shame falls not only upon that 
person’s family, but also on the clan leader and the community at large.  
  Why does a family want to avoid this shame at the expense of its children? What 
is the rationale behind the elaborate system to protect the family and clan’s honor despite 
the exorbitant expense? It is thought-provoking to wonder how much people value the 
dead as opposed to the living by looking at the ways in which they finance a funeral in 
relation to other things. It seems that Hmong-Americans place undue expense and stress 
in relation to daily living expenses, not to mention in comparison to the other important 
rituals in their communities—specifically, the New Year celebration and weddings. 
These two latter rituals can also be expensive and stress-inducing, but nowhere near the 
amount that funerals are. 
Hmong funerals draw a multitude from all over the country to gather in one place 
over a long weekend. Both those close to the deceased as well as those not as intimately 
                                                
1 Koua, Funeral Owner Interviewee One, February 25, 2016. 
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acquainted often attend—relatives, distant relatives, friends, community members, and 
countless other unrelated people count among those attending a funeral. 
A common funeral etiquette is strictly adhered to during these events. Everyone is 
expected to give a donation to the grieving family. This practice has always been a 
tradition in the Hmong culture and it is seen as a way of respect and honor for the 
deceased. 
A common phrase I hear circulating with the Hmong continues to frustrate me: 
“When someone dies in the community, you have to die with them—so when you 
yourself die, people will die with you.” My interpretation of this expression means that if 
I were to hold back my donation to support the family that has lost their loved one, then 
people will not donate to me if one of my family members were to die.  
In the Twin Cities, there are six Hmong funeral homes. Almost every weekend, 
the parking lots at every facility are full.2 If I were to attend every single funeral service, 
all of my weekends would be booked throughout the year. Hmong show up far less for 
the birth of a newborn baby, a wedding, or a graduation. Instead, they flock to the funeral 
homes to pay respect to the deceased by bringing their financial donations to support the 
family. They do this in hopes that one day when it is their turn, others will repay the same 
type of respect they had given. The majority would much rather give generously at 
funerals, because they believe that by giving their due, they will insure that others will 
give in kind. However, considering the amount of money flowing out of the family 
coffers, a single funeral service may be equal to a four-year college education. What 
                                                
2 See appendix H. 
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could a community accomplish with this money, were they not to invest such funds in 
lavish, overpriced funerals, but instead in other more productive ways? 
For those attending funerals on a nearly weekly basis, the funeral home itself has 
come to be known as their church because they spend most of their free time there. 
Similar to Christians attending worship services at church on the weekends, the funeral 
home has become a “church” for non-Christians. Therefore, the majority of non-Christian 
Hmong refer to their weekly ritual of attending a funeral home as “going to church.” In 
addition, part of the Hmong cultural identity means feeling compelled to be active in the 
community and helping others whenever needed, even if that means attending a funeral 
all weekend long. 
The social behaviors, common cultural attitudes, and socio-economics of the 
Hmong community call for further scrutiny to better understand the decision-making 
process in regards to funeral practices. For example, one common belief is that a Hmong 
man should put others in the community before himself and even before his family. Some 
elders do not believe in procuring life insurance, because they believe that when they 
pass away, the community will come to support their family financially just as they have 
previously done for others. However, a quid pro quo strategy only works some of the 
time—just as often, the financial support from others is not even one-third of the total 
funeral cost. For these families, the expense can become unsustainable.3 
In Laos, funerals take place in the home of the deceased and not at funeral homes. 
Families living close in proximity as well as those from distant villages attend such 
funerals. Those who live far away often stay at a relative’s home, thereby enabling them 
                                                
3 See table 6.3 Financial Comparison of Christian and Traditional Funerals.  
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to attend the funeral from start to finish. Laotian Hmong funerals have a constant stream 
of people at all hours, even late at night, and all throughout the day. These people are able 
to offer support and comfort the family because they do not have a typical job requiring 
them to show up for work every day. The people determine their own schedule so they 
stay and go as they deem necessary.  
As some in the Hmong community began resettling throughout the United States, 
they brought a Laotian Hmong understanding of funerals with them. However, the 
societal expectations in a Western culture—as well as the cultural shifts that have 
developed in Hmong communities now living in the United States—often betray 
significant differences between the old context and the new. It will be interesting to see 
how the next generation will respond to funeral practices as this enculturation continues.  
I find this project of particular significance, because I believe the Hmong 
community has begun to encounter a vital turning point. Hmong Christians are in the best 
position to change and they have an obligation to model healthy changes to help the 
Hmong community overcome the accepted funeral practices, which have become 
unsustainable, both from a financial, but also from a theological perspective. The Hmong 
tend to practice their funeral rites by majority vote or by the clan system even though 
they are Christians.  
First, I will examine the history of the Hmong people and their funeral practices. 
To specify exactly what “Hmong-American funeral practices” means we must first 
understand how the Hmong community defines their faith identity. In my experience, the 
majority of Hmong Christians are reluctant to change how they conduct funerals either by 
shortening the number of days, limiting the number of services in a day, or limiting the 
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food provided for all the guests in attendance at the funeral. Most still prefer their clan to 
be in charge of the logistics of the funeral. Therefore, I will proceed by exploring five 
groups of people in the Hmong community and create questions to establish their 
identity, their spiritual and religious beliefs, and their preferences in regards to funeral 
practices.  
Research Question 
In this project, I explore ways to understand both Hmong traditional and Christian 
funeral practices in the community through the following research question: How might 
Christian faith inform and transform the funeral practices of Hmong Christians? 
Variables 
Independent Variables 
The independent variables are “traditional” and “Christian” Hmong funeral 
practices. This research looks at the progression of Christianity in the Hmong community 
as it relates to funeral practices. 
Dependent Variable 
The dependent variable is the Hmong community’s decision-making process in 
regards to funeral practices in the community. The focus is from both Christian and non-
Christian perspectives. Looking through these lenses will enable us to understand the 
progression of the Christian faith in light of funeral practices.  
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Intervening Variables 
There are intervening variables to consider that may affect the information 
gathered from the various individuals and small groups of people. Age, financial status, 
education level, belief, gender, generational understanding, clan, and dialect groups may 
affect an individual’s response. Another intervening variable is the clan system and its 
role in Hmong funerals. The behaviors, core values, and clan system are all essential to 
understanding Hmong people in relation to funeral practices. One more intervening 
variable is the belief in “heaven” and “hell.” This dichotomy is another critical 
component to keep in mind as it relates to death. 
Hmong History 
This research project would personally help me and also benefit the Hmong 
community to understand our culture and values as they relate to past and current funeral 
practices as well as the implications for the future. This project will serve as a resource 
for both communities, Christians and non-Christians alike, who are interested in learning 
more about the Hmong American funeral practices.  
In this research project, I briefly discuss the Hmong history. They were involved 
in the Vietnam War as the CIA’s secret fighters. General Vang Pao was the Hmong 
leader who took charge of this group. After the war was lost and the Americans withdrew 
their troops from Laos, the Hmong people were sought out and killed for assisting the 
Americans. Because of this persecution, General Vang Pao was able to reach an 
agreement with the CIA to relocate the Hmong people if they were able to make the 
journey across the Mekong River into Thailand. Thus, the Hmong people were resettled 
throughout the world today. I also discuss the reasons behind the Hmong immigrating to 
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America. Furthermore, I looked at the differences between Hmong traditional funeral 
practices in Laos and Hmong Christian funerals in America today.  
Theoretical Lenses 
I used three theoretical lenses to navigate my research. These lenses are 
transculturation, leadership, and death and dying. Having a better understanding of 
transculturation, Hmong Christian leaders helped me to gain a better understanding of the 
decisions people make and how these decisions drive the planning and execution of the 
funeral. We are living within this transculturation period. The younger generation and the 
older generation are learning to adjust to come to a compromise in terms of finding ways 
to improve funeral practices. Death and dying is a new process of grieving for the Hmong 
people. Hmong Christian communities have helped others to learn how to talk openly 
about death and dying. Encouraging open dialogue about death and dying enables the 
older generations to talk more about this process with less fear-driven responses. 
Transculturation 
Transculturation4 particularly plays a crucial role for providing a theoretical lens 
for this project because it helped me to understand how people interact with each other in 
the community. Knowing the rationales behind certain behaviors enabled me to make 
sense of their logic and the thought process within their decision making. First, to 
understand a group of people one must become acquainted with their stories. Paul 
Hillmer has stated that the Hmong people could easily relate to the Jews, Christians, and 
the Muslim community of faith because our people also believed in the Lord of the Sky. 
                                                
 4	Daniel R. Anderson, “A Theory of Transculturation.” Proceedings of the North American Academy of 
Liturgy January 2015 (2015): 107-122.	
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Hillmer used the term “Tswv Ntuj” which means Master of the Universe, who created all 
things.5  
Vincent K. Her and Mary Louise Buley-Meissner have also drawn in ideas of 
what it means to be “Hmong” and “American”—both bring a new voice to Hmong 
Americans as U.S. citizens rather than perpetual refugees.6 Chia Youyee Vang helped me 
better understand the history of the Hmong people; within his work he explores some of 
the issues currently facing the Hmong such as social, cultural, economic, and political 
considerations in the wider community.7 Sucheng Chan has provided me with a better 
understanding of the origin of the word “Hmong” to mean free. His work has also helped 
me to understand and discover the Hmong experience in Laos and in the United States of 
America and their views of funeral practices.8 Susan Omoto’s book, Hmong Milestones 
in America: Citizens in a New World, helped me to explore how the Hmong settled in this 
new land. Although the Hmong were at first few and far between, they still were able 
(even after four decades of growth and change) to draw together when there was a 
funeral. More importantly, she could identify key Hmong leaders in all strata in the 
community and the roles they play.9  
                                                
5 Paul Hillmer, A People’s History of the Hmong (St. Paul, MN: Minnesota Historical Society 
Press, 2010), 12.   
6 Vincent K. Her and Mary Louise Buley-Meissner, Hmong and American: From Refugees to 
Citizens (St. Paul, MN: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 2012). 
7 Chia Youyee Vang, Hmong American: Reconstructing Community in Diaspora (Asian American 
Experience) (urbana, CHI: University of IL Press, 2010). 
8 Cucheng Chan, Hmong Means Free: Life in Laos and America (Philadelphia: PA Temple 
University Press, 1994).  
9 Susan Omoto, Hmong Milestones in America: Citizens in a New World (Evanston, IL: John 
Gordon Burke Publishing 2002). 
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Patricia V. Symonds discusses the connection between how people believe in a 
life after birth and a life after death from the Hmong faith perspective. She also points out 
that there are two journeys, birth and death. The birth journey is to the land of light, but 
the death journey will be to the land of darkness.10 I found her work to be a good resource 
for my research topic. Her research is geared more toward spiritual practices in the 
Hmong community; therefore, it will help me to explore the cultural differences of 
handling crisis such as a funeral between the White and Green Hmong. Alisa Kaarin 
writes about the Hmong arriving in America and how they were faced with many 
difficulties such as cultural differences and language barriers. These differences have 
created challenges for the first generation of Hmong living in America, including cultural 
beliefs, education, and language.11 She helped me to delve more deeply into the struggles 
of the Hmong who first arrived to U.S. shores in the 1970s. I also explored Rachel R. 
Baum’s work, Funeral and Memorial Service Readings, Poems and Tributes.12 This 
helped me view the ritual practices of Hmong funerals from multiple perspectives. 
Leadership 
The second theoretical lens is Hmong Christian leadership. Hmong leadership 
plays a crucial role in the community. Before 1960, Hmong leaders were uneducated, but 
they were what I would call “naturally smart” and they were born leaders. There are 
certain observable qualities of a natural leader during any gathering or event. Anyone 
                                                
10 Patricia V. Symonds, Calling in the Soul in a Hmong Village (Seattle, WA: University of 
Washington Press, 2004).  
11 Alisa Kaarin, Coming to America: The Hmong (Farmington Hills, MI: Christian Nasso, 
Publisher, 2007).  
12 Rachel R. Baum, Funeral and Memorial Service Readings, Poems and Tributes (Jefferson, NC: 
McFarland & Company, 1999).  
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who looks closely will be able to identify those leaders through their actions and the 
decisions they make. The majority of these leaders tend to not be the first person in line 
when a meal is served. They talk less, eat last, but are the last to leave a gathering. These 
are some of the qualities that qualify Hmong leaders in the eyes of others within each 
respective clan.  
During a conversation or discussion with a group of people, natural leaders make 
sure that all get an opportunity to speak and share their opinions or ideas. When a family 
member of his clan passes away, the leader must take charge of the planning for the 
funeral. He must make sure that everyone has the same information and are on the same 
page how to carry out the funeral. During this process, the leader must ask the family of 
the deceased how much money they can contribute to the funeral. Sometimes, a family 
may not have the funds, so the leader must find other ways of securing money to make it 
happen. He does not want to “lose face” either, so he may need to ask all his people to 
contribute. Hmong leaders do not get paid to do this, but they are the ones who need to 
secure the funds if a family does not have the means to bury their loved ones. 
In ELCA Hmong congregations, we still lack the resources to equip our leaders 
and congregations to effectively work with community leaders of the new generation. 
From my personal experience in the ministry in the ELCA and in my decision to attend 
this D. Min. program, I came across many valuable resources within the coursework I 
have done such as Missional: Joining God In the Neighborhood.13 I also made use of 
Ronald A. Heifetz’s and Marty Linsky’s book titled, Leadership on the Line: Staying 
                                                
13 Alan J. Roxburgh, Missional: Joining God in the Neighborhood (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker 
Publishing Group 2008). 
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Alive Through the Dangers of Leading.14 Additionally, Alan J. Roxburgh’s and Scott 
Boren’s resources are used, including, The Missional Leader: Equipping Your Church to 
Reach a Changing World.15 
Death and Dying 
I observed four funeral services—two Christian and two non-Christian—and 
interviewed fifteen individuals and four focus groups. The purpose of this research is to 
frame a missional perspective, and, with the help of the resources I mentioned above, 
explore how the Hmong Christian church and individual Hmong Christians interact with 
the wider culture. In the case of my interviews with individuals and four focus groups, 
these are first-hand accounts. Coupled with helpful resources from authors such as 
Thomas G. Long, Thomas Lynch, 16 Donald P. Irish, Kathleen F. Lundquist, and Vivian 
Jenkins Nelsen,17 the project as a whole provided insight into the larger framework 
behind not only the rationale for the decision-making process, but also an understanding 
of the cultural complexity behind Hmong funeral practices. Donn Weinholtz’s work18 
helped me explore the American view(s) of death, as well as the work of Richard G. 
Dumont and Dennis C. Foss;19 they helped me to understand the concept of a Western 
                                                
 14 Ronald A. Heifetz and Marty Linsky, Leadership on the Line: Staying Alive Through the 
Dangers of Leading (Boston, MA: Harvard Business School Publishing 2002).  
15 Roxburgh, Alan and Boren, Scott M., The Missional Leader: Equipping Your Church to Reach 
a Changing World (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2006). 
16 Thomas G. Long and Thomas Lynch, The Good Funeral: Death, Grief, and the Community of 
Care (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2013).  
17 Donal P. Irish, Kathleen F. Lundquist, Vivian Jenkins Nelsen, Ethnic Variations in Dying, 
Death, and Grief (Washington, DC: Diversity in University, 1993).  
18 Donn Weinholtz, Longing to Live…Learning to Die (Lincoln, NE: Writers Club Press, 2002). 
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view of death. Russell A. Peterson’s book titled God Explains Death20 also urged me to 
probe funeral practices more in-depth, and how they might apply to the context of the 
Hmong community. 
Tarald Rasmussen has provided insights as well in Preparing for Death, 
Remembering the Death.21 Karl Rahner’s On the Theology of Death22 relates to 
Peterson’s chapter “What is Death Like?”  Gerhard Lohfink helped link the conversation 
of Death is Not the Final Word,23 which was another good resource to gather insights into 
this topic and the various ways in which people react to death from a psychological or 
theological perspective.  
The majority of the Hmong prefer not to talk about death and dying. However, 
when a person dies there is a great deal of emphasis on the deceased and his/her funeral 
to make sure that the planning is done promptly and that each necessary party is involved. 
Moreover, the financial obligation is quite extensive and overwhelming. Nonetheless, it 
must be followed through to the end. For some within the Hmong community, 
considering death and dying from a Christian perspective may be an eye opener. Mary 
Ely Lyman explores how Christians handle death and dying in her book titled Death and 
                                                                                                                                            
19 Richard G. Dumont and Dennis C. Foss, The American View of Death: Acceptance or Denial? 
(Cambridge, MA: Schenkman Pub. Co., 1972), 122.  
20 Russell A. Peterson, God Explains Death (Lake Mills, IA: Graphic Publishing Company, 1979), 
71. 
21 Tarald Rasmussen, Preparing for Death, Remembering the Death. Herman J. Selderhuis, Vols. 
22 (Bristol, CT: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht LLC, 2015).  
  
22 Karl Rahner, On the Theology of Death (New York, NY: Herder and Herder, 1961), 21. 
 
23 Gerhard Lohfink, Death is Not the Final Word (Chicago, IL: Franciscan Herald Press, 1977).  
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the Christian Answer.24 Arthur C. McGill’s book titled Death and Life: An American 
Theology25 helped me to be able to research more into how Americans view death and 
dying—the insight I gained provided me a foundation from which to compare Hmong 
beliefs to a traditional, American (Western) perspective. Bernard L. Ramm’s The Right, 
the Good & the Happy26 proved another resource to gain further appreciation into this 
topic as well. 
There are eighteen Hmong clans, which form the eighteen last names of all 
Hmong people around the world. In each clan, there is a clan leader whose 
responsibilities for that clan include assisting in weddings, funerals, counseling, and 
settling issues within the clan—as well as with others outside of the clan—to resolve 
potential disagreements or conflicts. Members of a clan cannot seek help from another 
clan. If a person were to do this, the other clan will refer back to that person’s own clan 
leader because it is the responsibility of the clan to assist the individual needs of each of 
its members.  
Just as importantly in the clan system is that when a person is dying, he or she is 
able to die in the house of those in the same clan. However, if the house belongs to 
another clan, then a dying person has to be moved out of the house immediately before 
they die. If the individual dies in the house of another clan, this will upset the spirits of 
that clan whose house the individual died in. Another instance where the clan system is 
                                                
24 Mary Ely Lyman, Death and the Christian Answer (Wallingford, PA: Pendle Hill Pamphlets, 
1960), 8. 
 
25 Arthur C. McGill, Death and Life: An American Theology, Charles A. Wilson and Per M. 
Anderson (Eugene, OR: Fortress Press, 1987), 61. 
 
26 Bernard L. Ramm, The Right, the Good & the Happy (Waco, TX: Word, Incorporated, 1971), 
96.   
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readily discernable is when a woman is about to give birth. When a woman marries, she 
becomes a member of her husband’s clan and no longer belongs to her parent’s clan. 
Thus, when she gives birth she can only do so in her husband’s house or the houses of 
members of the same clan. She cannot give birth inside her parent’s house anymore 
because she no longer belongs to that family. In cases of pregnancies outside of wedlock, 
women have given birth outside of her parents’ clan identity. Yet, after the birth, she and 
her newborn child must continue to stay outside of her parent’s house for the next 30 
days before they are allowed back. These are a few instances showing how the clan 
system has a strong hold on the social interactions within Hmong communities. 
So, the church has a choice to make to change the community. The church truly 
needs to engage in this conversation and come to some sort of consensus on what to keep 
and what to change regarding funeral practices. Only through deliberate discernment and 
dialogue will there be change, and even then, change will come slowly as a progressive, 
systematic transformation. However, if this does not happen, then the Hmong will 
continue to repeat what I call: poj ua tseg, yawm ua cia. This phrase means to “keep 
doing what the ancestors have always done.”  
Biblical Lenses 
I used two biblical and three theological lenses for this research. The biblical 
lenses were (1) the acknowledgement of grief, and (2) the hope of the gospel. Through 
the use of these lenses, I explored the similarities and differences regarding funeral 
practices between the traditional Hmong and Hmong Christian cultures. Generally, 
funerals are a time when the deceased receives respect and the family receives comfort 
from the larger community. Therefore, the biblical model of grief helps the Hmong to 
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know how to process grief effectively by contributing a different theological lens through 
which to view death and dying. At the same time, it sustains their relationship with 
others, as well as provides an opportunity to build stronger community ties. Taking the 
time to view this research through a biblical lens helped me to explore more deeply into 
how to improve the lives of the Hmong Americans, how they perform a funeral, and even 
the ways they share their culture with others. 
To a Hmong individual, their funeral is the most important event in their life 
because doing it properly ensures that the deceased will flourish in the next life.27 The 
funeral lasts at least three days and three nights. Most Hmong believe that there is still 
life after death. The Hmong describe heaven as a peaceful place and hell as miserable, 
but because there are not enough facts to prove the existence of either, not many want to 
talk about such issues.  
The three theological lenses I have employed in my research are: (1) death and 
dying, (2) hospitality, and (3) missional theology. One common practice among Hmong 
people is to resist using the words death or dying because they believe that if such words 
are uttered then the offending person speaking them will soon meet his or her fate. There 
is a great fear of death and dying in the Hmong community. Many believe that after 
death, the soul will travel to the underworld and possibly be tormented for eternity. 
Therefore, death is not a topic our people want to discuss or even bring up. 
The Hmong practice of hospitality is another important aspect to consider from a 
theological viewpoint. I define hospitality as when a host makes an effort to provide for 
the needs of his guests to set a welcoming environment. These needs may be social, basic 
                                                
27 Lisa Rogak, Death Warmed Over: Funeral Food, Rituals, and Customs from around the World 
(Berkeley, CA: Southern Publishers, 2004), 60-61. 
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needs like food and drink, and/or entertainment. When these are provided, the event 
usually draws more people and begets greater social currency. When hospitality is shown 
in this manner, the elders praise the host and it “gives face” to the clan leaders. 
Lastly, missional theology is grounded in the priesthood of all believers. As 
Christians, we believe that God has called all of us to love one another and to carry his 
mission to the ends of the world. God has also called us to speak up for justice where 
there is injustice. God has called us to speak for those who cannot advocate for 
themselves. 
Grief 
Jesus acknowledges the very human need to grieve. It is evident from Scripture in 
John 11 when Jesus visited his recently deceased friend, Lazarus. This passage is 
particularly helpful for this research project. The grieving process is a normal part of the 
human experience. Even Jesus allowed himself to feel grief and express the deepest of 
human emotions as he wept over the loss of his friend. In the same manner, we grieve as 
well when we lose someone close to us. Ecclesiastes 3:1-4 points out that, “For 
everything there is a season, a time for every matter under heaven: a time to be born, and 
a time to die; a time to plant, and a time to pluck up what is planted; a time to weep, and a 
time to laugh; a time to mourn, and a time to dance.” This passage is instructive in how 
God comforts the children in times of loss. The grieving process takes time and requires 
space for the family to come to terms with the death of their loved ones.  
Like anyone, Hmong Christians experience grief. However, there is another 
dimension to the grieving process; even in the midst of grief and sorrow, Christians have 
hope in eternal life. Jesus said, “[A]nyone who hears my word and believes…has eternal 
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life…has passed from death to life” (John 5:24). Moreover, Paul said, “For to me, living 
is Christ and dying is gain” (Philippians 1:21). Paul went on to say, “[W]e do not want 
you to be uninformed, brothers and sisters, about those who have died, so that you may 
not grieve as others do who have no hope…we believe that Jesus died and rose again, 
even so, through Jesus, God will bring with him those who have died” (1 Thessalonians 
4:13-14). This is the hope we have in Christ as his followers.  
Hope of the Gospel 
Another biblical lens through which to view the topic of Hmong funeral practices 
is hope of the gospel as it relates to life after death. Paul shared in 1 Corinthians 15:42-44 
about our Christian life after death: “It is the same way with the resurrection of the dead. 
Our earthly bodies are planted in the ground when we die, but they will be raised to live 
forever. Our bodies are buried in brokenness, but they will be raised in glory… They are 
buried as natural human bodies, but they will be raised as spiritual bodies … ” Job 19:25 
also serves as an example: “I know that my Redeemer lives, and he will stand upon the 
earth at last. And after my body has decayed, yet in my body I will see God. I will see 
him for myself. Yes, I will see him with my own eyes. I am overwhelmed at the 
thought!”  
Within the testimony of the prophet Isaiah, we read in 25:7-8b about God’s power 
over death: “He will destroy on this mountain the shroud that is cast over all peoples, the 
sheet that is spread over all nations; he will swallow up death forever. Then the Lord God 
will wipe away the tears from all faces… ” The writer in Isaiah concluded his thoughts 
about life after death in 26:19: “Your dead shall live, their corpses shall rise. O dwellers 
in the dust, awake and sing for joy! For your dew is a radiant dew, and the earth will give 
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birth to those long dead.” In a similar note, there is the promise in John 3:16, that, 
“everyone who believes in him may not perish but may have eternal life.”  
Theological Lenses 
Hospitality 
The theological lens of hospitality in the Hmong culture is very important since 
Hmong clans see welcoming the outsider as a social glue that solidifies relations between 
outside clans and also bolsters within the clan structure itself. Hospitality is about 
creating a warm and welcoming environment for others to gather together for an 
occasion. This includes giving respect and honor to those who have come to help and 
support the event. As with any funeral practice within the Hmong community, it is 
referred to as a two-way street where the guests give donations when they come to the 
funeral, but then the host is expected to provide food, drinks, and entertainment. This 
practice is also evident in the New Testament in the fourth chapter of the Book of Acts 
where the Apostle Paul referred to the Christians of those days as coming together and 
bringing their resources and talents to be shared with one another. 
When it comes to a funeral setting, hospitality is the first priority for the clan 
leader. The family of the deceased is to open their doors twenty-four hours a day and 
seven days a week to welcome all strangers to come in to support the funeral. As an oral 
culture, the Hmong welcome everyone to come as they are, since a funeral is considered 
a public event for people to express grief and give encouragement for the deceased’s 
family. Strangers are generally invited to stay as long as they want. A majority of the 
family members of the deceased consider strangers as their counselors, people who are 
willing to listen and be present with them during such a trying time. Russell’s book 
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stresses the importance of a community during periods of traumatic loss—the author uses 
the metaphor of “gathering at the round table” as an apt description of the connection 
people make. It is at this common table where all are welcome; she believes that the 
church should also be like this round table. Thus, we hear the phrase “church in the 
round.” She states that the church “is a community where everyone is welcome because it 
gathers around the table of God’s hospitality.”28 Russell speaks of a community of faith 
working together and struggling with each other because they have experienced 
oppression and marginalization in their lives. These people gather at the round table to 
connect their faith and life, to find justice and solidarity with those who are marginalized, 
and to welcome everyone as a member of God’s heavenly household. Hospitality has 
existed in the Hmong community for thousands of years. In the non-Christian 
community, they have already been practicing what I have illustrated above. 
As I have briefly stated earlier, in the United States the funeral home has become 
a place for community members to come for fellowship, for worship, and to celebrate the 
many good things the deceased has accomplished during his or her lifetime. It is also a 
place for the family members of the deceased to be blessed. As the Apostle Paul states in 
the book of Acts in 2:42, they gather together to share food and for living life together as 
brothers and sisters. The funeral home, therefore, becomes a center for different 
ethnicities of people to gather together for God’s business of sharing gifts and talents 
with one another.  
Similarly in the Old Testament, Joshua sends words of encouragement to the 
family of the deceased: “[B]e strong and courageous; do not be frightened or dismayed, 
                                                
28 Letty Russell, The Church in the Round: Feminist Interpretation of the Church (Louisville, KY: 
Westminster/JohnKnox Press, 1993), 14. 
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for the Lord your God is with you wherever you go” (Joshua 1:9). Jesus showed the way 
to be “real” with God—don’t simply give lip service to your beliefs, but instead 
demonstrate true love through your actions. Another example is when Jesus saw his 
mother at the foot of the cross, and the disciple whom he loved standing nearby, he said 
to her, “Woman, here is your son” and to his disciple, “Here is your mother” (John 
19:27). Jesus also said in Luke 6:31 about doing to others as you would have them do it 
to you. Again, in Matthew 7:12 Jesus made it clear that, “In everything do to others as 
you would have them do to you; for this is the law and the prophets.” Finally, Jesus said, 
“I give a new commandment, that you love one another… By this everyone will know 
that you are my disciples, if you have love for one another” (John 13:34-35). 
Hospitality has been practiced in the Hmong traditional culture for thousands of 
years; it includes the concept of religious practices, cultural respect, and honoring our 
ancestors’ spirits. Specific to this research paper, I draw on resources from theologians 
such as Lisa Rogak,29 Tougeu Leepaolao,30 Abdullah Fatteh and Naaz Fatteh,31 and Ya 
Po Cha.32 
Missional Theology 
Missional theology from the Hmong perspective follows the theological 
philosophy of a priesthood of all believers. God has called Christians to love one another, 
                                                
29 Rogak, Death Warmed Over. 
30 Tougeu Leepaolao, Hmong Funeral Procedures (Saint Paul, MN: Western & Southern Life, 
2013). 
31 Abdullah Fatteh and Naaz Fatteh, At Journey’s End: A Complete Guide to Funerals and Funeral 
Planning (Los Angeles, CA: Health Information Press, 1999). 
32 Ya Po Cha, An Introduction to Hmong Culture (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, Inc., 
2010). 
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and to reach out to all the nations as Jesus stated in Matthew in the last chapter. God has 
called Christians to worship, to share their gifts, to live with the gospel, and to care for 
the poor. The church plays a crucial role in the world and in the Hmong community. 
Roxburgh states, “Moving back into the neighborhood is about learning to see our 
community with a fresh set of eyes.”33 Moving into the community with a missional 
mindset means having open ears and eyes for the people’s needs. What’s more, a 
mission-focused attitude requires one to walk through the neighborhood, meet new 
people with an open mind, learn to see people through God’s eyes, listen to the 
neighbors’ stories, and ask questions about how God is working in and through those 
people. 
Mission is about building relationships in the community—with leaders, 
community business members, and different ethnic groups in the neighborhood, whether 
young or old. Roxburg suggests that,  
If you want to discover and discern what God is up to in the world just now, stop 
trying to answer this question from within the walls of your churches. Like 
strangers in need of hospitality who have left their baggage behind, enter the 
neighborhoods and communities where you live. Sit at the table of the other, and 
there you may begin to hear what God is doing.34  
 Darrel L. Guder states that, “[T]he compassion of God is the motivating power of 
God’s mission.”35 God loves and cares for the poor, the oppressed, and the marginalized. 
God has called and sent out missionaries into the world to transform and renew the hearts 
and minds of those who have not put their faith in God, so that they may confess that 
                                                
33 Alan J. Roxburgh, Joining God, Remaking Church, Changing the World: The New Shape of the 
Church in Our Time (Grand Rapids, MI: Morehouse Publishing, 2015), 183. 
34 Ibid., 134. 
35 Darrell L. Guder, The Continuing Conversion of the Church, The Gospel and Our Culture Series 
(Grand Rapids, MI.: W.B. Eerdmans Publishing, 2000), 32. 
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Jesus Christ our Lord and Savior suffered and died on the cross for the sins of the world. 
The good news of the Gospel is the death of Jesus on the cross. Guder points out that 
“The Christian message states that the very heart of the good news that is God’s mission 
is the death of Jesus on the cross.”36 Jesus identifies himself as a willing servant who has 
to suffer for the sake of the world when he declares that “No one has greater love than 
this, to lay down one’s life for one’s friends.”37  
When churches in Asia Minor were suffering under religious persecution, Simon 
Peter addressed in his letter to them, “[L]et yourselves be built into a spiritual house, to 
be a holy priesthood, to offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus 
Christ… But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’s own people, 
in order that you may proclaim the mighty acts of him who called you out of darkness 
into his marvelous light.”38 The priesthood is not only about building relationships with 
people within the church, but also with those in the larger community. Christians may not 
be freed completely from the fear of evil spirits, and they certainly are called to prepare 
their earthly lives for a heavenly existence, but God called everyone to share their gifts 
and talents in this life and spread the love of the gospel from Jerusalem to Judea. Most 
importantly, God called everyone to contribute to the community through the enrichment 
of their knowledge and wisdom to glorify God alone. Paul Althaus interprets the original 
Reformation message that Luther never understands the priesthood of all believers 
merely in the sense of the Christian’s freedom to stand in a direct relationship to God 
                                                
36 Ibid.,41. 
37 John 15:13, NRSV. 
38 1 Peter 2:5, 9, NRSV. 
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without a human mediator. Rather, he constantly emphasizes the Christian’s evangelical 
authority to come before God on behalf of the brethren and also of the world. “The 
universal priesthood expresses not religious individualism but its exact opposite, the 
reality of the congregation as a community.” 39 Peter continued, “But you are a chosen 
race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’s own people, in order that you may proclaim 
the mighty acts of him who call you out of darkness into his marvelous light.”40  
Research Design 
During stage one, I used exploratory and qualitative methods for this research 
project. My focus groups included groups of people with differing faith backgrounds 
such as community and church members, clan leaders, funeral directors, and pastors. I 
used appropriate questions for this interview protocol as cited in appendix D. I selected 
eight non-Christian community members—four from the foreign-born category and four 
of those born in the United States, and eight church members, four from the foreign-born 
category and four of those born United States. I also selected three clan leaders, three 
funeral owners, and three pastors. I conducted the interviews starting in November of 
2016. I recorded both audio and video at these interviews and found an assistant to help 
me transcribe and translate them from Hmong into English. 
Analyzing the Data 
As a researcher, I compared the Hmong traditional funeral practices and the 
Christian funeral practices in the community. I coded exactly the words spoken by the 
                                                
39 https://www.firstthings.com/web-exclusives/2016/10/the-priesthood-of-all-believers (retrieved 
August 4, 2017). 
40 1 Peter 2:9, NRSV. 
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interviewers. I used my best judgment during the observations I made of the rational and 
Christian funeral practices in determining the core values of both systems.    
The exploratory and qualitative methods for this research project were conducted 
exclusively within the Hmong community and the ministry in which I serve. In selecting 
the individuals to be the participants for this exploratory research project, everyone was 
then interviewed using the interview protocol found in appendix B. I began the interviews 
with the community members and then moved to the church members. I made sure that I 
included both Green and White dialects41 and cultures represented in the interviews. Then 
I interviewed the clan leaders, funeral directors, and, finally, pastors, respectively.  
There were a total of thirty-three people including me and my assistants involved 
in this research project. I scheduled to meet with my assistants individually starting in 
November through December of 2016 to develop and build a relationship with these 
individuals to get to know them more on a personal level to be more effective in the 
interviewing process. I continued to work with my assistants to make sure that all 
necessary items were working properly and were easily accessible. In this exploratory 
research project, I gathered data from three sources: funeral observations, interviews and 
focus groups, and daily journal entries. I recorded audio and video in both Hmong and 
English, depending on the language preference of the subject. Then I arranged for these 
clips to be transcribed and translated from Hmong to English if needed. 
                                                
41 Hmong identify themselves as Hmoob Ntsuab (Green Hmong) or Hmoob Dawb (White Hmong) 
and represent distinct dialect groups with significant distinctions in pronunciation and vocabulary; they 
remain mutually intelligible. Green Hmong women wear a batiked, embroidered and pleated “blue” skirt 
and White Hmong women wear blue trousers like their men or a plain white skirt. Robert Cooper. The 
Hmong: A Guide to Traditional Life (No City: Lao-Insight Books, 2008), 51. 
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I concluded with the qualitative interview focus group. These protocols are 
located in appendices A, B, and C. They were the sources for this exploratory research 
project.  
Other Matters 
Definition of Key Terms 
Hmong: Within the small ethnicity originally from Laos, a group of people who 
seek opportunity to learn, to live in harmony with others, and to grow. Hmong means 
“culture and language.”42 
Hmong Christian: An individual born again in Christ, and one transformed by the 
renewal of that individual’s mind. Frequently, these individuals show a change in 
behavior with customs, and are open to the new idea of changing their language, culture, 
and religious practices, and thereby seek to do the will of God. 
Green Hmong: Green Hmong are often judged by their dress; a woman’s skirt is 
more colorful. Women identifying as Green Hmong can be seen wearing skirts with 
green, white, black, and yellow strips around them. With men, the pants are always extra-
large and their shirts frequently seem very short and tight, as if there is not enough fabric.  
White Hmong: Judged by her style of clothing, a woman identifying as White 
Hmong will be seen wearing a skirt that is completely white with no color stripes. With 
                                                
42 Being Hmong means you must know your identity and where your parents came from. Being 
Hmong means “preserving our culture and language” or understanding and speaking the Hmong language 
with your children or parents. Being a Hmong, we are obligated to listen, respect, stay connected with 
parents, siblings, leaders in Hmong community, always inviting the Hmong community, especially leaders 
and elders, to be present when we have a celebration of big or small events. Being Hmong means 
embracing Hmong heritage.  
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men, the pants are always slim, as if designed for boys. Their shirts are similar to the 
Green Hmong, tight and small. 
Accountable Leadership: Within the Hmong community there are eighteen clans; 
each clan has its own leader to represent their own group in the community. It does not 
matter whether the clan is big or small—accountable leadership will always be present. 
Confidentiality: Entrusted with personal information; keeping private matter safe. 
Hmong Missional Perspective: The church itself is called and sent by God’s 
mission into the world.  
Transculturation: The process by which a new thing emerges, transforms, and 
becomes independent.  
Traditional Funeral: Consistently, an event celebrating a person’s life and 
marking their death. It takes four days and three nights; it runs continuously. 
Hmong View of Death and Dying: The journey for the soul to retrace to return to 
his or her new mother’s womb, and then to proceed to his or her ancestral homeland in 
China.  
Traditional Hmong View of Grief: It is a normal part of the human behavior when 
a loved one passes away. Even during grief and sorrow, Hmong Christians have hope in 
eternal life. 
The Hope of the Gospel: The new covenant between Jesus and the Hmong who 
are Christian believers. Hmong Christians believe that the moment we die, we will see 
God.  
Hmong Christian Culture: Being born again in the Hmong Evangelical Lutheran 
Church of America is the new idea of changing one’s language, culture, and religious 
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practices. It is “talking the talk and walking the walk” in this land with new, learned 
religious practices. Even though many Hmong converted to Christianity, they are still 
reluctant in adopting this new religion called Christianity and eschewing their old belief 
systems. 
Clan Leaders: In the Hmong community, there are eighteen clans; so, whichever 
clan you belong to will be the clan to help and assist you during the three main ritual 
celebrations such as the New Year, for weddings, and at funerals. 
Hospitality: The personal effort a person takes to create a warm and welcoming 
environment for others to gather together for an occasion. This includes giving respect 
and honor to those who have come to help and support the event. It is referred to as a 
two-way street (quid pro quo) where the guests give donations when they come to the 
funeral, and then the host provides food, drinks, and entertainment for the guests gathered 
there. 
Tus neeg tua phom ua luag/A man shot three times: A Hmong saying which 
translated means that after a person has taken his last breath or died, another man 
approaches, leans a rifle on the deceased and says, “Please do not be afraid; I am going to 
shoot the gun to accompany you [into the afterlife].” 
Thawj lwm tub ncig/Funeral team work: A select group of thirteen members in the 
community to take charge of the funeral from start to finish.  
 Tus sawvcev tsevneeg tuav nyiaj/A treasure representative from the family: a 
person  appointed to be a treasurer for the deceased family.  
 Txiv thawj xyomcuab/A man leader from the deceased clan: A man assigned to 
lead the event from the beginning to the end.  
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 Niam thawj xyomcuab/A woman leader from the deceased clan: A woman 
assigned to lead the funeral from the beginning to the end. 
 Tub sau/tuav ntawv/A secretary: A person assigned by the clan leader to keep 
records of the funeral.  
 Tus hu kwvtij sablaj/A person appointed the clan leader to call a meeting: A 
person who calls and chairs meeting from start to finish.  
 Tus tu thiab kho lub tsev txias/A decorator: A person who is appointed by the 
family to decorate the events. 
 Tus luam cov npe rau cov khiav dejnum/A nametag designer: A person who 
prepares name tags for the funeral event.  
 Tus nyeem keeb kwm/A reader: A person assigned by the family to read the 
deceased’s biography.  
 Tus tso duab/A person who created a custom photo slideshow: A person who 
created a video/dvd slideshow for the event.  
Tus saib kev noj qab hauv huv/A head custodian: A selected group who has 
responsibility take care of the funeral facility from start to end. 
Txiv taw kev/A guide man: A guide to lead the soul to trace back the way to his or 
her ancestral homeland. 
Txiv cuabtsav/A spirit man representing the family: One designated to prepare 
and make sure the deceased gets his or her meal on time during the funeral event. 
Txiv Qeej/drum/Gaeng master: The four men designated to play qeej song to 
accompany the soul back to the place he or she had come from.  
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Kavxwm/The head of the funeral: A man who is in charge or who supervises the 
whole event. 
Tshwjkab/Two men in charge of the kitchen: Two men who are in charge of meal 
preparation throughout the event. 
Niam ua mov/Two women in charge of the kitchen: Two widows who oversee 
cooking the rice for all the meals throughout the event. 
Txiv txiag/Coffin Maker: A man leading a group of men to cut a tree to make a 
coffin for the deceased.  
Ib tug qaib rau ncoo/A rooster: A sacrificial rooster to guide the soul of the 
deceased back to his or her ancestral homeland. 
Ib tug npua tsa nees/A pig: A sacrificial pig to accompany the soul of the 
deceased back to his or her ancestral homeland. 
Ib rab hneev nruab xub/A loaded crossbow: A weapon with which the deceased 
can defend him- or herself on the journey back to the homeland. Used for ritual purposes. 
Ib fwjcawv/A bottle of alcohol: It is mandatory to have wine/alcohol with every 
single meal as respect for the deceased. Also, a bottle of alcohol is presented just after the 
moment of a person’s death for ritual purposes. 
Ib koos poos/A can: A rice cooker used for ritual purposes. 
Ib rab diav/A spoon: A spoon used for eating liquid foods such as soup. Also used 
for ritual purposes.  
Ib lub qe siav/A boiled egg: A ritual boiled egg that symbolizes the deceased’s 
memory; if the guide man should break the egg in half then it would mean that in the next 
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life the deceased will not remember his present life. In order for the deceased to 
remember the present life, the egg should not be broken.  
Ib thooj mov siav/Ready to eat rice: All food must be ready to go at all times 
because the deceased requires three meals per day. 
Ib tug txhib ntawg/A bamboo stick cut in half: A ritual instrument for the guide 
man for negotiating with the deceased.  
Lub kaus ntawv/ A paper parasol: A device used for protection from rain, sun, and 
snow.  
Ib nkawm khaus noog/Hmong handmade shoes: The deceased cannot walk 
without a pair of shoes, because the road of the hereafter is filled with caterpillars and 
maggots. 
Ib lub tais rau mov/A bowl: The deceased cannot eat without a bowl. 
Tais dej ntxuav muag/A bowl of warm water: Water used for washing up in the 
morning before breakfast and dinner.  
Daim phuam ntxuav muag/A washcloth: A washcloth used to clean up the 
deceased before dressing him or her up for presentation.  
Daim Ntaub Npog Ncauj/Mouth cloth: The mouth cloth is employed to cover the 
deceased during the funeral ceremony. At the end of the funeral ceremony, the mouth 
cloth will be burned. By its burning, the elder can ascertain whether the deceased will be 
going straight to their ancestor’s homeland or will instead become a ghost. 
 Ntuj Ceebtsheej/Heaven: An existence in which there will be angels, no war, no 
clans, no sadness or tears, and no clan-related colors.  
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 Ntuj Txiag Teb Tsaus/Hell: A place of starvation and want; a torment and 
punishment for eternity and filled with maggots that devour our bodies. 
GVP: General Vang Pao 
Ethical Considerations 
Confidentiality was a priority—I took measures to keep all the documentation and 
data of each individual safely secured. For example, no names were identified in the 
written report for this research project. The only people to have access to all the audio, 
interview conversations, journal entries, and videos were my tech support personnel, my 
advisors, and myself. The transcriber of qualitative research recordings signed an 
understanding of the condition of confidentiality. Informed consent forms were used with 
all interviews and focus groups, as well as with individuals. The implied consent forms 
were attached to all questionnaires. This research project followed the Luther Seminary 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) guidelines for content and all its procedures. These 
documents can be found in appendices A, B, D, E, F, G, H, I, and J. 
I conducted my research project within the ministry and community context of 
which I serve as a mission developer. I believe that these groups and individuals play a 
crucial role to help the Hmong community and Hmong congregations gain a better 
understanding of the process and procedures of funeral practices in the community.  
I asked my participant groups and each individual to help me be aware of 
anything that would hinder the interview process. I appreciated all the participants and 
their willingness to share their knowledge, experiences, and contributions to this project. 
All data were drawn from adults who were over the age of eighteen, and this was in 
accordance with the IRB standards. These data were kept in a safe file cabinet in my 
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office in the church, and only my tech support personnel, transcriber, and I have access to 
that file cabinet. The audio recordings and videos were kept on my personal camera, 
which requires a secret code to login. These records will be kept until May 31, 2021, and 
then destroyed. This research project had no risks to the participants. The benefits of this 
project I hope will help the Hmong community save more money, time, and energy for 
their children’s education, as well as will serve to reframe and engage the wider 
community for more meaningful conversations regarding the funeral practices in the 
Hmong American society. 
Overview of the Following Chapters 
Chapter two discusses the history of the Hmong people—from the involvement of 
the CIA during the Vietnam War to the Hmong fleeing Laos crossing the Mekong River, 
and then to their eventual resettlement in the United States. The two chapters following 
then apply the lenses that I chose to help interpret this research. First, chapter three 
proposes three theoretical lenses to navigate the research project. These lenses are 
transculturation, leadership, and “death and dying.”  
Then, in chapter four, I explain the two biblical lenses as well as the three 
theological lenses through which to view this research. The biblical lenses are the 
acknowledgement of grief and the hope of the gospel. I explore the similarities and 
differences of the funeral practices between traditional and Christian Hmong cultures. 
During funerals, people have an opportunity to show respect to the deceased and provide 
comfort to the family that has lost their loved one. Therefore, I intend to show that the 
biblical model will help the Hmong better understand to work through their grief. At the 
same time, a biblical model of grieving would sustain their relationship with others as 
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well as be an opportunity to build a stronger community. It would also help this research 
project to explore some of the ways to improve the lives of Hmong Americans more 
deeply, in particular how they perform funeral practices and share their culture with 
others. 
Chapter five then outlines my research methodology, including my rationale, the 
biblical and theological groundings, and the research design. Chapter six provides the 
results and data of the project. Chapter seven contains the conclusions and insights drawn 
from the data and places them in conversation with the theoretical, biblical, and 
theological lenses of this project. Finally, chapter eight and the epilogue both suggest 
some implications from this work that could be useful for further study. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE HMONG AND THE CIA: 1960-1975 
The Hmong population in China is estimated to be approximately 4,500,000; in 
Vietnam it is 558,000; in Laos it is 316,000; in Thailand it is 124,000; and in Burma it is 
2,656. In Western countries such as the United States, it is estimated that there are 
approximately 260,000 Hmong people; in France there are 15,000; in Australia there are 
1,860; in Canada there are 640; in French Guyana there are 1,800; in Argentina there are 
250; in New Zealand there are 150; and even in Germany there are 70 Hmong people 
residing there.1 Whether in Asia or in Western countries, the Hmong people still live 
with—and in close proximity—to their clan leaders as do the majority of the Hmong 
people. It is estimated that there are over five and a half million Hmong worldwide, with 
the majority of the population residing in China. 
The Hmong can be identified through several ways: either by the color and design 
of their clothes or by the dialect they speak. Per oral history, the Chinese could not defeat 
the Hmong people so they decided to divide them into separate clans. In dividing them, 
this was the Chinese strategy in getting the Hmong to fight against one another, thereby 
making it easier for the Chinese to attack and defeat them since they were no longer a 
unified group, but instead broken into many clan factions. Another identification tool is 
                                                
 1 Estimates from US Census, 2010 and Dr. Nicholas Tapp and Dr. Gary Yia Lee, 
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~yeulee/Topical/12point%20st atement.html (retrieved May 10, 2017). 
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determining which dialect they speak—such as the White dialect or the Green dialect 
(Hmoob Dawb or Hmoob Lees). The majority of the Hmong in America speak either 
White Hmong or Green Hmong. 
Table 2.1 Hmong Minnesota’s eighteen clan representatives2 
 
 
Xaytiley 
Chang 
Tsab  
 
Gamai 
Chue 
Tswb 
 
 
Cheng  
Tsheej 
 
Fong Fang  
Faj 
 
Vue Her 
Hawj 
 
Nhia Neng 
Hang 
Ham 
 
Tong Chao 
Khang 
Khab 
 
Chue Blong 
Kong 
Koo 
 
Tser Xang 
Kue 
Kwm 
 
Neng Zong 
Lee 
Lis 
 
 
Tuxu Lor 
Lauj 
 
 
Nao Houa 
Moua 
Muas 
 
 
Nicolas Pha 
Phab 
 
Muaj Feem 
Thao 
Thoj 
 
Wa Thai 
Vang 
Vaj 
 
Wa Houa 
Vue 
Vwj 
 
Nao Khue 
Yang 
Yaj 
 
 
 
Leaders play a vital role in the Hmong community. General Vang Pao had 
recruited his soldiers specifically through the eighteen clan leaders. This is not a secret; 
                                                
2 Seventeen of the eighteen clan council members gave permission to use their name and photos. 
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do not misinterpret my intent: when you get the leaders, you get everyone. I included the 
clan leaders’ photos because to be Hmong means we cannot function without our leaders.  
Wherever Hmong live—whether here in the United States or in other parts of the 
world—they choose to live in clan communities. They do this because in times of need, 
they need their relatives, clan members, and the Hmong community to assist them. This 
is especially true during the Hmong New Year, during weddings, and during funerals. In 
occasions like these and many others, people come together to support one another. Such 
support can come in the form of monetary donations from family members and relatives, 
clan members, and the Hmong community at large. Others will support by physically 
helping with the setting up and taking down, the cooking, the planning, and/or calling to 
invite people to the event and so forth. Another form of support people can provide is 
through simply attending and being present at the event. 
A Hmong Traditional Funeral 
Both White and Green Hmong share similar funeral practices. However, the 
structure or process of traditional funeral practices in Laos differs slightly from the one 
being practiced in the United States. In this section, the focus is to highlight the process 
of a traditional funeral in Laos only. The process of a traditional funeral typically 
practiced in the United States will be discussed in a later chapter. 
In Laos, the steps defined below illustrate the process of a traditional funeral in 
the Hmong community. The moment a person has died, the elders of the village would be 
summoned to the house of the deceased. Once the elders have declared that the person 
has indeed died, then the decisions regarding how to proceed with the funeral would take 
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place amongst the elders and the family of the deceased. The age and gender of the 
deceased impact the decisions being made. 
After the elders pronounced the person’s death, the first step would then be to call 
upon a mature male to come and fire shots into the air. This is done to signal and inform 
the villagers that there has been a death in the family and the villagers must come to 
assist with the duties of the funeral. The age and gender of the deceased determine the 
number of shots fired. In my interviews, one Hmong elder stated that if the deceased 
happened to be an adult male, then three gunshots would be fired. If the deceased were an 
adult female, then three gunshots would be fired. However, if the deceased were a child 
under the age of fifteen then only one shot would be fired. Before firing the shots, the 
elder male who was responsible to fire the shots would lean the shotgun against the body 
of the deceased and say to the deceased: You should not be afraid; I will fire some shots 
to accompany you.3 After this, the elder male would step outside to fire the shots to 
inform the community of the person’s death. 
The second step would be to wash the body of the deceased. Shortly after the 
gunshots, the family would prepare a bowl of warm water and a washcloth for the 
washing of the body. A family member washing the body would say a few words to the 
deceased before the washing along the lines of: You should not be startled; I will wash 
your face and body then we will dress you up. After the deceased has been informed, then 
the family member would proceed to wash and then clothe the body. The types of clothes 
the deceased a person should be dressed in would be determined by the dialect spoken by 
the family. For example, if the family was White Hmong, then their traditional clothes 
                                                
3 A Hmong elder, interviewed by William T. Siong (February 21, 2017). 
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would be different than the Green Hmong, and so forth. Once completely dressed, the 
deceased would be laid on a wooden platform with the head pointing toward the center 
pole of the house and the feet pointing toward the back door.  
The third step would be to guide the soul of the deceased to his or her ancestors’ 
homeland in China. The elders and the clan leader would call an emergency meeting to 
find two males to summon the txiv taw kev, or a spiritual man, to come and guide the soul 
of the deceased back to his or her ancestors’ homeland, back in China. After the spiritual 
man has been summoned, the family must gather together the following items to be ready 
for use upon the arrival of the spiritual man. These items include: kettle, a water bowl, a 
can of rice, a boiled egg, a spoon, a bottle of homemade alcohol, a loaded crossbow, a 
pair of split bamboo, umbrella, handmade shoes, protector sole, wash cloth, a horse, a 
beautiful rooster, a pig, center pole, drum, and gaeng4 for ritual negotiations with the soul 
of the deceased. When tus txiv taw kev or the spiritual man arrived, he would first ask the 
deceased, “Are you indeed dead or not? If you are indeed, I will sing a song for you.” 
After the song has been sung, the family representative is required to slaughter the rooster 
and then extract a piece of its liver. The liver would be cooked slightly and then along 
with the can of rice, would be offered to the deceased. During this offering of the liver 
and rice, the spiritual man would say, “You have eaten the liver of the rooster, so now 
you will be one with the rooster. The rooster will guide you, so you must follow the 
rooster to reach your ancestors.” If the deceased were an old person it would be estimated 
to take between one to six hours to guide the soul back to reach his or her ancestors. If the 
                                                
4 See appendices G and H. 
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deceased were young, the time needed to guide the soul back to his or her ancestors’ 
homeland would take only a few hours. 
During the time that the spiritual man would be performing these rituals, the 
elders and the clan leader would go and find two men to be the txiv qeej or the two master 
qeej players for the funeral. They would take turns switching roles between the qeej and 
the drums. Right after the txiv taw kev completes his ritual, then the two txiv qeej would 
play four sets of qeej for the deceased. The first set was called zaj qeej tu siav, which 
meant that the music was the song to inform the soul of the deceased that he or she has 
died and was no longer among the living. The txiv qeej (gaeng master) would also inform 
the soul of the deceased that the qeej (gaeng) would be his tool of communication 
between the living and the dead. The second set of music was called zaj qeej tsa nees, 
which meant telling the deceased soul that a horse was ready and he or she would be 
riding it as means of transportation to go back to the ancestors’ homeland, which was 
called Wenshan or Paj Tawg Lag in the province of Yunnan in China. This set of the 
music was played one or two hours before burning the paper money for the deceased 
soul, which meant giving authority for him or her to get the gold, the silver, and the 
money the family provided for the deceased. After the conclusion of the music, one of the 
family members would burn the paper money for the deceased soul by saying, “This 
money will be a gift for you to help with your journey back to your ancestors’ 
homeland.” The third set of music would be played called Zaj qeej hlawv ntawv, which 
meant that the gold, the silver bars, and money were being offered to the deceased to be 
used in the afterlife. 
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Therefore, this set of music was played for the last before taking the deceased 
body out of the house. The last set was called Zaj qeej sawv kev, which meant telling the 
deceased soul that the music was to accompany the soul to rest in the grave until the 
deceased family rov mus tos los tso plig, which meant releasing the deceased soul back to 
his or her family. In my interviews, one of the txiv qeej said that “a funeral without these 
four sets of music played was considered incomplete.” These were the most important 
ritual acts for a deceased soul for preparation in the next life. 
As soon as the clan leader found out the age of the deceased, and the clan leader 
determined that the deceased was the youngest, the txiv cuabtsav must be the oldest and 
take charge of the meals throughout the funeral to make sure breakfast, lunch, and supper 
is ready for the deceased from the beginning to the end of the funeral event. Why is the 
txiv cuabtsav necessary? Because he plays a very crucial role for the event, since 
bloodlines play a major role in the Hmong culture, as it does comparatively in Western 
cultures as well. 
Elders and clan leaders then brought an outsider to be the kavxwm, the code that 
leads a person who is fully in charge of the funeral from beginning to end. If it was a big 
event, it would need two kavxwm, but normally one was enough for most funerals. The 
village chief taught his followers to love one another in such difficult times—community 
members knew each other intimately and bore each other’s burdens. The clan leader with 
the elders assigned four tswjkab if it were a big event, but normally two men would 
suffice. The tswjkab oversaw the chopping and grinding of meat being readied for their 
team to prepare the meal, depending on how many people were expected to attend the 
funeral. Generally, for meal preparation, because so much work was involved in the 
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event, the clan leader and elders also assigned four to six single women to help with 
cooking or preparation of rice, but at the same time they also cooperate with the tswjkab’s 
team, making sure that the meal is ready on time. 
With the people I interviewed, I came to understand at that time in Laos there was 
no electricity. Everything was done using wood and building fires; even lighting during 
the night hours and all manner of cooking also depended on wood fuel; so, two men were 
assigned to chop wood for the event. A man assigned to lead a group of villagers to cut 
down large trees to build a casket for the deceased was called the txiv txiag. The casket 
needed to be ready within one to two days’ time depending on the elders’ and clan 
leader’s schedule for burying the corpse. 
There was one option if the deceased was well respected in the community and if 
the family were wealthy—the elders and the clan leader could also summon a txiv coj 
xaid, a master of spiritual blessing to perform a six to eight hour ritual blessing for the 
deceased’s sons, daughters, and grandchildren. In this case, a txiv coj xai comes in at a 
cost of at least a silver bar—comparatively that would be around one thousand to 
eighteen hundred dollars. The expense, of course, would come out of the family’s budget. 
The sons, daughters, and grandchildren stayed all night long as a matter of course during 
this ceremony. In addition, family members of the deceased were mandated not to wear 
nice clothing during the funeral event out of respect for the deceased and those present in 
the community. Hmong believe that if family members of the deceased wore nice 
clothing during the funeral than they disrespected the deceased. In addition to that, 
leaders, elders, and community members would curse them and then Yawm saub (God) 
would not bless them. My father told me that Hmong traditionally believe that to receive 
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blessings then the surviving family members should show great sorrow, grief, and 
sadness. They should grieve so much that they do not have the time to take care of 
themselves. Being in this state of great grief would indicate that the surviving family 
members loved the deceased very much. 
These have been the traditional practices for funerals for thousands of years. In 
most Hmong funerals, if the deceased’s sibling were still alive—especially in the case 
when a brother had died—then the clan leader tends to hu qhua tuaj hlub/tuaj ua qab tu 
(send invitations to the sister to come say goodbye). If she had any gifts for the family, 
she was free to bring it with her to support the family. At the same time, the deceased’s 
family would be bestowed with cattle to be butchered and cut in half on behalf of the 
sibling. The cattle for the sibling was meant to signify that it would be the final farewell 
between the brother and sister. 
In Hmong traditional funerals, animal sacrifices typically were no more than 
three, but it was not limited to that amount. First, the largest, fittest cattle were gifted to 
txiv cuabtsav since he was the blood brother of the deceased. Second, a cow was gifted to 
maum phauj/txiv dablaug, because he or she was the blood brother or sister of the 
deceased. Finally, a heifer was designated to niam tuag sib faib hno, txiv tuag sib faib 
tsoo, which meant as the “final gift from the surviving spouse to the deceased.”  
The Hmong followed these funeral practices for many centuries in China, Laos, 
Thailand, and many other countries inhabited by them. The community members came 
together and volunteered themselves to give a helping hand. This was called txojkev tuag 
txhua tus neeg yeej yuav dhia tsis dhau yog li peb thiaj yuavtsum tau sib pab, which 
meant “we cannot escape death so we have to help”. This was related to the concept that 
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“when you die, I die. When you bury, I bury as well”. A person would not be able to do a 
funeral all by himself, but he needed a community to help him perform these funeral 
practices. Traditionally, this was not a condition for the Hmong people, but it was how to 
love your neighbors as yourself. A funeral for a Hmong family meant exhibiting unity 
and hospitality to open your doors and welcome community members to support through 
their presence and presents. This practice took place during times of peace as well as 
times of war.  
The Secret War 
During the Vietnam conflict, the U.S. government was interested in supporting 
the South Vietnamese to cut off the North’s military aid along the Ho Chi Minh Trail. At 
the same time, the Royal Laotian government was going through a political crisis. North 
and South Vietnamese were divided and Laos was established as a neutral, sovereign 
country. The French had left Indochina. In 1952, Laos was politically divided and the two 
brothers, who were the Royal Lao princes, joined opposing parties. Soupha Nouvong 
joined the communist party, while Souvanna Phouma remained with the Royal Laotian 
Army in the effort to continue to protect Laos. There was the fear that Laos would 
eventually become a communist regime. Therefore, in 1954, the U.S. government agreed 
to assist by supplying troops and military aid to defeat the communist regime.  
In 1961, the CIA came to Laos seeking an effective military leader to partner with 
the U.S. to help cut off the supply routes on the Ho Chi Minh Trail, the North 
Vietnamese’s main military supply line to their troops in South Vietnam to fight against 
the South Vietnamese. The CIA was seeking someone who knew the country’s 
geography well, who was willing to serve on the ground, and knew survival skills in the 
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jungles of Laos in cases when the planes and/or ground troops could not transport 
military supplies and food rations for the troops for an extended period of time. The CIA 
was not able to secure and get such a person by themselves within the Laotian 
community. Therefore, a high ranking of a Lao official had recommended Vang Pao to 
them.  
During that time, Vang Pao was a Lieutenant Colonel in the Royal Lao Army. 
The American CIA connected with Vang Pao through a Laotian official named Chao 
SayKham, the provincial Governor of Xieng Khouang. Shortly after the CIA recruiter 
introduced himself to Vang Pao, he offered to assist Vang Pao defend Laos. Per one of 
the interviews I conducted with one of Vang Pao’s secret agents, he mentioned that Vang 
Pao never mentioned the agent’s name when this secret agent interviewed him; Vang Pao 
only told him the CIA recruiter that “[He] has the same rank as me.”5 
This CIA recruiter made the commitment that the U.S. would cover the 
operational costs associated with the Hmong assisting them in the Ho Chi Minh Trail 
operation. He added a condition to the agreement that if Americans were to lose the war 
then, “I will take you with me so that you also may be where I am.” I as mentioned 
above, during this period, Laos was caught in a political struggle between the two prince 
brothers Souvanna Phouma and Soupha Nouvong. Therefore, Vang Pao said to the CIA 
that, “We cannot live with [being] communist.” Before the decision was made, Vang Pao 
was highly distraught over the battle between these two brothers and their inability to 
unite the country under their rule and leadership, but instead divide it and make it weaker. 
                                                
5 Vang Pao’s secret agent, interview by William T. Siong (December 30, 2016).  
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In 1959, the Communist Party moved north to Samneua. The Lao in the South 
wanted Vang Pao to move to the south of the country and let the north be ruled by the 
communist regime. One of the royal Lao family members named Chao Boun Oum 
Nachampasak offered to airlift Vang Pao’s family to settle in the south, but Vang Pao 
was hesitant. Chao Boun Oum Nachampasak said that if Soupha Nouvong wanted to join 
the communist party then let him take control of the northern part of Laos and Souvanna 
Phouma could control the south. When Vang Pao heard this, it brought him great distress 
for the second time, because he did not want the communist regime to take over his 
territory in the north and he did not want the people of Laos to live with communists. 
Americans were introduced to the Hmong people during the Vietnam War. Keith 
Quincy said that, “By mid 1961, the U.S. government had seen enough of Phouma’s 
bungling to conclude that the RLA was incapable of holding back, let alone defeating, the 
communists. The U.S. diverted nearly all ongoing military support to Vang Pao and his 
Hmong.”6 Therefore, we later learned that the CIA recruiter’s name was Bill Lair. Vang 
Pao met with the CIA for the second time and he said to Mr. Lair, “I have a lot of people 
and they are from the eighteen clans. If I help you, I need all my people to join; I cannot 
just appoint one clan. I have to include all clans.” Mr. Lair responded by saying, “I don’t 
know your people, so you take charge to recruit them and I will provide everything you 
need.” 
In this covenant or agreement, it stated that if the war was lost, then the U.S. 
would allow for Vang Pao and his Hmong people to resettle in America. The second 
agreed-upon understanding was that the U.S. would supply military equipment, monthly 
                                                
6 Keith Quincy. Hmong History of a People. 2nd ed. (Marshall, WA: Eastern Washington 
University Press, 1995), 189.  
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salaries, food, clothes, medical supplies, and training for the Hmong soldiers so that they 
knew how to operate the machine guns and other weapons. Vang Pao informed the CIA 
that currently he had less than a hundred Hmong soldiers under his leadership, but the 
rest of his soldiers were Laotian from the South. Still, the CIA reassured Vang Pao that 
the Americans would help him get through this hardship. Then Vang Pao went on to say 
that there were many Hmong who he could still recruit for the war effort. The CIA 
responded positively to this saying that the more people Vang Pao had, the better—the 
Hmong were needed to cut off the supply lines on the Ho Chi Minh Trail. 
Shortly after Vang Pao met with the CIA, the agreement was made that he would 
help the CIA to recruit Hmong people and provide a location to train them before sending 
them into the battle field. During this time, Vang Pao was just a Lieutenant Colonel and 
he was not sure whether what was promised to him would become a reality. However, the 
next day, the U.S. started shipping military supplies, food, and other necessities for Vang 
Pao and his troop in the jungles of Laos. This was the beginning of the relationship 
between the U.S. and the Hmong people.  
Vang Pao’s Recruitment of the Hmong 
Vang Pao faced another difficult situation because it was hard to recruit Hmong 
men to join the army in the first place. Vang Pao came up with several strategies to get 
them to enlist. One strategy was that he started informing the various villages that he had 
rifles such as M1 Carbine and Garand to give away to the men so that they could use 
them to go hunting for food for their families. As soon as the word got out to the villages, 
almost two hundred men came to claim their rifles, but what they did not know was that 
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Vang Pao had already prepared to sign them up to join the Special Guerrilla Unit, the 
SGU.   
During this time, Vang Pao and his recruiting team had already put together sets 
of uniforms along with military backpacks full of food, M1 Carbine and Garand rifles 
with ammo, and medicine for each man who came to claim their “hunting rifles.” The 
moment they arrived, Vang Pao’s recruiting team detained them and put them in another 
waiting area to be sent to the army training camp. Even though Vang Pao followed 
through with this strategy to enlist Hmong men to become his soldiers, he was terribly 
upset with the deceit he had committed. Vang Pao said much later in an interview,  
“I had no choice. I needed people to help me defend my country and my people. I 
knew that when they received their uniform and rifle, they would be deported to 
the training camp. It was sad because the Hmong men didn’t have experience 
operating a rifle and many of them were in tears as well because they did not 
expect to be separated from their family like this. I admitted that I had to put them 
through this.” 
Another strategy Vang Pao used to enlist Hmong men into his army was through 
the chiefs of the various counties, the taseng. Every county chief (taseng) would ask his 
village chiefs to count every man in their controlled territories and submit their names to 
the taseng. Then the taseng would send this list to Vang Pao.  
A third strategy known to have been used by Vang Pao was to demand a family 
with more than one son to enlist them into the army. This meant that if a family had three 
sons, then two of them would have to enlist in the army, leaving only one to care for his 
parents. If the family had two sons, then one would have to enlist. This was the case for 
my grandfather, Pa Xue Xiong. He had three sons: my father Blia Tue Siong, my uncle 
Nhia Pao Xiong, and my uncle Ger Xiong. Since my father was the oldest of the three 
sons, he stayed behind to care for my grandfather while my two uncles were enlisted in 
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Vang Pao’s army. Uncle Ger went to fight in the war and died in battle before he was 
even eighteen years old. Uncle Nhia Pao was in the army at a young age but survived 
from it and had the opportunity to resettle in the U.S. He recently passed away in 
California.  
I would like to introduce a brave young man who joined with the American CIA 
at a young age. His name was Houa Moua. He saw that his government desperately 
needed more help; so he decided to become a soldier at the young age. It was a challenge 
for him but it was also an opportunity to serve the people of his country, Laos. He was 
sent into the battlefield for six months then a military leader sent him to Vientiane for 
training to be a military nurse. This was within a short period of time, but he was able to 
finish his career as a military nurse and cared for his fellow soldiers. It was a demanding 
job, but he had the opportunity to serve under a great leader, General Vang Pao, and be a 
part of the Royal Laos Army troops in Region Two. 
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Table 2.2: Captain Moua7 
 
 
 
 
In 1967, Moua went to training to be a radio operator communicating with 
soldiers at the frontline for half a year and then he worked in that role for an additional 
half year. After this, he was promoted to be a captain and General Vang Pao relocated 
him to the CIA headquarter in Long Cheng. He was there until the fall of Long Cheng on 
May 14, 1975. From 1967 to 1973, there was heavy fighting between the North 
Vietnamese troops and the Region 2 army under the command of General Vang Pao. 
Captain Moua was in charge of scheduling military aircraft to go on daily mission strikes 
around L22 in Laos. He also instructed the aircraft to rescue downed American pilots as 
well as recover those soldiers who were killed on the field around Xieng Khouang 
province. He said,  
I was the first person who received the news of casualties from the battlefield. 
Every day I would receive calls informing that there would either be 4kkk, or 
bodies, that would be transported to Long Cheng airbase or injured soldiers would 
be taken to Samthong Hospital. When the plane landed, I would lead my team 
into the plane to check on the American body bags. Some of the body bags 
                                                
7 Frontline Air Control Region Two, March 1967. 
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smelled badly due to the fact that it had been many days before their bodies could 
be transported back. Some of the soldiers were unidentifiable because their bodies 
had been torn too much for loved ones to positively identify them. It was always 
difficult for me and at times I would tear up knowing that this was my job and I 
was the lead person responsible for collecting all the bodies into the room to wait 
for their families to come and identify and claim them. If bodies were left 
unclaimed at the end of the day then a short funeral service would be arranged for 
all of them and then they would be buried. Bodies were coming in almost every 
single day.8  
I asked Captain Moua, “What did being in the Royal Laos Army teach you about 
the military?” Captain Moua responded, “I was told to die for my country rather than let 
the communist take over my country. I did everything under General Vang Pao’s 
commands. It was an honor and privilege to serve my country with a great leader like 
Vang Pao, James William Lair, and Jerry Daniels, the CIA, and the American 
government.”  
He described his military duty during the Vietnam War: 
Throughout my military career, there were two times that I was truly scared for 
my life. The communist tried to take over the Long Cheng home base so the fight 
was extremely heavy. I was ordered to relocate my station to the west side of the 
King’s palace. I would never forget this. I was walking to my secret underground 
base when it happened. I don’t remember how long I was unconscious, but when I 
woke up my nose was bleeding, my clothes were torn apart, and my whole body 
was covered in dust. I learned later that one of the communist’s AK-130 shells 
landed in front of me; it killed five soldiers. I cleaned up myself and went into my 
secret underground base. “Tub, kuv tsis tau qhaj tuag xwb” (Son, it was not my 
time to die yet). You know, I was in my secret underground base for three months 
without taking a shower! The second time that I was truly scared for my life was 
when I was driving my M38 military Jeep with a colleague of mine and I was shot 
again. When I woke up, my colleague and I were on the ground. I discovered that 
my vehicle was hit by an AK-130. I will never forget that moment.9  
Then in May 14, 1975, Long Cheng’s headquarter (the base for the American 
CIA) fell. Captain Moua was airlifted to Thailand. He settled there for a year until all his 
                                                
8 Captain Moua, interview by William T. Siong (July 26, 2016). 
9 Ibid.,  
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family members arrived in the refugee camp. He then decided to bring his family to the 
United States of America, the country he had spent over a decade sacrificing his life for 
during the Vietnam War. Captain Moua resettled in Minnesota in 1982 and has resided 
there ever since.  
He believes that education is important for our family because it gives us the 
skills and a new lens through which to see the world from a different perspective. 
Without education, we would not be able to read, write, and communicate with our 
children. Education teaches us about who we are and where we came from as Hmong. He 
said,  
I came here when I was thirty-five years old. I worked full-time and went to 
school part-time. It took me eight years to earn my high school diploma. I 
continued on to attend community college and after two years I received my AA 
degree. I started working in 1984 and only retired in 2011.10   
I am appreciative of all the Vietnam veterans, especially Captain Moua, who have 
set the standard as role models for my family and others to follow. Captain Moua, made 
the statement that, “Tuaj txog tebchaw Meskas yog koj tsis rau siab kawm ntawv ces rov 
coj koj ob txhais kotaw mus lib av tim Nplog teb” (You’ve reached America; if you don’t 
persist in your education then you should go back to Laos where you can still walk 
barefoot). I took his words to heart.  
I am appreciative to all the Vietnam veterans, especially Captain Moua, who have 
set the standard as role models for my family and others to follow. Captain Moua, made 
the statement that, “Tuaj txog tebchaw Meskas yog koj tsis rau siab kawm ntawv ces rov 
coj koj ob txhais kotaw mus lib av tim Nplog teb” (You’ve reached America; if you don’t 
                                                
10 Ibid.,  
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persist in your education then you should go back to Laos where you can still walk 
barefoot). I took his words to heart.  
I learned that all Hmong soldiers served under General Vang Pao and Col. James 
William Lair’s leadership for the American CIA. William Lair was under the leadership 
of three Presidents of the United States of America: President Richard Nixon, President 
Lyndon Johnson, and President John F. Kennedy. The more education I received, the 
more I realized that history plays such a pivotal role in each culture or group of people in 
this new land. When I first came to America, my cousin said, “There is no free lunch in 
America.” This did not make sense to me at the time but it has taken me almost thirty 
years to understand it and understand the reason why Hmong came to this country. He 
said we have to keep in mind that our people have made sacrifices for us. We need to 
respect our elders. We might see them now as old, uneducated men, but they were once 
recruited and became our heroes during the Vietnam War.  
Even though Vang Pao was partially successful in getting men to join his army, 
he realized that recruiting the clan leaders would be easier than recruiting individuals. 
Thus, he called the eighteen-clan council together for a very important meeting regarding 
the agreement he had made with the U.S. Vang Pao asked each of the clan leaders to 
support him by sending their people to bear arms with him in assisting the CIA to cut off 
the Ho Chi Minh Trail, thereby stopping North Vietnamese soldiers from using Laos to 
transport their military supplies. The clan leaders agreed to support Vang Pao in 
defending Laos. His goal was to make sure that all the clan leaders were on the same 
page in terms of moving forward in this new relationship with the U.S. and supporting 
them in fighting for Laos. This would be a new chapter for them.  
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Vang Pao and the Eighteen Clan Leaders 
Before 1953, the Hmong had no written language, so signing a covenant or an 
agreement was not possible. Everything was done through verbal agreements. Therefore, 
in December of 1960, Vang Pao took the eighteen clan leaders to a special place called 
Muang Xon Bridge where the verbal covenant was made between Vang Pao and the 
eighteen clan leaders to show that they would stand together and fight the communists 
out of Laos. They came to an agreement that if they all fought together with the CIA— 
for good or bad—they would stand together to the end. Vang Pao made a promise to the 
eighteen clan leaders that day that if they won the war then he would raise them all to 
have equal leadership opportunities. 
Vang Pao asked a spiritual man to accompany them to perform the agreement 
between him and the eighteen clan leaders. Vang Pao brought with him a beautiful 
rooster for this ritualistic purpose. After the decision was made and all agreed to support 
Vang Pao’s plan, the spiritual man killed the rooster and put its blood in a bowl. He 
mixed it with water and lifted the bowl up in front of them all and he called out: Yawm 
Saub, or “God in heaven to bear witness of this agreement.” Afterward, the spiritual man 
instructed each one of the eighteen clan leaders along with Vang Pao to drink from this 
bowl. This was a symbol of their loyalty and commitment to serve with Vang Pao. 
However, if any one of them were to betray the group, then the curse of death would fall 
upon that person. 
Shortly after the covenant was made with the clan leaders, each of the clans sent 
their men to join Vang Pao’s army. With the support of the Hmong leaders, Vang Pao 
could build his guerrilla forces. He organized his first group of soldiers and led them to 
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battle; however, shortly after that he was wounded. Vang Pao recovered from his wounds 
and not long after, he was promoted to the rank of colonel. 
During this time, Chao SayKham, the Provincial Governor of Xieng Khouang 
along with the Secretary of Defense abandoned Xieng Khouang and came to Vientiane 
with the intention of not returning. When Chao Boun Oum Nachampasak realized this, 
Vang Pao was promoted to the rank of general. The Royal Lao Army Chief tasked 
General Vang Pao with guarding Region Two.  
In 1961, General Vang Pao called the eighteen clan leaders once more to meet in 
Pa Dong. In this meeting, the eighteen clan leaders wanted to have equal opportunities for 
education, jobs, and government offices. General Vang Pao agreed to these requests in 
front of all the eighteen clan leaders. After the agreement, General Vang Pao made good 
on his promises and he provided opportunities for each clan to hold political positions in 
the various villages all over Region Two. He also provided schools, medical centers, road 
construction and food for the people of that region.  
General Vang Pao also built what was called the “Anti-communist Hmong 
Guerrilla Troops.” Each clan leader was responsible to send their own men to the training 
camps for training because Region Two still did not have enough soldiers to defend the 
region. General Vang Pao had also sent some of his soldiers to be trained in Thailand. He 
was so short of men that even Chao Boun Oum Nachampasak had to deploy 
approximately two thousand men from the south to support General Vang Pao in 
protecting the Region Two.  
In 1972 a half of Vang Pao’s soldieirs were killed in the frontline, he asked a help 
from the CIA to recruit the Thai paratroopers to support him to protect his territory. The 
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Thai government agreed to send their paratroopers to Vang Pao by the auspice of the 
CIA.  
Table 2.3 Training Camp11 
 
 
 
I include this photo for two reasons: first, the Major depicted in the photo was my 
uncle. He stands to the far right. And secondly, I want the Hmong to continue to be 
known as a family-friendly and trustworthy in the history of this new land—meaning that 
they followed through with their promises. 
Vang Pao had provided training for his army—some numbered from the Central 
Intelligence Agency rosters, and others were from Thai instructors—so Hmong soldiers 
were becoming skillful warriors. However, General Vang Pao felt that this was not 
enough. He wanted to find a place that would be quieter and more suitable than Pa Dong 
so that it would be easier for the larger airplanes to make their landings when transporting 
military supplies and such. The Hmong also believed in mem toj or “a spiritually good 
location” where we would be successful with everything that we have planned on “the 
                                                
11 BA 232, MG 26, Region 2, March 1973, Naphong, Thailand. 
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property.” So, the Hmong elders recommended General Vang Pao to consider Long 
Cheng because it was a good place to put the Central Intelligence Agency Headquarter 
there. Hence, in 1961, General Vang Pao sent a delegation to visit Long Cheng and see if 
it would be a suitable location for his headquarters. 
Long Cheng, the CIA’s Headquarter 
In 1961, General Vang Pao started the construction at Long Cheng; he sent troops 
to cut down all the biggest trees so that they could begin the construction of the 
temporary airport. During this time, there was little access to the location, so the use of 
machinery was not possible; therefore, everything had to be done by manpower. In 1965, 
the Caribou was the first heavy transportation airplane that tried to land in a short runway 
in Long Cheng. However, due to a very short runway the plane could not stop and it hit 
the wall of the cliff at the end of the runway. This airplane was destroyed completely. 
After this incident the U.S. Army official used the Chinook helicopter to bring heavy 
equipment from Thailand to expand the runway.  
From 1965 to 1970, the construction of the airport was finished and the first plane 
could land at the Central Intelligence Agency Headquarter airport in Long Cheng. Once 
planes could land, General Vang Pao used military helicopters such as the Boeing CH-47 
Chinook to transport excavator loader machines, bulldozers, asphalt pavers, big mining 
trucks, and cement mixer trucks to Long Cheng so that he would be able to expand the 
headquarter and to construct roads to connect Long Cheng to the other locations of his 
army stations in the safe zones of Region Two. Starting in 1970, Airbus A400m Atlases, 
C-130 Hercules high-wing transport, North American Aviation T-28 Trojans, Air 
America C-123, O-1A_Bird_Dog-in_flight_over_Vietnam, CH-54 lifting F-100A, Air 
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America Porter, AC-47, LS-36, Cessna U-17, AC-47 Spooky, Pilatus Turbo Porter, 
Rotary Usmc Chopper, Sikorsky H-34/CH-34 Choctaw, H-34 Sikorsky helicopter, and 
Helio U-10D could be stationed at Long Cheng.12   
Eventually, Long Cheng was well established as the official Central Intelligence 
Agency Headquarter in Region Two. There were many positive things as well as negative 
repercussions that came out from Long Cheng under General Vang Pao’s leadership. The 
Hmong who lived in Long Cheng called it “their heaven” for over a decade because they 
could live a peaceful life during that time. Through General Vang Pao’s leadership he 
provided education, medical supplies, and created jobs for the people residing there. 
Businesses were booming in this community. Many of the Hmong people got an 
education and became wealthy through developing opportunities for work and running 
their own businesses in Long Cheng. The elders said that the Laotian people called Long 
Cheng Muang Meo or “the Hmong city.”  
Once Long Cheng became the CIA’s headquarter, General Vang Pao became the 
commander-in-chief of Region Two and his army grew quickly, all the way from ground 
troops to war pilots. His army was estimated to be approximately forty-five thousand 
people. Most of the soldiers were from the Hmong community. Many of the leaders were 
appointed and trained under General Vang Pao’s leadership, and then sent back to the 
different villages to serve their people within their respective clans. According to the oral 
history reported during General Vang Pao’s leadership in Long Cheng between 1960 – 
1975, all the leaders had trained and grown under the leadership of Vang Pao.  
  
                                                
12 https://www.militaryfactory.com/aircraft/vietnam-war-aircraft.asp (retrieved on February 14, 
2018).  
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Table 2.4 General Vang Pao’s Leaders13 
Fully trained leaders    Role/rank 
  15     Pha 8/Colonel  
  40     Pha 2/Lt. Colonel 
  161     Pha 3/Major 
  30     Pilots T-28 
  1     Governor 
  7     Mayor 
  2     Senator 
  28     Province Headsman 
  168     Village Chief 
  1     Judge  
1 Ph. D.   
  1     Superintendent  
  1     Secondary Director 
  18     Professors  
  11     Principals 
  350     Teachers 
  200     Police Offices 
  1     Medical Doctor 
  50     Nurses 
 
 
For other people, these fourteen years were not so prosperous. For these, twelve 
years in Long Cheng was a nightmare, because during this secret war many Hmong 
families suffered psychologically, emotionally, and mentally. It would take decades after 
the war for them to try to recover from the trauma they sustained. One elderly woman 
recalled living in Long Cheng when she was about fifteen years old. She said that almost 
every day she would see the military helicopters land at the airport and black bags thrown 
from the helicopter. These were the bodies of dead soldiers who were killed in battle and 
were brought back to be claimed by their loved ones so that they could perform a proper 
funeral for them. 
                                                
13 Mayor Xeng and Principal Vichai interviewed.  
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Wailing and crying were commonplace on the air base when the mothers, fathers, 
wives, and children gathered to open the black bags to see whether their loved one was 
amongst the ones stuffed into those black bags. If a family member identified a loved 
one, then they would take his body home and do a proper funeral for him. However, there 
were some bodies that were never claimed. In this case, it could be because his family 
lived too far away and they did not know that their son was killed in battle, so they did 
not come to claim his body. Or it could be that he was an orphan and did not have a 
family to come and claim him. 
Therefore, for all those unclaimed dead soldiers, General Vang Pao assigned a 
colonel to perform a burial for these men. Depending on the number of unclaimed bodies 
each day, this colonel would sacrifice only one pig as ib tug npua tsa nees for up to four 
or five dead soldiers. Due to the sheer number of unclaimed bodies, this had to be done, 
even though the usual practice was to have one pig as the npua tsa nees for one dead 
person. The funeral would only last a couple of hours and then they would be buried. 
This was a constant ritual that would take place every couple of days. Overall, the death 
toll of the Hmong people during the Secret War was estimated to be approximately fifty 
thousand people. Out of that fifty thousand, thirty-five thousand were those who died in 
battle and their bodies were recovered; ten thousand were missing in action; and five 
thousand were those who died while trying to flee Laos. 
Compromise to End the Vietnam War 
In 1973, the peace treaty was signed to end the war between the two brothers 
Soupha Nouvong—one the proud Communist Pathet Laos, and Souvanna Phouma, the 
neutrally-aligned, but equally proud Royal Laos King. In 1974, General Vang Pao’s 
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fighting decreased. The U.S. defunded its war efforts to Laos. Air America, civilian 
contractors, CIA advisors, and U.S. assistance staff began exiting Laos. One of General 
Vang Pao’s secret agents stated that, four months prior to Long Cheng evacuation, there 
was a complete halt of military supplies for Region Two. In January 1975, the North 
Vietnamese Army launched an offensive against South Vietnam and the U.S. Congress 
did not approve reinvolvement. The U.S. withdrew their troops from Laos because 
Souvanna Phouma and his stepbrother Soupha Nouvong agreed to sign the peace treaty 
between Pathet Lao. Shortly after the two brothers agreed to reunite as a neutral country 
of Laos, the CIA told General Vang Pao that he had to leave the country, but Vang Pao 
refused because he could not leave his people behind. When he was confronted again by 
the CIA to leave Laos, he demanded that they also airlift his people. Only then would he 
leave.  
In May 14, 1975, Long Cheng, the headquarter of General Vang Pao and the CIA 
headquarters, as well as the country of Laos itself, was handed over peacefully to Soupha 
Nouvong, the head of Pathet Lao. Vang Pao and Jerry “Hog” Daniels took off from the 
home of the Hmong people to settle in Thailand for a short period. However, due to the 
political crises between the Laos and Thailand governments, General Vang Pao and his 
people were forced to leave Thailand soon after.  
Jerry “Hog” Daniels is still considered one of the best friends and helpful heroes 
among the Hmong people during the Secret War in Laos. Hog spent most of his entire 
life living with the Hmong, time he spent training Hmong boys who were only twelve to 
seventeen years old. The lives that perished over one-and-a-half decades in Long Cheng 
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were a devastating loss. For a long-fought battle between two distant superpowers, 
looking back, one wonders if the loss was worth the gains we realized. 
When Hmong soldiers died, their sons picked up their guns, and when the elder 
sons died, their younger brothers took over. In 1969, Richard Helms, then the 
director of Central Intelligence, sent a downbeat report to the White House about 
Vang Pao and his soldiers. They had “borne a major share of the active fighting” 
against the Communists in Laos, Helms reminded President Nixon. “These 
irregular forces are tired from eight years of constant warfare,” Helms wrote. 
Vang Pao “has been forced to use 13- and 14-year-old children to replace his 
casualties.” And the secret war in Laos went on for six more years, until the final 
collapse of American forces in Southeast Asia. “The US put the Hmong into this 
meat grinder, mostly to save US soldiers from fighting and dying there,” says 
Lionel Rosenblatt, president emeritus of Refugees International, who has 
followed the plight of their exile for three decades. “The US had no compunction 
about putting the Hmong into this role, which saved thousands of American 
lives.”14 
During the Vietnam War, many of the parents who had lost their beloved sons 
were here in the U.S. and other countries like France, Canada, Germany, Australia, and 
Thailand, although some families who had no opportunities to escape still remained 
within the communist regime in Laos. They were still suffering emotionally, 
psychologically, and mentally from the decision our fathers Vang Pao, Bill Lair, and Hog 
made between 1961 to 1975 to send our brothers into the location called Song Ha Mong 
Khong, or “the Plain of Jars.” These actions were taken to protect our homeland, to 
rescue dawned American pilots, and to stop the North Vietnamese troops on the Ho Chi 
Minh Trail from transporting military supplies to the South across Lao soil.  
Linda Kohl said in a statement, Vang Pao and his large family came to the United 
States after the collapse of Laos in 1975, forced to leave under pressure from the 
communists because of his long association with the Unites States.15 Vang Pao was a 
                                                
14 http://www.nytimes.com/2008/05/11/magazine/11pao-t.html (retrieved February 28, 2017).  
15 Linda Kohl, “Looking in at Culture Shock,” Worlds Apart, October 20, 1980. 
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mountain man. The hills and valleys were reminiscent of his childhood. He chose to 
relocate in Missoula, Montana, because it reminded him of the Plain of Jars in his 
homeland. General Vang Pao was a humble man; after he left Long Cheng in Laos, he 
did not consider himself equal with the U.S. government. He did his best to serve his 
people and the U.S. government in whatever way he could by emptying himself. 
Alongside his fellow Hmong, he took on the roles of a farmer, as a father, a son, and an 
uncle, and he cared deeply about his Hmong, Laotian, and American people—even 
though the U.S. government eventually handcuffed him and threw him in jail. That time 
he was briefly locked up, Vang Pao said that he considered it as his “vacation” because 
he had been serving his people nonstop since he was thirteen years old.  
We should never forget that Vang Pao took the form of a servant who sacrificed 
himself and died for his people and the U.S. government. It was disappointing and quite 
discouraging that General Vang Pao was denied, by the very U.S. government he sworn 
to protect with his life and those of his Hmong soldiers, the right to be buried alongside 
other soldiers at Arlington National Cemetery. There was a Hmong proverb that: 
“A farmer uses his old buffalo to plow his rice paddy and after his rice is ripped 
he kills the buffalo to make a feast”. The farmer does not care and see how much 
his buffalo suffered while plowing the field for him. This farmer does not realize 
that without his buffalo he would not have had a successful harvest. He thinks 
only of himself at the moment, but his future will be doomed.16 
Vang Pao never left or forsook his people; he made sure that the Hmong and 
Laotians got everything they needed to survive. He provided for the needs of the people. 
He understood what needed to be done for every fellow human being. Vang Pao said he 
spent 90 percent of his income to help his people, some of it on huge phone bills. Within 
                                                
16 Vang Pao’s secret agent, interview by William T. Siong (December 30, 2016). 
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his first two years here, he accepted collect phone calls from Hmong refugees anywhere 
in the country. In one month alone, the bill was $1,300. Vang Pao is often viewed for the 
Hmong as George Washington is for the American people, as Martin Luther King Jr. is 
for African Americans, as Mahatma Gandhi is for the Indian people, and as Thai King 
Bhumibol Adulyadej is for the Thai people. The special thing about Vang Pao was that he 
treated everyone equally in the Hmong and Laotian communities. Those who associated 
with him believe that Vang Pao to be like Moses—and more than that—he has become a 
savior-like figure, not just for the Hmong, but also for Jerry “Hog” Daniels, Bill Lair, 
communist Hmong Thai, and all the American soldiers and pilots during the Vietnam 
war. 
Marc-Paul Smith, a Ramsey County, Minnesota welfare official who specializes 
in planning for Indochinese refugees, said, “We don’t have any such person in our 
country. To Americans, it borders on being comical. But on the flip side of that is the 
feeling that when you hear him talk, you are witnessing a historic event. When he eats, 
everybody eats; when he stops, everybody stops.”17 He was a man of integrity throughout 
the entire Indochina war; he commanded most of the secret army in Laos because he 
worked so closely with the CIA. Vang Pao was one the few exceptionally effective 
military leaders for the Royal Lao Army, and for that matter, for the CIA during the 
Vietnam War. What’s more, he also worked with the Laotian and Hmong families very 
efficiently. General Vang Pao was like a savior for the Royal Laos King and the Thai 
King during his reign. General Vang Pao had saved Laos from communism, the secret 
agent, said,  
                                                
17 Ibid.,10. 
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In 1961, a Lao general, An Khan, flew from Vientiane to Plain De Jar in Xieng 
Khouang province to influence General Vang Pao to side with communist Phathet 
Lao, Soupha Nouvong, the step brother of Souvanna Phouma. However, he was 
arrested by General Vang Pao and sent to General Phoumi Nosava and Chao 
Boun Oum Nachampasak, the secretary of defense of the Royal Lao Army in 
Southern province of Laos.18  
I asked Vang Pao’s secret agent, “In what ways was General Vang Pao special or 
appreciated by the Thai King?” The secret agent responded that General Vang Pao gave 
advice to the Thai King how best to ask the Hmong Thai communist to stop the fight 
between them and the Royal Thai Army. The secret agent said,  
In 1973, the Thai king asked General Vang Pao to visit Thailand. The Thai King 
asked General Vang Pao for an idea on how to convince the Hmong Thai 
communist to stop the fighting between them and the Royal Thai Army. General 
Vang Pao told the Thai King that in order to bring the Hmong Thai communist 
out of the jungle, the king should make an announcement through radio and to 
assure the Hmong that if they stop the fighting and come out of the jungle, the 
Thai government would not punish them, but would provide them land to build 
village, to farm, and would allow their leader to be Canan (County leader) and 
chief village to take care of their own people.19 
 
In 1978, a compromise was reached between the Hmong Thai communist and the Royal 
Thai Army to end the war. General Vang Pao played a crucial role for the Thai King. 
Therefore, the secret agent said,   
The leaders of the Hmong Thai communist started to come out of the jungle and 
lay down their weapons. The Thai King was pleased with General Vang Pao’s 
idea, which saved thousands of lives—lives of both the Thai soldiers as well as 
those of the Hmong Thai communist. This idea also saved Thailand from 
communist control too. When Laos fell into the hands of the communist Phathet 
Lao in 1975, the Thai government established many refugee camps for the 
Hmong and Lao people under the auspice of the United Nation High Commission 
for Refugees (UNHCR) from 1975 to 1992.20  
                                                
18 Vang Pao’s secret agent, interviewed by William T. Siong (December 30, 2016). 
19 Ibid.,  
20 Ibid.,  
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Therefore, in my estimation, the CIA did a great job of supplying military aid, 
supporting the Royal Laos Army, and General Vang Pao. The King of Laos, on a similar 
note, was quite effective in providing an opportunity for Vang Pao to join the Royal Laos 
Army and promoting him following the rules and government regulations in Laos. 
Furthermore, the United Nations capably kept the war in Indochina neutral. But in May 
1975, they abandoned this effort—not only by withdrawing from Long Cheng and the 
country of Laos, but by leaving behind many Hmong people, leaders who remained loyal 
to their allies. General Vang Pao alone remained steadfastly loyal to his people, the 
Hmong and other Laotian citizens—he alone sacrificed everything for the safety of his 
people, his country, even for the United States. General Vang Pao became an example for 
me personally; he motivated me to double down in my schoolwork. Although I continue 
to struggle with the English language and academic writing, I have promised myself to 
persevere. In fact, I am doing my best to pursue my D. Min. at Luther Seminary as a 
tribute for the people of Laos and for my fellow brothers and sisters who sacrificed their 
lives for the sake of the freedom to seek for freedom and an education. 
Through Vang Pao’s efforts, approximately 3,500 people were airlifted to safety 
in Thailand. Once in Thailand, General Vang Pao could not remain, so he was granted 
permission to come to the U.S. He resettled his family in Missoula, Montana in 1975, 
then later settled in California. Vang Pao was truly a leader not only for the Hmong, but 
he served the people where he was given the opportunity. As I previously stated, one St. 
Paul official described Vang Pao as the “George Washington” of the Hmong. That 
estimation is not far off the mark—many Hmong leaders speak highly of him as a strong, 
solid man, filled with integrity and honesty. He was popular because he talked the talk 
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and walked the walk with the CIA and the Royal Army. He never abandoned his people, 
even when given the chance to do so. 
General Vang Pao had resettled in America and strove to make a life for his 
family and his people. Still, many Hmong families remained scattered and homeless, 
stuck in Laos and Thailand. The U.S. would now have to fulfill its side of the bargain. On 
account of that agreement with the CIA, the Hmong people had fled Laos and crossed the 
Mekong River to reach one of the many refugee camps in Thailand. Once in the refugee 
camp, the U.S. would then be able to start to the legal process for them to resettle in 
another country such as the United States of America, Canada, France, Australia, 
Germany, Argentina, and many more. 
General Vang Pao was the Hmong leader who took charge of this group. After the 
war was lost and the Americans withdrew their troops from Laos, the Hmong people 
were being sought out and killed for helping the Americans. Therefore, General Vang 
Pao made this very agreement with the CIA to relocate the Hmong people if they were 
able to make the journey across the Mekong River into Thailand. In this way, the Hmong 
spread throughout the world today. From the people I interacted with in my research, I 
estimate sixty percent or more of the Hmong who resettled in the United States came 
from Xieng Khouang and Samnua provinces. 
Summary 
When a person documents something that happened for a specific reason at a 
certain time in a certain location we call it “history.” History teaches people to 
understand where they originate from and—perhaps more importantly—their identity. 
Hmong means “language and culture.” For those who still are confused as to why the 
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Hmong people entered the U.S. in the first place, let me be clear: General Vang Pao 
signed a covenant with Lt., Col. Bill Lair (under the auspices of the CIA, sent by 
Presidents John Fitzgerald “Jack” Kennedy and Richard Nixon) and the vast, vast 
majority of Hmong people pledged their lives to follow the leadership of General Vang 
Pao. So follows the reasoning why the Hmong ended up here and other countries as 
well—it was because of Vang Pao’s promise, one he followed through on, that they are 
here at all. 
In chapter three, I am proposing three theoretical lenses to navigate my research. 
These lenses are transculturation, leadership, and “death and dying.” I will establish that 
we are currently living through a period of transculturation. I will then show how the 
Hmong Christian leadership has helped me to gain a better understanding of the decisions 
people make and how these decisions drive the planning and execution of funerals. This 
research project will further help the Hmong community to learn to adjust to the younger 
generation by allowing the older generation to find a compromise to improving the 
Hmong funeral, specifically by applying the lens of “death and dying.” By guiding 
people through the history and root causes for the decisions they make, they will be able 
to understand the context from which this transculturation emerges and better learn how 
to genuinely express grief in the process of death and dying, which is something new for 
the Hmong. This research project intends to help them learn how to talk openly about 
death and dying. Open dialogue about death and dying will not come easily. Only 
through education, deliberate effort, and compassionate listening will the older 
generations of Hmong begin to talk more about this process without fear.  
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CHAPTER 3 
THEORETICAL LENSES 
Introduction 
Confrontation may not be the best way to approach a wider culture to effect 
change. This may be especially true for the Hmong Christian community to engage the 
larger Hmong community or the world. Sometimes a culture can be misguided, 
struggling, or ignorant of God’s love. From this standpoint, it is better to promote change 
through observing, learning, and cooperating with the culture and engaging it with love 
and respect. In Acts 17, the Apostle Paul created a model for the Christians to engage 
with a new culture with respect, and it begins with observation. Paul reported that the 
change itself was not gained by simply observing others, but he treated every culture with 
respect because within their interpretation lurks a shadow of God’s truth.1 
In this chapter, there are three theoretical lenses from which I will narrow and 
refine my research. These lenses are transculturation, Hmong leadership, and death and 
dying. Knowing how a group thinks and reacts to their environment is based on the 
dominant culture in which they are immersed and will help to bring to light how these 
people make decisions concerning funerals and burial practices. In addition, the different 
leadership roles also guide and shape the direction of funerals. Finally, the overarching 
impression of death and dying in the American context is a new concept for many 
                                                
1 Acts 17:22-28, NRSV. 
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Hmong. Each of these lenses offers a helpful frame of reference for understanding not 
only the dynamics, but also the possibilities to help the Hmong people to learn how to 
talk openly about death and dying. Having open dialogue about this topic may enable the 
older generations to talk more about death without as much fear or apprehension. 
Transculturation 
Introduction and background 
Transculturation2 plays a crucial role for providing a theoretical lens for this 
project because it provides some background knowledge to understand the interactions 
between people in the community. Observing a group’s behaviors will enable me to make 
sense of their logic and understand the rationale behind their actions. First, according to 
Paul Hillmer, to understand a group of people one must become acquainted with their 
stories. Hillmer also stated that the Hmong people could relate to the Jews, Christians, 
and the Muslim communities of faith because the Hmong also believed in the “Lord of 
the sky.” Hillmer uses the term Tswv Ntuj which means “[The] Master of the Universe 
who created all things.”3  
Vincent K. Her and Mary Louise Buley-Meissner also draw in the idea of the 
Hmong and other Americans bringing new voices to multicultural studies as they 
emphasize the experiences of Hmong Americans as U.S. citizens rather than as perpetual 
refugees.4 Chia Youyee Vang conveys the history of the Hmong people and explores 
                                                
 2	Daniel R. Anderson, “A Theory of Transculturation.” Proceedings of the North American Academy of 
Liturgy (January 2015): 107-122.	
	
3 Paul Hillmer, A People’s History of the Hmong (St. Paul, MN: Historical Society Press, 2010). 
4 Vincent K. Her and Mary Louise Buley-Meissner, Hmong and American: From Refugees to 
Citizens (St. Paul, MN: Historical Society Press, 2012). 
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some of the issues currently facing them such as the social, cultural, economic, and 
political complications in the wider community.5 Sucheng Chan points out that the word 
“Hmong” means free and savage. His work helps us to understand and discover the 
Hmong experience in Laos and in the United States of America and how they view the 
differences of practicing funerals.6 Susan Omoto’s book, Hmong Milestones in America: 
Citizens in a New World explores how the Hmong settled in this new land—they began 
with just a small group of people, but still after four decades are able to draw people 
together when there is a funeral. More importantly, she was able to identify the Hmong 
key leaders in all sectors in the community and the roles they play.7  
Another topic of my research project is how this new development of 
transculturation has brought a strong influence on those who are foreign born, as well as 
on those who have been born here in the United States. When transculturation takes 
place, it influences the beliefs, actions, and behaviors of the people who have adopted 
some elements of the new culture and interwoven them into their own. 
The Hmong community is facing this issue right now, though transculturation has 
been in fact a gradual process that has taken place since the Hmong people settled in the 
United States in the 1970s. Due to these gradual changes, the current Hmong leaders are 
tasked with solving some of the most difficult issues in the community. Aside from these 
changes, they are also functioning with groups of people from the opposite ends of the 
                                                
5 Chia Youyee Vang, Hmong American: Reconstructing Community in Diaspora (Urbana, CHI: 
University of IL, press, 2010). 
6 Sucheng Chan, Hmong Means Free: Life in Laos and America (Philadelphia, PA: Temple 
University Press, 1994).  
7 Susan Omoto, Hmong Milestones in America: Citizens in a New World (Evanston, IL: John 
Gordon Burke Publishing, 2002). 
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spectrum, those who are educated here in the United States, and also those who have no 
educational background at all or received their education back in Laos. Transculturation 
is not a physical document that a person can sign; instead, it is but one task in life—to 
discover how to adopt a new way of living in a new context. General Vang Pao said to 
the American people: “We come to build a country with you.”8 He was already aware 
that the Hmong culture would change as we came to adopt some elements of the 
American culture and lost some of our own while doing so.  
Patricia V. Symonds discusses the connection between how people believe in a 
life after birth and a life after death from the Hmong faith perspective. She points out that 
there are two journeys from birth to death. The birth journey is to the land of light, but the 
death journey will be to the land of darkness.9 I have found her work to be a good 
resource for my research topic. Her book is geared more toward spiritual practices in the 
Hmong community; therefore, it helps me to explore the cultural differences of handling 
a crisis such as a funeral between the White and Green Hmong. 
Alisa Kaarin writes about the Hmong arriving in America and how they were 
faced with difficulties such as cultural differences and language barriers. These 
differences have created distinct challenges for the first generation of Hmong living in 
America, including cultural beliefs, education, and language.10 She helped me explore the 
struggles of the first Hmong who came to the United States back in the 1970s. I continue 
to explore Rachel R. Baum’s Funeral and Memorial Service Readings, Poems and 
                                                
8 Linda Kohl, “Looking in at Culture Shock,” Worlds Apart, October 20, 1980, 12. 
9 Patricia V. Symonds, Calling in the Soul: Gender and the Cycle of Life in a Hmong Village 
(Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, 2004).  
10 Alisa Kaarin, Coming to America: The Hmong (Farmington Hills, MI: Christian Nasso, 
Publisher, 2007).  
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Tributes.11 All these resources have helped me to see the multiple perspectives of funeral 
practices.  
It is interesting to begin to understand the differences between age and the 
environment and how they influence a person’s decision making and perspective. Young 
adults can more easily acquire education for themselves, so they have various 
perspectives of how leadership should be or look like in the community. The majority of 
the young adults in the Hmong community with whom I have spoken want to see 
operational changes in Hmong organizations, whether they are a non-profit organization 
or a church. For example, the Hmong American Non-profit Organizations in Minnesota 
should not be run like a clan where one majority group runs the entire organization, but 
one where people from other clans—as well as the community—should also play a 
leadership role in the team that makes the decisions.  
This is only one example of cultural change that many people from the older 
generation are struggling with in the community today. The older generation believes that 
if the organization is opened for all voices to be heard and equal opportunities are given 
for other clan members to be in leadership roles, then the organization will not be “theirs” 
anymore. Therefore, in order to ensure they always stay in power, the leaders only allow 
a select group of people to lead the organization. Paul the Apostle also referred to a 
change that takes place, particularly when we are in Christ. He stated in 2 Corinthians 
that, “if anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation: everything old has passed away; see, 
everything has become new!”12 We, as Christians, have to willingly face our own internal 
                                                
11Rachel R. Baum, Funeral and Memorial Service Readings, Poems and Tributes (McFarland, 
NC: Company, 1999).  
12 2 Corinthians 5:17, NRSV. 
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struggles and turn to God to help us with our personal behavior and adopt a culture of 
change to meet other people’s needs. Robinson formulates it thus: “Change involves 
change in hearts and minds, which is the nature of adaptive work. It involves new 
learning, perhaps about the nature of Christian worship.”13 This confirms that learning is 
the process of transformation in humans’ hearts, minds, cultures, and religions at a very 
personal level. Change is a gradual process and requires the sanction of current 
leadership. To affect this change, we need to provide informational sessions in a safe 
environment where both perspectives can be heard, so that there is dialogue to determine 
which cultural elements must be retained and what could evolve into something better. 
More exploration is needed in regards to cultural and behavioral changes in the Hmong 
community. 
Hmong Leadership 
In the fall of 2007, my uncle Houa came from California to visit my family in the 
Twin Cities for the first time since the Vietnam War. We discussed what it meant to be a 
leader in the Hmong community. I asked him to give me some advice on how to be a 
good leader. He paused, then looking me straight in the eyes said, “Son, being a leader 
for the Hmong people is like a person trying to roll a boulder up a hill. Again, let me tell 
you that if you have not yet served the community then don’t die because if you die, you 
won’t have anything to tell the devil.” I also asked my father during one of my trips back 
home to Laos about the qualities of a good leader. He said, “As a leader you should be 
faithful to your call as a leader.” He also mentioned that a leader should not put 
                                                
13 Anthony B. Robinson, Changing the Conversation: A Third Way for Congregations (Grand 
Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 2008), 50. 
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themselves into situations where others would be able to blackmail them. Leaders should 
be content with what the villagers have given him. In doing this, the heavens will bless 
him to be a lasting, enduring leader. 
I have talked with many elders, the current leaders in the community and they 
also provided some qualities that all leaders should have. These qualifications are the 
embodiment of traditional Hmong leaders:  
Table 3.1 Qualities of a leader     
Quality      Translation 
Muaj lub siab hlub                   Have a loving heart  
Kam tiv kev txomnyem              Be willing to sacrifice oneself so others may 
live 
Siab loj      Generosity 
Coj dav      Be fair to all 
Txhob saib dej ua ntu, saib neeg ua plhu  No discrimination or racism 
Txo hwjchim      Be humble  
Muab lwm tus tso ua ntej yus tus kheej Put others before yourself 
Nyiam phoojywg     Friendly 
Coj zoo     Pleasant 
Coj cai      Have integrity 
Hais lus tseeb      Be truthful  
 
 
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., stated that, “A man dies when he refuses to stand up 
for that which is right. A man dies when he refuses to stand up for justice. A man dies 
when he refuses to take a stand for that which is true.”14 A traditional Hmong leader is 
responsible for the conduct of all his clan members. For example, if one of the members 
from his clan commits adultery, the leader is also accountable for his or her actions. 
                                                
14 http://www.azquotes.com/quote/867435, (retrieved on June 28, 2017). On March 18, 1964, 
Pulitzer Prize winning poet and novelist Robert Penn Warren sat down with Martin Luther King Jr. in 
King's offices in Atlanta to interview him for what would become Warren's 1965 book Who Speaks for the 
Negro? Warren, a Kentuckian who in the 1940s had been one of America's first poet laureates (then called 
the consultant in poetry to the Library of Congress), was going around the country interviewing civil-rights 
leaders and grassroots organizers, such as King, Malcolm X, Bayard Rustin, and Ralph Ellison. The tapes 
remained in Warren's archives, and were scattered between universities for decades until a young scholar in 
2006 sparked a conversation that led, six years later, to a unified collection of the tapes and other research 
materials for the Warren book at one university, in a digitized format that made them easily accessible 
online for the first time.  
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However, if he or she accomplishes something good in the community, the leader also 
receives credit for the accomplishment as well. Whether good or bad, people will always 
ask others about the name of the clan leader so they know which group that person 
belongs to. This is what is meant by the saying “when someone dies, you have to die with 
them so that when you yourself die, they will die with you too.” If you do not 
acknowledge the fact of clan membership, then if you get yourself into a rough situation, 
others will not give you the support you need to be able to pull through. This means that 
if you contribute your time and financial resources to the community, then they will also 
give you the support you need. But if you accidently hurt a Hmong person from a 
different clan, you are considered hurting the whole clan. In this manner, a traditional 
leader has more responsibilities for his clan members and all the sub-clans as well. Sub-
clans may not come from the same ancestors, but they share the same last name. 
Traditional Hmong leaders are singled out and chosen by the elders or the head 
man of the village or province because people believe that leaders are born, not made. In 
Hmong society, there are three levels of leaders in each individual clan and all are 
responsible for different level of duties within the clan. One level is the political position; 
if there are political changes taking place in the community, then this person will be the 
first to be informed. The local government or the province’s headman, called a Tojxeem 
(Tasseng), appoints this political person. Another level is the cultural position; he is 
responsible for making sure the rituals of a wedding or funeral are carried out 
appropriately. The third level is someone who makes sure that every member of the clan 
has what they need, everything from coordinating people to cook at a big celebration 
event like the New Year, weddings, and other gatherings, to coordinating people to help 
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farm a member’s land if that individual is ill and not able to farm in time. He15 is to 
ensure that the family will have food for that year. This role is extremely critical for the 
growth of the clan.  
In the eyes of the Hmong, a leader is a person who is willing to sacrifice his life 
for the sake of his own people. Hmong select their leaders by their appearance as well as 
by their bloodline. As mentioned in the beginning of this section, in the Hmong 
community there are eighteen clans and in each individual clan there is a leader who has 
been chosen by his own people to represent their whole clan. This philosophy of having 
an individual represent a whole group of people such as a clan is to provide a mediator 
between the clan and others in cases where there are pivotal issues at stake, such as at a 
wedding or a funeral. 
Moreover, traditional leaders are those who willingly step outside of the comfort 
zone to engage with the community as needed. There is no written job description 
describing the roles and responsibilities of a Hmong leader—they know exactly what 
they should be doing. However, these leaders are not inclusive because females do not 
have a role in this position. Women are not treated in the same manner as the men. For 
example, when a wife leads her family or “wears the pants” instead of her husband, then 
she will be labeled as tus niam ua txiv xwb (the woman is dominating the man). In this 
case the family will be ridiculed by members of the extended family, especially the 
husband. His siblings or relatives will shame him by saying that he cannot be a man since 
he allows his wife to wear the pants in the house. Moreover, there is the belief that a 
                                                
15 Before 1975, women were prohibited from leadership roles—from a custodian position to 
president. Today, Hmong women still have a long way to go towards equal representation in leadership, 
whether in the community or a political party. 
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woman may be able to noj taus, hais tsis taus (you can eat, you cannot lead), but she 
cannot accomplish the task of a man. This means that a woman may be able to be a leader 
in her own family but she cannot be a leader in the community. 
General Vang Pao was a traditional Hmong leader who was able to unite all the 
eighteen clans together to join the armed forces with the CIA. In my interviews and 
through my research, I found that General Vang Pao was the most respected man in the 
Hmong and Laotian communities from 1961-1975 and is still today in America. The 
majority of the Hmong throughout the world bow to the fact that General Vang Pao was a 
true leader who cared for his people. 
Dr. Pao Saykao states that Dr. Yang Dao had insisted that the terms Meo and 
Miao16 were both unacceptable. He explained to Garrett that his people had always called 
themselves by the name “Hmong”, which Dr. Yang Dao defined as meaning free.17 The 
clan system tied everyone together as a family. For example, the Thao clan has their own 
village headman with their own rules and regulations that serve their own village. The 
village chief’s house has many functions such as: a courthouse, a police station, 
homeland security office, and a jail, even a fire station. If there was a case of adultery in 
the village, it would be brought to the chief’s house for him to make the ruling. But if the 
chief could not make the ruling then he would bring it to the higher authorities such as 
                                                
16 ‘Meo’ and ‘Miao’ is a nickname for Hmong people, an ethnic group from China, Laos, and 
Thailand. The Meo and Miao/Hmong means human as everybody else. For further reading, see: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hmong_people.The Hmong are also one of the sub-groups of the Miao 
ethnicity (苗族). They generally claim that the word "Miao" or "Meo" is a derogatory term, with 
connotations of barbarism, that probably should not be used (retrieved February 19, 2017). 
17 http://hmonglessons.com/the-hmong/hmong-leaders/dr-yang-dao-yaj-daus/ (retrieved February 
19, 2017). 
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the Lao officials. These were the roles and responsibilities of the traditional leaders of 
that time.  
Today, the traditional leaders have been replaced by professional leaders. The 
term “Hmong professional” is a new concept for the Hmong people. When people hear of 
the word “professional,” they usually equate it with leadership, acquired education, 
financial status, and experience within the community. Today in the 21st century, many 
Hmong believe that in order to lead a community or a group of people successfully, that 
leader must earn a degree at a master’s level or higher. In order to hold a title, he or she 
should have a higher degree than his or her fellow brothers and sisters. For example, if a 
person in the Cha clan earned a master’s or a Ph. D., he or she would be considered as a 
leader in that family, in that clan, and also within the community to which he or she 
belongs. However, this is one of the downsides—just because a person earned a graduate 
or post-graduate degree does not automatically imply that he is better or smarter or wiser 
than the one who does not have a degree or is illiterate. Hmong people have always 
referred to the educated people as their tub txawg, ntxhais ntse (educated son, wise girl). 
Translated, this means a “respected person who has been well trained and educated.” 
They are highly regarded as important role models for the community. 
Dr. Pao Saykao said, “My sub-clan members were very disappointed with me 
because I did not metaphorically turn into a leader when I become a doctor.”18 A 
professional leader is trained to play a crucial role in the community and they are able to 
deal with more concerns or problems that require more intellect. Professional leaders 
know their focus goals and they have the skills to manage and achieve those challenging 
                                                
18 http://hmonglessons.com/the-hmong/hmong-leaders/hmong-leadership-the-traditional-model/ 
(retrieved February 19, 2017). 
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goals and inspire others to perform well at the same time. Leaders provide a sense of 
direction for their followers. They show the members how to work as a team, how to 
effectively perform their responsibilities, and make sure the deadline is met. Professional 
leaders not only bring forth new ideas and provide support to their followers but they 
empower their followers to lead with integrity and honesty.  
Professional leaders know where they are heading and they plan, step-by-step, 
based on their research and insights they gain from higher levels of leadership. 
Intellectual leaders hold their groups accountable for their actions and work, practice 
effective listening strategies, maintain stewardship, and balance their commitments to 
personal growth rather than personal gain. These professional leaders are effective 
communicators and they prefer direct contact instead of using a mediator to convey their 
message to others.  
The difference between traditional leaders and professional leaders is that the 
professional leaders have had more opportunities to acquire education and earn their 
degrees. However, this does not mean that these people are experts in every subject or 
that they are somehow better than others. One of my colleagues told me a story about one 
of his cousins who received his doctoral degree, but not from the medical field. One of 
his clan members was not feeling well so he came to ask this doctoral-level educator to 
give him a shot of medicine so that he would feel better! The educator paused for a 
moment and smiled at the sick clan member saying, “If you want me to give you a shot, 
you should be prepared to die.” They both laughed because the educator was being 
honest with him. Just because he received his doctoral degree does not imply that he 
would know everything or be able to practice medicine. Professional leaders see 
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situations from an educational point of view; they tend to not jump to conclusions, but 
rather make their decisions based on facts and evidence. 
 Leaders are called to be the light of the world and shine into the darkness as well 
as be the salt for the earth. General Vang Pao set a great example for today’s professional 
leaders to follow. In 1994, General Vang Pao visited my uncle. “I was there,” he said, “I 
have no educational background but I have done what I am supposed to do to bring you 
all here to America.” He continued, “I want you to work hard. It does not matter what 
clan you belong to; I love you all.” Leaders are called to love, to respect, and to fulfill the 
needs of one another. 
In the D. Min. program, I have learned to explore the contextual realities in the 
community in which I am serving. I have been able to compare the differences between 
the Hmong professional leaders and the American leaders and their comparative 
methodologies to approach organizational issues. First, Americans practice their 
leadership as individuals, but the Hmong practice their leadership as a group within each 
person’s clan. When a Hmong clan leader joins an organization, then normally the 
majority of the followers of that same clan will also join as well. They do this because he 
serves as the father figure who makes the decisions for all those in the group. However, 
the downside is that if that same leader decides to leave the organization, then all of the 
members of the group will leave along with him as well.  
Second, American non-profit organizations (NPOs) are run by a board of directors 
who govern through a strategic model consisting of guidelines to empower and grow the 
organization through the leadership of the people. However, most of our NPOs may have 
set up a board of directors, but it is mainly because it is empowering and an action the 
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clan leaders have made, and not because it was mandated by the organization itself. 
Having a board of directors in the organization does not necessitate that the board will 
actually run the organization. Any Hmong organization is deeply connected and 
intertwined within its clan system, so it is difficult to function without it.  
However, there are also similarities between the Hmong and the American 
organization and community. First of all, leaders are called by God to serve in the 
community and it does not matter which community it is, whether it is a Hmong 
community, a Caucasian community, a Hispanic community, or an African American 
community. Being a professional leader starts with being honest, faithful, and relational 
with the community in which we have been called to serve. Second, the numbers of 
educated individuals coming to join the Hmong organizations are declining nowadays in 
many Hmong communities. The Hmong elders say that educated people do not want to 
be leaders because they all know what is right and what is wrong. But these professionals 
are the core group of people to keep the traditions of our ancestors alive in the 
community for the next generation. This decline crosses the wall of clans and cultures 
because money and status play a big role in American culture today instead of power. In 
our community, there are plenty of opportunities for professional leaders to invest their 
knowledge through education, a wisdom to connect with our Hmong community for the 
benefit and opportunity for all. It is what makes this country rich. Looking at U.S. 
history, the non-profit organizations have opened their doors to immigrants. For example, 
churches are one of the largest non-profit organizations today. They continue to let the 
Holy Spirit lead them and guide them to fulfill the Great Commission Jesus has 
commanded for us to do as his disciples.  
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 Professional leaders should be about taking risks and forming those connections 
with the Hmong community. They are the ones to form the relationships with the people 
in the surrounding area and engaging with community. They form a network of people 
who can be counted on to start new initiatives and continue to keep old traditions and 
culture alive and well. In order for the Hmong community to be successful in serving our 
neighbors for more years to come, we have to consider networking as one of our first 
priorities. 
Professional leadership means engaging and connecting with the community—
both engaging and connecting are vital to how leadership itself is defined. If a clan leader 
decided he wanted to participate in the community, then he has enough influence to 
convince the other families under him to join as well. As a researcher, I have come to 
understand that if we want to grow healthier leaders, we, as leaders, must first know how 
to use the proper channels in order to do that. One way may be to establish relationships 
with the community leaders who have already earned the trust of their people. This is 
great, but the opposite can also ring true. If a clan leader decides to withdraw his 
membership from an organization, then most likely (but not always), those people who 
have also joined the organizations will follow suit and leave. From my standpoint, if we 
place networking as the starting point of a leader’s role, then the relationship will grow 
organically and further connections will continue to be created from the leader’s 
example. We do not have to reinvent the wheel, but we have to be humble enough to 
reconsider what General Vang Pao did with his people fifty years ago. A leader without 
social networking as a tool to reach out to their neighbors in the 21st century is not a 
leader that fulfills the purpose and mission of what a leader has been called to do. 
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Further, professional leaders are risk-takers who are willing to explore new ways 
of bringing and sharing new ideas with whomever he or she is leading or serving. I find 
myself experiencing similar issues in my community. The most frustrating aspect of 
being a mission developer today is dealing with people who value themselves more than 
the church. They come to church not to give, but to receive; not to help, but to ask for 
help. I think one of the reasons why the church is in decline is because people are more 
reluctant and not as willing to offer their services to meet the needs of the church 
community.  
In my studies, I have gained important insights and have become informed about 
the development of an ecclesiology for a congregation from a missional perspective. I 
concur with Peterson, that, in order to be a missional church, the key leaders of the 
church must “buy into” this missional vision. She states that the missional church is to be 
led by missional leaders who focus on equipping all of God’s people for mission.19 In 
many churches all over America, there is the notion that mission work should be reserved 
to a group to focus on rather than making it the work of the whole church. However, she 
believes that mission should not be left to the few but instead the leaders in the church 
should equip everyone to do that mission work. 
 
 
                                                
19 Cheryl M. Peterson, (2013). Who Is the Church? An Ecclesiology for the Twenty-First Century 
(Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2012), Kindle Edition, 87. 
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Death and Dying 
 I observed four funeral services: one was Christian and three were non-Christian. 
I interviewed five individuals during these funerals. In the non-Christian funerals, there 
were at least seven steps that must be followed in order to complete the funeral. 
Table 3.2 Traditional Funeral Ritualistic Practices                                          
1. Txiv qeej, a person who plays the instrument called qeej thiab nruas (gaeng 
masters) to inform the soul of the deceased that the qeej and nruas would be his 
or her tool of communication between the living and the dead.  
2. Txiv taw kev, a spiritual man who guides the soul of the deceased back to his or 
her ancestors’ homeland called Wenshan (known to the Hmong as Paj Tawg Lag) 
in the province of Yunnan, China. 
3. Zaj qeej tu siav, which meant that the music was the song to inform the soul of the 
deceased that he or she has died and was no longer among the living.  
4. Zaj qeej tsa nees, a song, which tells the soul of the deceased that the horse is  
ready and he or she would be riding it as his or her means of transportation to go 
back to his or her ancestor’s homeland. 
5. Tus txiv cojxai tuaj hais xim, a spiritual man who delivers a blessing message to 
the family members of the deceased. During this time, he also gives some life 
lessons for the family members.  
6. Zaj qeej hlawv ntawv, a song that is played one or two hours before burning the 
ceremony money for the soul of the deceased. The Hmong believe that doing this 
allows the deceased to get the gold and silver bars and the paper money the family 
has given to him or her. After the conclusion of the music then one of the family 
members would burn the paper money for the deceased by saying This money 
would be a gift for you to help with your journey back to your ancestors’ 
homeland.  
7. The last song is called Zaj qeej sawv kev, that tells the deceased soul that the 
music accompanies him or her to rest in the grave until the family of the deceased 
rov mus tos los tso plig, welcomes back the soul of the deceased to the releasing 
of the soul so that the soul would be able to reincarnate.20 
 
The purpose of this research was to frame a missional perspective and, with these 
helpful resources, explore how the church and Christians interact with the wider culture. 
In this case, the research involved several individuals and small groups. These first-hand 
accounts, coupled with helpful resources from authors such as Thomas G. Long and 
                                                
20 Items 1 through 6 refer to a bulletin for a Hmong traditional funeral service that cost 
approximately $150,000. 
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Thomas Lynch, 21 provided insightful resources for this research project. Donald Irish, 
Kathleen F. Lundquist, Vivian Jenkins Nelsen,22 also provided equally enlightening 
resources. Donn Weignholtz23 helped me to explore the American view of death as well 
as Richard G. Dumont and Dennis C. Foss;24 those two specifically helped me to 
understand the concept of Western view of death. Russell A. Peterson’s book titled God 
Explains Death25 helped me to explore the funeral practices more in depth and how they 
may relate especially for the Hmong community. 
Tarald Rasmussen has provided insights as well in Preparing for Death, 
Remembering the Death.26 Karl Rahner’s On the Theology of Death27 relates to 
Peterson’s chapter “What is Death Like?” Gerhard Lohfink helps to link the conversation 
of Death is Not the Final Word,28 which is another good resource to gather insights into 
this topic and the various ways in which people react to this event.  
These resources provided me with many insights into the different views of 
various cultures, languages, and behaviors, which in turn helped to clarify the meaning of 
                                                
21 Thomas G. Long and Thomas Lynch, The Good Funeral: Death, Grief, and the Community of 
Care (Louisville, KY: Westtminster John Knox Press, 2013).  
22 Donal P. Irish, Kathleen F. Lundquist, Vivian Jenkins Nelsen, Ethnic Variatiions in Dying, 
Death, and Grief (Washington, DC: Deversity in University, 1993).  
23 Donn Weinholtz. Longing to Live…Learning to Die (Lincoln, NE: Writers Club Press, 2002), 
105-106. 
24 Richard G. Dumont and Dennis C. Foss, The American View of Death: Acceptance or Denial? 
(Cambridge, MA.: Schenkman Pub. Co.; distributed by General Learning Press, 1972), 51.  
25 Russell A. Peterson, God Explains Death, 71. 
 
26 Tarald Rasmussen, Preparing for Death, Remembering the Death. Herman J. Selderhuis, Vols. 
22 (Bristol, CT: Germany Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht LLC, 2015).  
  
27 Karl Rahner, On The Theology Of Death (New York, NY: Herder and Herder 1961), 21. 
 
28 Gerhard Lohfink, Death is Not the Final Word (Chicago, IL: Franciscan Herald Press, 1977), 6-
16. 
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death and dying in the Hmong culture for me. I highly respect and honor the differences 
of all of our cultures. Learning from other cultures is a process where individuals are 
open minded about the cultures of others and acknowledge that others may be correct 
even though they may have a different perspective from our own. In the beginning of my 
research, I struggled due to lack of knowledge and experiences about my community as 
well as the communities of other groups of people. Hmong elders refrained from using 
words like “death” or “dying,” so instead they would refer to them metaphorically by 
using words like nws ya lawm (he or she has flown away) or “nws qaug txaj lawm” (he 
or she has been bedridden). The Hmong community has a difficult time discussing this 
topic.  
The Hmong prefer not to talk about death and dying, but when a person dies there 
is a great deal of emphasis on the deceased and his/her funeral to make sure that the 
planning is done promptly and with all the necessary parties involved. What is more is 
that the financial obligation is quite extensive and overwhelming, but nonetheless must 
be followed through to the end. For some people within the Hmong community, seeing 
the concept of death and dying from a Christian perspective may be an eye opener. Mary 
Ely Lyman explores how Christians handle death and dying in her book titled Death and 
the Christian Answer.29 Arthur C. McGill’s book titled Death and Life: An American 
Theology30 led me to understand how Americans view death and dying so that there can 
be comparisons between the two different communities and their views and beliefs on 
                                                
29 Mary Ely Lyman, Death and the Christian Answer (Wallingford, PA: Pendle Hill, 1959), 8. 
 
30 Arthur C. McGill, Death and Life: An American Theology, (Philadelphia, PA: Fortress Press, 
1987), 13, 61. 
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this concept. McGill points out that death will happen to all human beings, but until then 
let us enjoy the moment that we have.  
Americans like to appear as if they give death hardly any though at all. Of course, 
death will happen to all of us someday, but until then, it is not something to think 
about or grapple with. Until then our preoccupation should be with life and with 
all of its challenges and adventures. Let the dying deal with death. Our calling is 
to enjoy life. In this regard the popular view and what I have just called the 
medical view of death are essentially alike, although as I shall try to show, they 
are based on very different convictions. Both think of death as something future, 
 normally as something remote and hypothetical—not as something that hangs 
over and works within every present moment of life.31  
Bernard L. Ramm’s The Right, The Good & The Happy32 was another great 
resource. I gained further insights through it concerning this topic as well. This resource 
provided me an opportunity to have different perspectives of other cultures and ways of 
doing things especially when it comes to the concept of death and dying. Not being 
informed about the various funeral practices of the different groups of people will narrow 
our minds to think that one particular way of doing a funeral may be the correct way.  
The church has a choice to make to affect change in the community. The church 
truly needs to engage in this conversation and come to some sort of consensus on what to 
preserve and what to change regarding funeral practices. Only when this happens will 
there be change, and even then, change will come slowly. However, if this does not 
happen, then the Hmong will continue to repeat poj ua tseg, yawm ua cia, which means 
to “keep doing what the ancestors have always done.” 
                                                
31 Ibid. 
32 Bernard L. Ramm, The Right, The Good & The Happy (Waco, TX: Word, Incorporated, 1971), 
96.   
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Summary 
The Hmong American community is able to make sense of funeral practices 
within their community through the insightful perspectives of transculturation, Hmong 
leadership, and death and dying. In many ways, viewing funeral practices through these 
lenses help not only the Hmong community, but the wider community as well. These 
theoretical lenses complement the biblical and theological lenses of my research project 
in the next chapter. In particular, these new, biblical theoretical lenses help explore the 
Christian and traditional funeral practices in comparison to one another. 
Transculturation plays a crucial role in the Hmong community because it focuses 
on how people interact with each other in the community and how the cultures of both 
worlds interact with each other. It is also the act of learning the behaviors of a group of 
people to make sense of their logic and rationale behind the choices they make. Viewing 
this research through the lens of leadership focuses on both the traditional and 
professional leadership practices today. My project draws on both Christian and non-
Christian heritages to inform what the local community today can offer for the Hmong 
community. The challenge for my research project is to discover those practices within 
the non-Christian and Christian heritage that still prove useful and be retained and upheld 
in a way that makes sense for the Hmong and the broader community in which they live. 
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CHAPTER 4 
BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL LENSES 
Introduction 
I used two biblical and three theological lenses for this research. The biblical 
lenses are the acknowledgement of grief and the hope of the gospel. The three theological 
lenses are death and dying, hospitality, and missional theology. I explored the similarities 
and differences regarding funeral practices between the traditional and Christian cultures. 
Funerals are a time when respect is to be given to the deceased and comfort to be offered 
for the family members who had lost their loved one. Therefore, the biblical model would 
help us, the Hmong, to know more effectively how to work through grief. At the same 
time, grief work sustains our relationship with others as well as serves as an opportunity 
to build a stronger community. Deeply exploring how to improve the lives of Hmong 
Americans and how they perform funeral practices and share culture with others assisted 
this research project and helped me to reach conclusions as to an effective strategy for 
outreach.  
Hmong funerals are considered to be the most important event in a person’s life—
doing it correctly ensures that the deceased will flourish in the next life.1 Typically 
funerals last at least three days and three nights. As Hmong, we believe that there will 
still be life after death. Hmong describe heaven as a peaceful place and hell as a 
                                                
1 Lisa Rogak, Death Warmed Over: Funeral Food, Rituals, and Customs from Around the World 
(Berkeley, CA: Southern Publishers, 2004), 60-61. 
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miserable place; we believe that heaven and hell are real, but many people simply did not 
want to talk about these subjects.  
Biblical Lenses 
The two biblical lenses are the acknowledgement of grief and hope of the gospel 
and the three theological lenses are death and dying, hospitality, and missional theology. 
While interviewing and in discussion with the Hmong, we did not want to mention the 
words death or dying because Hmong believe that if such a word was uttered then that 
person would soon meet his or her fate. There remains a great fear of death and dying in 
our community because they believe that after death, the soul might travel to the 
underworld and be tormented for eternity. Therefore, death was not a topic we normally 
want to discuss with one another. 
Grief 
 Acknowledging the need to grieve reminds us of the time when Jesus visited 
Lazarus in John 11. This passage was relevant and helpful for this research project. The 
grieving process is a normal part of the human experience when a loved one passes away. 
Even Jesus allowed himself to feel grief and expressed this deepest of human emotions 
by weeping. Jesus wept when he lost his friend; so, in the same way, we grieve as well 
when we lose someone close to us. In Ecclesiastes 3:1-4 we read: “For everything there is 
a season, a time for every matter under heaven: a time to be born, and a time to die; a 
time to plant, and a time to pluck up what is planted; a time to weep, and a time to laugh; 
a time to mourn, and a time to dance.” We learn through this passage how God comforts 
His children during times of mourning. The grieving process usually takes time and 
requires space for the family to come to terms with the death of their loved ones.  
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 People from different cultures experience grief similarly after losing a loved one 
because grief has always been a universal emotion. The ways in which different people 
express grief are different, depending on their cultural norms. Various cultures may have 
different attitudes, behaviors, emotions, reactions, and rituals, but the pain of loss and the 
grief behind the loss are still the same. In the Hmong culture, grief is expressed through 
wailing out loud. This is done in order that the feelings a person is experiencing will be 
made public. The Hmong could expand the idea of grief with the belief that death is an 
inescapable part of our lives. This would be in contrast to other cultures, where grief is 
expressed when a person writes down his or her feelings and then reads them aloud at a 
later time. For the Hmong, death and the persistence of grief remain a continual scourge. 
For example, in Laos, if a woman’s husband were to die in the war she would go 
through a period of grief. Yet even three years after the loss, she would still feel sad and 
would not want to go work on the farm. She still would not have interest in any day-to-
day activities and would struggle to carry out her daily routines. This persistence of grief 
was common in the Hmong community. However, a biblical view of death gives us a 
different way to look at grief. God did not push death upon humans, but instead death 
came through the decision of Adam and Eve, and we live and die with that decision to 
this day. As Christians, we acknowledge that death is still painful, shocking, and hurtful, 
because when the time comes, death would separate us from our loved ones even while 
still realizing that, in heaven, death is no more. Russell A. Peterson made a statement that 
the day of one’s death is more important than the day of one’s birth. The reference is to 
physical birth. The implication is clear and concise. 
The moment of one’s death is the moment of birth in a new spiritual sense. Death 
is a moment of birth. Death is like the shell of a seed. The seed must die; it is only 
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the external casing which begins its original state. It begins to disintegrate so that 
the core, the living cell, may be touched by the warmth and moisture of the 
spiritualized earth. Life comes from that touch; for the human soul, the core, the 
cell, it is the touch of the redemptive hand of the Christ. It is his grace.2 
This beautiful statement from Russell Peterson helps us to see death and dying 
from a Western perspective in the American culture. In order for us to be able to face 
death and dying, we must learn to accept the fact that death is not something we need to 
prepare to fight against, but rather, embraces the birth of a new life. Death is not 
something to harm the soul, but instead a transition for the soul to be reunited with the 
Creator. Peterson also states, 
Death is not an impersonal event. There is nothing more personal in life than 
death. It is man who dies, and he always sees himself in relation to a death, which 
is his alone. If he wills to die alone, this is his privilege. From this point on, 
however, death does not move into the impersonal realm; rather, it moves into 
what must be conceived as being even more personal. The question is now asked: 
with whom do I will to die? Here is the most personal question man will ever ask. 
Why? Because the answer he gives will determine where he will be in eternity.3  
 According to the Hmong traditional culture, death and dying is very real and 
painful since we only see a dead body—we know that we will never be able to see that 
person alive again. Due to the nature of its oral cultural and animistic practices, the 
Hmong cannot see what was called Sab Ntsujplig, which means the “spirit” or “soul.” 
This reminds us of the Gospel of John in chapter 3, where Jesus said to Nicodemus that 
“What is born of the flesh is flesh, and what is born of the Spirit is spirit.” As Christians, 
we can hold onto the belief that death will be a new birth; however, for those without that 
belief, then death remains an enemy. 
                                                
2 Russell Arthur Peterson. God Explains Death (Lake Mills, IA: Graphic Pub. Co., 1979), 11. 
3 Ibid., 13. 
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Michael E. Hirsch writes, “grief is the sorrow you feel, but it also includes many 
other feelings that accompany bereavement, such as numbness, anger, guilt, despair, 
irritability, relief, or anxiety.”4 Grief and its impact would be felt similarly across all 
cultures, so when faced with it, no one would ever say, “I surrender,” or “do what you 
please with me.” We view death and dying naturally as our enemy because it means 
being vulnerable, so people feel they have to fight it. The mindset of never surrendering 
to death has brought an unhealthy shame, pain, denial, and a continual sense of agitation 
for those who continue to fight it. Death and dying continue to be bitter topics for the 
Hmong community. The elders once said, when niamtxiv tuag vajtsev ntuag, which 
means that when the parents died, “the house would fall apart” or “the house would 
become torn” because the parent would no longer be around to help financially or during 
times of hardship in life. When a loved one passes away, life changes forever and will 
never be the same again. 
From 1961-1975, many sons were sent into the battlefield, some as young as 
twelve or thirteen years old. The community, the parents, and the families all hoped these 
young men and boys would return home safely. The parents had a hard time accepting the 
thought that some of their sons could die in battle; this was the attitude of the Hmong 
people and their views on death. So, when death became a reality, it was very painful and 
shocking, not only for the family members, but also for the entire community. For 
Hmong at the Long Cheng CIA headquarters during the Vietnam War, it became an all-
too-common experience. When the body of a soldier was brought home, the entire village 
                                                
4 Michael E. Hirsch, Coping with Grief and Loss: A Guide to Healing (Boston, MA: Harvard 
Health Publications, 2010), 2. 
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would mourn and be filled with anger and loneliness because they knew that their loved 
ones were no longer there. It would frequently take a few years for the deceased family 
members to return to normal life. Glen W. Davidson suggests this wise advice for a 
mourner:  
Telling your story will be the most important thing for you to do as a mourner, 
because in the very act of telling it you are putting your life act together. By 
telling your story you will discover that your facts change, not because the facts 
themselves are changed but because your choice of what is important changes. 
You may discover that your initial impressions of what happened were 
incomplete or even inaccurate. The more unexpected the death, the more likely it 
is that initial impressions were wrong.5  
We understand that life will never be perfect, but we can still live to the fullness 
of our potential. Due to the lack of faith in God, death had always been the final stage for 
majority of the Hmong people. Moreover, there would never be a second chance after this 
present life to meet one another again. When a person dies, it is the last chance to see that 
person ever again. Michael E. Hirsch states that: 
Grief is not a mountain to be climbed and descended with map in hand. Its 
boundary lines different greatly from one person to another and from one culture 
to the next. Americans often labor under cultural injunctions to attain “closure” 
within months, or certainly by the time a year has passed. Popular culture also 
promotes the misconception that there is an orderly progression of emotions that 
will lead the bereaved to this end. The truth, though, is that grief doesn’t neatly 
conclude at the six-month or one-year mark—even if a person follows every 
prescription for healthy grieving—and there is no single way to grieve. Each 
person has a different experience. Depending on the strength of the bond that was 
broken, grief can be lifelong. Parents whose children die often say they never get 
over the loss. Usually, though, grief softens and changes over time.6  
 
                                                
5 Glen W. Davidson, Understanding Mourning: A Guide for Those Who Grieve (Minneapolis, 
MN: Augsburg Publishing House, 1984), 13. 
6 Michael E. Hirsch, Copying with Grief and Loss: A Guide to Healing (Boston, MA: Harvard 
Health Publications, 2010), 3. 
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After any death, everyone close to the deceased would grieve; however, each 
individual will respond differently to that grief. The time it takes to overcome grief would 
also be different for everyone as well. Colin Murray Parkes suggests, “People must go 
through a painful period of searching for what has been lost before they can release their 
attachment to the person who died and move forward. When enmeshed in disorganization 
and despair, people find themselves repeatedly going over the events preceding the death 
as if to set them right.”7 This insightful thought would be valuable for the Hmong 
community. Of course, we need to realize that our loss also means a loss for others. All of 
us will eventually experience difficulties in life sooner or later—whether wealthy or poor, 
educated or illiterate—because none of us will be able to escape death and dying. 
J. William Worden suggests a model of grieving that includes certain tasks. The 
first three tasks are to accept the loss, experience and work through the resulting pain, 
and adjust to a world without the person who died. The fourth and final task was to alter 
ties with the deceased enough that you would be able to instead invest your love and 
energy in others. People may shuttle back and forth among these tasks, but Worden warns 
that failing to complete all of them is like only healing partially from a wound.8 Life still 
continues on even after the death of a loved one, so we should grieve, but not to the point 
that we disregard those still living. We have been called to also love and care for our 
neighbors, which means our family, our community, and the world as well.  
 Marcus Aurelius stated that, “It is the duty of a thinking man to be neither 
superficial, nor impatient, nor yet contemptuous in this attitude toward death, but to await 
                                                
7 Ibid., 5. 
8 Ibid., 5. 
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it as one of the operations of Nature which he will have to undergo.”9 This would be the 
experience of death and dying for the American people. Dumont and Foss, furthermore, 
describe that experience as,  
Thus, although Americans typically experience the death of one close to them 
only rarely in their lives, this exposure leaves no room for doubting that death is 
real and must be accepted. Even after the funeral and burial have taken place, the 
bereaved are not allowed to forget that fact of death. The affairs of the deceased 
must be attended to, his will executed, his clothes and other personal reminders of 
his life cared for. Those who come to console and to make the burden easier to 
bear force further acceptance of death’s reality and finality, for this “rather 
torturous process of try to talk to people who attempt to console (but often do not 
know how) reinforces the consciousness that death is universal, real, inevitable, 
and permanent. We are therefore compelled to accept the fact that someday others 
will grieve for us as we have grieved for the deceased.10  
The Hmong people similarly go through the grieving process as mentioned above; 
however, there is another dimension to the grieving process. Even in the midst of grief 
and sorrow, Christians have the hope of eternal life. Jesus said, “[A]nyone who hears my 
word and believes…has eternal life…[and] has passed from death to life” (John 5:24). 
Moreover, Paul said, “For to me, living is Christ and dying is gain” (Philippians 1:21). 
Paul went on to write, “we do not want you to be uninformed, brothers and sisters, about 
those who have died, so that you may not grieve as others do who have no hope…we 
believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so, through Jesus, God will bring with him 
those who have died” (I Thessalonians 4:13-14). As Christians, we have always had the 
hope that through Jesus Christ our Lord we have life. 
                                                
9 Richard G. Dumont and Dennis C. Foss, The American View of Death: Acceptance or Denial? 
(Cambridge, MA: Schenkman Pub. Co., 1972), 33.  
10 Ibid., 57  
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Hope of the Gospel 
Our hope is in God; our lives have always been in the Lord’s hands. This biblical 
lens shows how the hope of the gospel relates to life after death. Paul showed in 1 
Corinthians 15:42-44 that “[i]t is the same way with the resurrection of the dead. Our 
earthly bodies are planted in the ground when we die, but they will be raised to live 
forever. Our bodies are buried in brokenness, but they will be raised in glory…They are 
buried as natural human bodies, but they will be raised as spiritual bodies...” On a similar 
note, Job said, “I know that my Redeemer lives, and he will stand upon the earth at last. 
And after my body has decayed, yet in my body I will see God! I will see him for myself. 
Yes, I will see him with my own eyes. I am overwhelmed at the thought!”11 The Apostle 
Peter also spoke of this Christian, new birth in God, “By his great mercy he has given us 
a new birth into a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, and 
into an inheritance that is imperishable, undefiled, and unfading, kept in heaven for 
you.”12  
Isaiah shows us God’s power over death, “[H]e will destroy on this mountain the 
shroud that is cast over all peoples, the sheet that is spread over all nations; he will 
swallow up death forever.”13 Paul also mentioned that in the resurrection all would be 
made alive in Christ, “But each in his own order: Christ the first fruits, then at his coming 
those who belong to Christ. Then comes the end, when he hands over the kingdom to 
God the Father, after he has destroyed every ruler and every authority and power. For he 
                                                
11 Job 19:25, NRSV. 
12 1 Peter 1:3b-4, NRSV. 
13 Isaiah 25:7-8b, NRSV. 
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must reign until he has put all his enemies under his feet. The last enemy to be destroyed 
is death.”14 Jeremiah used the image of God who had plans for the believer, “For surely I 
know the plans I have for you, says the Lord, plans for your welfare and not for harm, to 
give you a future with hope.”15  
 Isaiah encouraged the readers that “those who wait for the Lord shall renew their 
strength, they shall mount up with wings like eagles, they shall run and not be weary, 
they shall walk and not faint.”16 Isaiah concluded in chapter 26:19, by describing a life 
after death, “Your dead shall live, their corpses shall rise. O dwellers in the dust awake 
and sing for joy! For your dew is a radiant dew, and the earth will give birth to those long 
dead.” Then there was the promise in John 3:16, that “everyone who believes in him may 
not perish but may have eternal life.” Paul also wrote, “May the God of hope fill you with 
all joy and peace in believing, so that you may abound in hope by the power of the Holy 
Spirit.”17  
 The hope of the gospel included a new birth through baptism in Christ and the 
power of Jesus’ resurrection from the dead, as promised in 1 Peter, John 3, and Jeremiah 
29. It was a covenant between God and humankind. A true conversion includes 
acknowledging and accepting the beliefs, baptism, and the faith and knowledge of the 
Good News—not simply converting to Christianity as a believer. Conversion to follow 
Jesus is not just getting rid of animism or the traditional ritualistic practices; not just 
                                                
14 1 Corinthians 15:23-26, NRSV. 
15 Jeremiah 29:11, NRSV. 
16 Isaiah 40:31, NRSV. 
 17 Romans 15:13, NRSV. 
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building more alliances for personal gain; or not just getting free tuition in a religious 
institution or organization. Conversion means becoming born again in Christ Jesus, a 
transformation by the renewal of a whole person’s mind, heart, and soul. Conversion is 
similar to the five wise virgins who took their flasks of oil with their lamps and waited 
patiently for the groom to arrive.18 
 This hope, as stated above, requires both faith and a belief system of the 
individual to change; the Holy Spirit works within each person. The Holy Spirit nurtures 
the individual’s faith, but the individual must nurture his or her soul with the fruit of the 
Holy Spirit by reading Scripture so that they would learn to trust God with their whole 
heart. It is a matter of trusting and having faith in God, the Creator. 
Theological Lenses 
 The three theological lenses of death and dying, hospitality, and missional 
theology also helped to interpret data in my research project. These included Nathan 
Montover’s and Michele Hershberger’s understanding of hospitality and missional 
theology.19 These theological frames complemented and served as interfacing concepts to 
the previously mentioned biblical frames I employed. As I have stated, the words death 
or dying are prohibited in the Hmong community because we believe that if such word 
was uttered then that person would soon meet his or her fate. There is a great fear of 
death and dying in our community, because before Christianity, we only knew that in 
                                                
18 Matthew 25:1-13, NRSV. 
19 Michele Hershberger, A Christian View of Hospitality: Expecting Surprises (Scottdale, PA: 
Herald Press, 1999), 120. 
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death a soul would travel to the underworld and be tormented for eternity. Therefore, 
death is not a topic we want to discuss with one another.  
 On the other hand, hospitality is a practice that was not only well known within 
Hmong communities, but expected. Hospitality in our communities means providing a 
welcoming environment where the needs of guests can be met. These needs could be 
social, psychological, or basic needs such as food and drink, or even entertainment. When 
these are provided, the event usually draws more people and social currency to it. When 
hospitality is shown in this manner, the elders praise the host and it “gives face” to the 
clan leaders. 
Missional theology is grounded in Trinitarian theology in the concept that we trust 
God in Jesus Christ: in Christ all the fullness of deity lives in bodily form.20 We 
acknowledge that God is a holy God who has called us to love one another and ourselves 
and to carry his mission to the ends of the world. Through Trinitarian theology, we desire 
to respect and treat each other in the way Jesus has taught us: love the Lord your God 
with your heart, soul, mind, and love your neighbors as yourself.21 God invited us to have 
relationships with one another as we think about the priesthood of all believers. Missional 
theology does not provide a direct answer from the Bible, but it is a joint conversation 
about God’s mission in the church, in the community, and in the world.  
Hospitality  
Hospitality in the Hmong culture is very important because it is about creating a 
warm and welcoming environment for others to gather together for an occasion. This 
                                                
20 Colossians 2:9, NRSV. 
21 Luke 10:27, NRSV. 
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includes giving respect and honor to those who come to help and support the event. As 
with any funeral practice, within the context of my community, it is referred to as a two-
way street where the guests provide donations during a funeral and the host would then 
provide food, drinks, and music for the guests. This practice was also evident in the New 
Testament in the book of Acts in the 4th chapter when the Apostle Paul indicated how the 
Christians came together and brought their resources and talents to be shared with one 
another. 
Elizabeth Newman writes that, “hospitality allows space for Christ to come to us 
on his terms, rather than our own.”22 The Hmong can relate to this concept; we have 
always put others above our own needs. For example, hospitality remains the main focus 
of any funeral. We always make sure that our guests feel welcome and make a point to be 
present for them. It is also very important that a head of the household accompanies the 
guests so that they feel comfortable throughout the event. The majority of the Hmong 
people believe that Yawm Saub (God) is with us at all times. This means that God is 
watching us and if we welcome strangers into our homes and acknowledge them, then we 
will receive a good life. Newman states: “Hospitality is not a hedge against pain and 
suffering but sees Christ present with in our suffering, even as we acknowledge that such 
suffering does not have the last word.”23 
In the book of Joshua, we hear encouragement for the family of the deceased to 
“be strong and courageous; do not be frightened or dismayed, for the Lord your God is 
with you wherever you go” (Joshua 1:9). Jesus showed us the way of “being real” with 
                                                
22 Elizabeth Newman, Untamed Hospitality: Welcoming God and Other Strangers. The Christian 
Practice of Everyday Life Series (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos Press, 2007), 92.  
23 Ibid., 103. 
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God is not by what we say, but through the actions we take. For example, when Jesus saw 
his mother at the foot of the cross, and the disciple whom he loved standing nearby, he 
said to her, “Woman, here is your son” and to his disciple, “Here is your mother” (John 
19:27). Jesus gave a new command to his disciples about doing to others as you would 
have them do to you.24 Again, Jesus made it clear that in everything, we need to do to 
others as we would have them do to us; for this was the law.25 
Finally, Jesus also commanded his disciples by saying that they should love one 
another: “By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one 
another.”26 The Apostle Paul said, “to contribute to the needs of the saints; to extend 
hospitality to strangers; to rejoice with those who rejoice; to weep with those who weep; 
to live in harmony with one another; that we should not be haughty, but associate with 
the lowly; and that we do not claim to be wiser than we are.”27 Clearly, Christ followers 
were commanded to show hospitality to the world. Paul also argued in Romans 12 that 
Christians were to present their bodies as living sacrifices for the Lord. He commanded 
Christians to live life differently than the world does. We were not called to be served, 
but to serve the world. Paul described true Christians as genuinely loving, brotherly 
affectionate, patient, and those who extend hospitality to the stranger. Therefore, the 
basic foundation of the Christian faith was how we presented our bodies as spiritual 
sacrifices within a church community. Michele Hershberger states that practicing 
hospitality helps in the process of spiritual renewal and conversion—that we meet Jesus 
                                                
24 Luke 6:31, NRSV. 
25 Matthew 7:12, NRSV. 
26 John 13:34-35, NRSV. 
27 Romans 12:13, 15-16, NRSV. 
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in the people we serve.28 Hospitality in the Hmong Christian community is an effective 
method of doing God’s ministry in the community, because actions speak louder than 
words. Mostly, when a Hmong people comes to a funeral they usually ask, “Who was in 
charge of this event?” Even though we live in the same community, we still have two 
groups of people—Christians and non-Christians.  
In 1 Timothy 3:1 and Titus 1:8, we read how Paul sent Timothy to provide 
guidelines for the elders and pastors in the church and how they were to have a heart to 
serve and be hospitable. The elders needed to be good examples and be able to teach 
others. Being hospitable has always been very important because it was the foundation of 
the message for the church community at large. Furthermore, in 1 Timothy 5:3 we read 
that hospitality was not only meant for the elder men, but also for the elder women in the 
Church to serve as role models for the younger women. In 1 Peter 4:7, it states that the 
end of all things was near so he commanded that: “Above all, love each other deeply.” 
Hospitality has been practiced in the Hmong traditional culture for thousands of 
years; we see it in many cultural practices such as within religious practices, a respect of 
culture, and honoring the ancestral spirits. In Hmong communities, a large part of 
hospitality includes providing food during an event. This is one of the reasons why so 
many cows are butchered during a funeral because it was not just a place to pay respect 
for the deceased, but it was also a place to serve hot meals and drinks to thank everyone 
for their time and effort in taking part. We believe that without food there would be no 
fellowship. In a Hmong family, food plays an important role at every event. At Hmong 
                                                
28 Michele Hershberger, A Christian View of Hospitality: Expecting Surprises (Scottdale, PA: 
Herald Press, 1989), 120. 
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funerals, it is common that three meals are eaten per day. If the family of the deceased 
were wealthy, then food and drinks would be offered to everyone twenty-four hours a day 
for all three days of the funeral. Fruits and desserts were included in this as well. During 
a funeral, it is also a community call for people to come and pay their respect to the 
deceased. On most weekends at the Hmong funeral homes in the Twin Cities (such as 
Legacy at Maplewood, Legacy in Downtown Saint Paul, Koob Hmoob on Arcade St., 
and Glenwood in Minneapolis) you will see many vehicles parked in the lots with license 
plates from all over the United States. It is one indication that the Hmong people still 
consider coming together during times like these to pay their respects as vital to their 
community identity. 
Missional Theology  
Missional theology means a different point of view looking at the church, it is 
mission, and thinking about God. God called us to love and serve one another, and to 
reach out to all the nations as Jesus stated in Matthew in the last chapter. God has called 
Christians to worship, to share their gifts, to live with the gospel, and to care for the poor. 
The church plays a crucial role in the world today, because Jesus commanded his 
disciples in the last chapter of Matthew that, as disciples of Jesus Christ, they needed to 
go make disciples, baptize, and teach. Jesus also said that he would be with us until the 
end of the age. Christ made it clear that the work that we do, the decisions that we make, 
and every movement we do should be done for the Lord. Jeffrey Arnold quoted Win Arn 
and Charles Arn by illustrating that many Christians (between 75 and 90 percent of them) 
credit a friend or a family member with leading them to Christ. Less than 1 percent give 
credit to crusades, 6 to 8 percent credit a church ministry, and only 4 to 5 percent credit a 
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pastor.29 I can attest personally that my family wore many titles since we had converted 
to Christianity, but we still remained members of the same community with the elders 
and clan leaders; we were still Hmong. The Apostle Paul spoke of this phenomenon of 
multiple identities in that where he planted, Apollos watered, but God gave the growth.30 
In the same light, Roxburgh states, “Moving back into the neighborhood is about learning 
to see our community with a fresh set of eyes.”31 In this research project, I drew upon 
resources from theologians such as Brian D. McLaren,32 Darrell L. Guder,33 Chip Heath 
and Dan Heath.34  
Hmong Christians believe that prayers, gifts, and presence are important in the 
congregation. The church is a holy place, a place to welcome strangers into, a place of 
comfort for all people, and a space for worship for all believers. Serving God with an 
open heart provides opportunities for the church to grow and motivates people to get 
more involved in ministry. Christians as humble servants set a good example for the next 
generation. It becomes clear when we read this passage: “Now if you are unwilling to 
serve the Lord, choose this day whom you will serve, whether the gods your ancestors 
                                                
29 Jeffrey Arnold, Small Group Outreach: Turning Groups Inside Out (Downers Gove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 1998), 14. 
30 1 Corinthians 3:6, NRSV. 
31 Alan J. Roxburgh, Joining God, Remaking Church, Changing the World: The New Shape of the 
Church in Our Time (New York, NY: Morehouse Publishing, 2015), 183. 
32 Brian D. McLaren, Everything Must Change (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, 2007), 18-23. 
33 Darrell L. Guder, The Continuing Conversion of the Church, The Gospel and Our Culture Series 
(Grand Rapids, MI: W.B. Eerdmans Publishing, 2000), 28-29.  
34 Chip Heath and Dan Heath, Switch: How to Change Things When Change Is Hard, 1st ed. (New 
York, NY: Random House Inc., 2010). 
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served in the region beyond the River or the gods of the Amorites in whose land you are 
living; but as for me and my household, we will serve the Lord.”35  
God is and always has been a most gracious and powerful God. God is the 
shepherd and a relational God with human beings. There is and was no truer God than 
God the Almighty. The benefits of becoming a Christ follower are living in peace, joy, 
and forgiveness. It feels good to know that there is a God who is a loving God for all 
people. Nothing can compare to the love of God who was born in human form, willing to 
sacrifice for mankind, and lived with the people. “In this is love, not that we loved God 
but that he loved us and sent his Son to be the atoning sacrifice for our sins.”36 Peterson 
states that, “the missional church is to be led by missional leadership that focuses on 
equipping all of God’s people for mission.”37 In many churches in America, there is the 
notion that mission work should be reserved to a committee rather than making it the 
work of the whole church. However, Peterson believes that mission should not be left to 
the few, but instead the leaders should equip everyone to do mission work. 
The church is a home for the majority of the Hmong people, even though many 
will not admit it. As I stated earlier in my writing, the Hmong have always been a 
minority group whose history did not get written down until missionaries came to Laos, 
and after General Vang Pao became involved with the CIA. Thereafter, we began to find 
the opportunity to hold a pen or a pencil and get an education. I do not think many 
                                                
35 Joshua 24:15, NRSV. 
36 1 John 4:10, NRSV. 
37 Cheryl M. Peterson, Who Is the Church?: An Ecclesiology for the Twenty-First Century 
(Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2013), 87. Kindle edition. 
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educational leaders or individual Hmong realize that the church has done so much for our 
community already—such as the very invention of our written language. The church was 
the first place we learned how to discipline ourselves, grow in faith, and practice justice 
so we could work alongside with the rest of the world as peers.  
God commanded us to go and make disciples of all nations, God did not tell us to 
go to simply one specific group of people. In his seminal work, Newbigin conveys the 
belief that, “The mission of the church is in fact the church's obedient participation in that 
action of the Spirit by which the confession of Jesus as Lord becomes the authentic 
confession of every new people, each in its own tongue.”38 The very core of mission work 
was so that all those who had accepted Jesus could testify that indeed Jesus was Lord. 
When Jesus came down to earth and died on the cross it was not for a selected group of 
people, instead it was for all people because God so loved the whole world, not just a 
select few. 
That our God is a God for everyone is also evident in Russell’s book where she 
uses the gathering at the round table as a metaphor to describe the connection people 
make when gathered there. It was at that table where all were welcomed and she believes 
that the church should also be like this round table—thus the term church in the round. 
She states that the church “is a community where everyone is welcome because it gathers 
around the table of God’s hospitality.”39 Russell speaks of a community of faith working 
together and struggling with each other because they had experienced oppression and 
                                                
38 Lessie Newbigin, The Open Secret: An Introduction to the Theology of Mission (Grand Rapids, 
MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing, 1978, 1995), 44-45. Kindle Edition. 
39 Letty Russell, The Church in the Round: Feminist Interpretation of the Church (Louisville, KY: 
Westminster/JohnKnox Press, 1993), 14. 
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marginalization in their lives. People gather at the round table to connect their faith and 
life, to find justice with those marginalized, and to welcome everyone as a member of 
God’s heavenly household. The biblical witness seems to imply the same conclusions: “I 
have been crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I who live, but it is Christ who lives in 
me.”40 
Missional theology is grounded in a triune view of God. We believe that God has 
called all of us to love one another (and ourselves) and to carry His mission to the ends of 
the world. God has also called us to speak for justice where there is injustice. He has 
called us to speak for those who could not advocate for themselves. As Nathan Montover 
says, “Luther uses the universal priesthood as a way of discussing the office of the 
ministry … as a sign of Christian freedom in regards to calling pastors, and as a call for 
renewal in Christian life and a commitment to the doctrine of Christian freedom.”41 In his 
conclusion, he completes this understanding of Luther in this way:  
Knowing how Luther understood and articulated the doctrine of the priesthood of 
all believers is a first step toward gaining a better understanding of the political 
dimensions of the doctrine as it was expressed in “To the Christian Nobility of the 
German Nation.” However, it is not until we have examined the claims of papal 
authority throughout the Middle Ages that we can truly comprehend the impact of 
the doctrine in the temporal realms.42  
Summary 
In this chapter, I discussed how the two biblical lenses—the acknowledgement of 
grief and hope for the gospel—as well as the three theological lenses of death and dying, 
hospitality, and missional theology are applicable to the Hmong community. During a 
                                                
40 Galatians 2:19b-20, NRSV. 
41 Nathan Montover, Luther’s Revolution: The Political Dimensions of Martin Luther’s Universal 
Priesthood (Eugene, OR: James Clarke & Co; Reprint edition, 2011), 64. 
42 Ibid., 64. 
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Hmong funeral, it is a time where the community can come together to pay their respect 
for the deceased as well as support the grieving family. Through the examples I discussed 
above, people can learn how to work through grief in a healthier manner, of course 
keeping in mind that each individual experiences these stages of grief differently. The 
time a person needs to go through grief also differs based on the individual’s needs. 
However, those who follow Jesus’ example have the hope of the Gospel with the belief 
that there is life after death. The most important part of being a Christian is to be prepared 
for death, because in our death, we have new life in Jesus Christ. 
Death and dying is a topic Hmong frequently avoid. In order for us to face death 
and dying fearlessly, we must be willing to surrender ourselves to the Lord, put our faith 
in God the Creator, and walk with God daily. However, when a death occurs, then the 
family will have to show hospitality to every guest. Hospitality includes anything from 
food and drinks, to snacks and coffee. This is an extremely important part of being a 
Hmong person. What is more, offering hospitality fulfills a missional, theological 
mindset because in times of loss people naturally come together to support one another. 
In the next chapter, the focus will be on the methodology I followed in conducting 
interviews for this research project. 
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CHAPTER 5 
METHODOLOGY 
The methodology for this research project is exploratory research using 
qualitative methods. The project called for conducting interviews with four focus groups 
and twelve individuals within the Hmong community. It was mandatory that the 
individuals were from the Hmong community because the focused topic required having 
a great depth of knowledge of the Hmong funeral practices from an animistic perspective 
as well as those practiced among Hmong Christians. Therefore, this project explored the 
ways to understand both Hmong traditional and Christian funeral practices within the 
Hmong community. Throughout the interviews, conversations, and discussions, the 
research question I asked was: How might Christian faith inform and transform the 
funeral practices of Hmong Christians?  
I used the simple exploratory method to collect information in the first stage of 
my research project. This study allowed for an in-depth look at how the Hmong have 
been conducting funerals presently within their communities. It was beneficial to 
understand each perspective from various groups, including: community members, 
church members, those who are foreign born, those who were born here in the U.S., 
pastors, clan leaders, and funeral owners. 
Through this project, I sought to discover or answer the following points: (1) the 
Hmong view of death; (2) the roles that pastors, clan leaders, and funeral directors had in 
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drawing people together during a funeral; (3) whether there was a missional purpose in 
Hmong American funeral practices; (4) how did Hmong American funeral practices help 
shape the future of younger Hmong generations, and; (5) how did Hmong Christians 
connect with non-Christians—as well as the wider community—with regard to funeral 
practices. 
 I conducted an exploratory research project through interviews and focus groups. 
This journey involved an emphasis on three, non-Christian community members, five 
church members, four people who are foreign born, three people who were born in the 
U.S.; then interviews with three clan leaders, three interviews with funeral owners, three 
interviews with captain, mayor, Colonel, and three interviews with pastors. I also drew 
from other resources such as literature from the eighteen clan’s council guidelines for 
Hmong funeral practices and other resources as they were relevant to the project. The 
interviews of the focus groups and the observations of two Hmong funerals were 
completed between November 2016 and May 2017. 
These were the ways in which I gathered that data: from individual meetings, 
literature, group interviews, funeral observations, and my daily journal. I interviewed 
people between the ages of eighteen and seventy-three. These four focus groups were 
selected and picked by my experiences with the community. I knew the individuals and 
their clans and picked them because this project is very important for the community. I 
selected them for two reasons; first, they were active leaders and second, they were 
community members. The groups were from Christian and non-Christian communities 
and four people were in each group with the exceptions of the groups of clan leaders, 
funeral owners, and pastors. 
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The focus of my research was not simply to learn to understand Hmong funeral 
practices, but to apply the guidelines to future potential changes in funeral practices in 
Hmong communities. Knowing and understanding is not enough. Hopefully, this project 
will encourage people to apply and incorporate the lessons learned into their lives as they 
live in America and continue to conduct funerals within the Hmong community. 
Confidentiality was of utmost priority—the data collected from this project are kept in a 
locked cabinet in my office where only my assistants and I have access to them. I will 
keep the information for at least three years, then after this time, all the data and 
recordings will be destroyed. 
Biblical and Theological Grounding  
The Bible does not mention any funeral guidelines that inform Christians on how 
to conduct these rituals. In the different regions and/or denominations faith communities 
have established their own ways of doing funeral services. We understand God’s Word 
only provides us the strength and comfort we need when we go through times of loss. In 
Scripture, God promises that he would not leave or forsake his children. However, God 
has not prescribed a certain structure or provided a simple manual for Christians to follow 
when a love one passes away. The Bible only provides us words of comfort, 
encouragement, and hope in Jesus Christ.  
In the New Testament, Jesus stated clearly in the book of John the third chapter 
that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life. He goes on to tell his 
followers that in times of sorrow or grief, we should not let our hearts be troubled and do 
not be afraid, but only believe in God (John 14). The moment we have accepted Jesus 
into our hearts and are baptized in his name then we are his children, and so the apostle 
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Paul declared that nothing can separate us from the love of God (Romans 8). We should 
not grieve like the rest of humanity, who have no hope, but because we believe that Jesus 
died and rose again, so we believe that God will bring with Jesus those who have died (I 
Thessalonians 4). According to Scripture, many people mourned when Lazarus died, but 
Jesus raised him from the dead even after he had already been in the tomb for four days. 
Jesus himself also rose from the dead, so we should not fear or be afraid of death. For 
Christians, grief should be a normal part of life because we have hope in Christ knowing 
that he has risen from the dead, so we too have already risen with him. 
The New Testament points out that a child of God should not be afraid, for God 
will strengthen them and help them get through the tough times. God will uphold them 
with his victorious right hand.1 In the book of Psalms, it states that “even though I walk 
through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil because God is with me. His rod and his 
staff comfort me.”2 
There are passages in the Bible where we do get a glimpse of how people in that 
context react to death or fulfill practices related to funerals. Since people during Jesus’ 
time strictly follow the practice of not working during the Sabbath, the length of a funeral 
may be impacted by it. Another example is when Ananias and Sapphira both fell down 
and died after being dishonest with God. A young man came and carried their bodies out 
and buried them quickly after their deaths.3 The book of Acts illustrates one of the most 
powerful burials in the New Testament regarding these two. Another example was with 
                                                
1 Isaiah 41:10, NRSV. 
2 Psalm 23, NRSV. 
3 Acts 5:1-11, NRSV. 
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Lazarus, a person who was prepared for burial and laid in a tomb from which Jesus called 
him. Bertram S. Puckle states that in Germany only forty-eight hours is allowed for a 
funeral, in Spain and Portugal the people only get five or six hours, and in France they 
only get twenty-four hours. In other countries, the time is largely dictated by the climate.4 
According to these figures, they do not measure up to the seventy-two hours that the 
Hmong people need to do their funerals! 
These historical and biblical examples provide references for people to consider 
living in this society today; for example, when Jesus died and was buried, the disciples 
wrapped his body with linen and laid it in a tomb. Then they returned to cover it in spices 
after the Sabbath day. My research project focuses on the Hmong community and how 
we practice our funeral and cultural rites and rituals. Since our families have more 
pressure to prepare for their parents and to plan for their families’ funeral costs in 
America today, the community, churches, clan leaders, pastors, foreign born, and natural 
born groups need to decide on the most practical, reasonable, and manageable ways of 
doing funerals within our community as they move forward.  
From an oral history, the majority of the Hmong in other parts of the world are 
waiting for our Hmong Americans to write the next chapter for the future of the Hmong 
people. Hmong Christians, especially, are in the best position of discussing what God is 
doing in the world and discerning where God is active so that we can be united in faith in 
God’s love. We gather for worship at least once a week to be in fellowship with one 
another, to confess our sins and hear God’s word of forgiveness as well as the Word 
being proclaimed through the law and gospel in Scripture, and also to hear the pastor 
                                                
4 Bertram S. Puckle, Funeral Customs: Their Origin Development (Detroit, MI: Library of 
Alexandia, 1966), 30. 
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preach and the choir sing songs of praise. Therefore, Christians are in a position to pray 
for the great many needs of the whole world, and understand that we, as Christians, are 
living in the presence of faith, hope, and love in the midst of this corrupted society. 
Moreover, Christians need to hold each other accountable as well as the church, so that it 
serves as a place of transforming the lives of its members and beyond. Jesus commanded 
his disciples to go make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, 
of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit and, most importantly, teaching them to obey 
everything that he has commanded.5 
The intention of this research project is to help our community understand this 
vital conclusion: real faith in Christ works for Hmong Americans and I see positive 
changes in people who adopt it. The results of this project will help us make sense of the 
differing views of death and dying, and the roles of clan leaders as well as pastors in the 
Hmong community. These views draw from, (1) national and international Hmong 
communities; (2) the missional approach; (3) foreign born and natural born point of 
views, and; (4) literature. 
Research Design 
Context 
I conducted my exploratory research project using qualitative methods. My focus 
groups included groups of people with differing faith backgrounds such as community 
and church members, clan leaders, funeral owners, and pastors. I interviewed U.S. and 
international participants within the Hmong community for this research project.  
                                                
5 Matthew 28, NRSV. 
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This is intentional. Because most of the Hmong people still practice animism or 
the traditional religion of the ancestors, they need the support of the clan members 
throughout the year. With some of the events it is crucial to have the support of others 
such as during the Hmong New Year, weddings, and at funerals. Since the Hmong live as 
a group or as a clan, when a family has to perform a ritual, their clan members will be 
present to partake in the ritual through personally assisting the family throughout the 
whole process. This way the family will be able to continue the tradition of what the 
elders refer to as poj ua tseg, yawm ua cia, which means (doing what has always been 
done generation after generation.) 
The Hmong people are one, even though there are eighteen clans that each 
individual belongs to. A Hmong person cannot function without their clan leaders, 
especially when it comes to funerals and weddings. However, now there are more last 
names being used by the Hmong people in the world beside the eighteen last names—
recently some Hmong have decided to change their last names due to personal reasons. 
For example, in Southeast Asia, if your last name is Xiong, you will not be eligible to 
attend higher education or hold a position in government offices because you are Hmong. 
Therefore, they have changed their last names in order to fit in with society and be able to 
make a living.  
Our people have existed for more than two thousand years; but the majority are 
still practicing the traditional religion of animism. My estimation is that as of today, five 
percent of Hmong have converted to a different religion; with the majority of them 
converting to Christianity. As we continue to be more educated and become more open-
minded, the time will come when we will be at the turning point; then, many of our 
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young people will not be interested in the continuation of animism anymore, especially 
here in the United States. Some may even say that we have reached that turning point 
already.  
Design 
 I used appropriate questions for this interview protocol. I selected four non-
Christian community members, four church members, four foreign born, four natural 
born, three clan leaders, three funeral directors, and three pastors. I conducted the 
interviews starting in mid-November of 2016. I selected each individual based on certain 
qualifications for this very important research project. These are the criteria that I used to 
choose these particular individuals: each participant must be at least eighteen years old, 
have knowledge of the Hmong language and culture, have had an education either 
overseas or in the United States, have leadership experience in the Hmong community, 
have an affiliation with a denomination, and have the willingness to support this research 
project.  
Two clan leaders and a church member responded that they were more than happy 
to participate and also be willing to do it before the Hmong New Year. In November and 
December 2016, I conducted three interviews with two clan leaders and a focus group. 
The interview protocol can be found in appendices D and F. The signed consent forms 
are available in appendix G. I use audio recorded and video record for these interviews 
and found an assistant to help me transcribe and translate them from Hmong into English. 
As a researcher, I analized for common themes and significant ideas comparing how 
Hmong Christians and non-Christians plan and carry out funerals practices. I analyzed 
and summarize my notes and shared with my focus groups during the second stage.  
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The exploratory and qualitative methods I used for this research project I 
conducted exclusively within the Hmong community. In January, I started with the 
protocol presented in appendix B and selected the individuals to be the participants for 
this exploratory research project. Each individual was interviewed using the interview 
protocol. I started the interviews with the community members and then moved to the 
church members. I made sure that there were both Green and White Hmong dialects and 
cultures represented in the interviews. Then I interviewed the clan leaders, then funeral 
directors, and finally, pastors.  
There was a total of thirty-three people, including me and my assistants, involved 
in this research project. I scheduled to meet with them individually starting in November 
and going into December of 2016 to develop and build a relationship with these 
individuals in order to know them more on a personal level so as to be more effective in 
the interviewing process. I continued to work with my assistants to make sure that all 
necessary items were working properly and were easily accessible. In this exploratory 
research project, I gathered data from four sources: funeral observations, interview focus 
group, individual interviews, and daily journal entries. This protocol is located in 
appendices A, B, and C. I recorded audio and video in both Hmong and English, 
depending on the language preference of the interviewee. Then these clips were 
transcribed and translated from Hmong to English if needed. 
I concluded with a qualitative interview with my focus groups. The protocol is 
located in appendices A, B, and C. They are the sources for this exploratory research 
project.  
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Summary 
The importance of my research was to examine the various reasons Hmong 
people living in America hold such lavish funerals over a three-day weekend. This 
research focused on the beliefs and practices of Hmong American funerals and applied to 
both traditional and Christian funerals. It was important to get the views of the younger 
generations and their thoughts on Hmong American funeral practices as well. The 
Hmong perspectives of death and dying were also be explored to have a better 
understanding of their decision-making, leadership, and faith practices. In this research 
project, there were suggestions for people to consider and to adopt changes when holding 
funerals. Moving forward in the future, it is my hope that funerals will become more 
cost- and time-efficient and have deeper relevance for the immediate family as well as 
those in attendance. 
The results of the data gathered in this research are presented in the next chapter. 
The results were used compare how Christians and non-Christians plan and carry out 
funerals in the Hmong-American community.  
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CHAPTER 6 
RESEARCH RESULTS ANALYSIS 
The results chapter for this research project called for conducting interviews with 
focus groups and individuals within the Hmong community. My project explored the 
similarities and differences between traditional and Christian funeral practices within the 
Hmong community. Those interviewed included: three clan leaders, three funeral owners, 
two txiv qeej (gaeng masters), and three pastors. The results of these interviews were 
compiled together for analysis. 
My research project explored ways to understand the differing views of death and 
dying and the roles that clan leaders, pastors, and funeral owners in the Hmong 
community had. This project also was to understand the perspectives from the various 
groups such as: community members, Christians, those who were born overseas, those 
born in the United States (naturalized), pastors, clan leaders, and funeral owners. To 
reiterate, my research question was: How might Christian faith inform and transform the 
funeral practices of Hmong Christians?  
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Table 6.1 Research Participants in the Hmong community  
 Research   Role   Location Interview Date 
RP1. Nou   Clan leader  Laos  December 19, 2016  
RP2. Nhia   Clan leader  MN  June 12, 2017 
RP3. Chong   Clan leader  PA  July 20, 2017 
RP4. Houa   Pastor   PA  July 21, 2017 
RP5. Xang   Pastor   WI  January 14, 2017 
RP6. Thong   pastor   MN  July 6, 2017 
RP7. Vichai   Principal   MN  June 3, 2017 
RP8. Xeng   Major   IA  June 21, 2017 
RP9. Sao   Col.   MI  July 21, 2017 
RP10. Moua  Captain  MN  July 20, 2017 
RP11. Koua  Funeral Owner MN  February 25, 2016 
RP12. Chong Xeng  Funeral Owner MN  February 25, 2016 
RP13. Nou Tou  Funeral Owner MN  September 12, 2017 
RP14. Ger   Christian  WI  January 14, 2017 
RP15. Cheng  Christian  WI  January 14, 2017 
RP16. Mai  Christian  WI  January 14, 2017 
RP17. Pa  Christian  WI   January 14, 2017 
RP18. Yer  Christian  WI   January 14, 2017 
RP19. Touly  Community member MN  June 16, 2017 
RP20. Chao  Community member MN  June 16, 2017 
RP21. Cher  Community member MN  June 16, 2017 
RP22. Tou Toua Community member MN  June 16, 2017 
RP23. Sher  Born in the U.S. MN  June 19, 2017 
RP24. Nao Pa  Born in the U.S. MN  June 19, 2017 
RP25. Fang  Born in the U.S. MN  June 19, 2017  
RP26. Ying  Born Oversea  MN  June 18, 2017 
RP27. Tong  Born Oversea  MN  June 18, 2017 
RP28. Vong  Born Oversea  MN  June 18, 2017 
RP29. Voua  Born Oversea  MN  June 18, 2017  
RP30. Dang  Qeej (Gaeng) Master MN  February 25, 2017 
RP31. Meng  Qeej (Gaeng) Master MN  February 25, 2017 
RP32. Xao Koua Qeej (Gaeng) Master MN  August 17, 2017 
 
 
The interviews took place with the individuals first and then moved on to the 
focus groups. Participants answered all the questions asked of them whether they were by 
themselves or as part of a group. The focus groups and individual protocols are provided 
in appendices A, B, and C. Data were collected from digital records and notes of the 
interviews and observations of the participants. These interview conversations and 
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observations were part of the learning process of this exploratory method research to 
compare the differences between Christians, community members, clan leaders, funeral 
owners, those who were born overseas, those who were born in the U.S., and txiv Qeej 
(Gaeng masters).  
The data gathered from the interviews provide a better understanding of the 
impact of this research topic on the participants and the nature of change within the 
Hmong community in the United States of America today. These individuals held rich 
knowledge and wisdom of Hmong culture and the customs related to language and 
funeral practices. 
 Listed below are the pastors and clan leaders from the Hmong community who 
were interviewed for this research project. 
Table 6.2 Pastors and Clan Leader Participants 
Pastors and Clan Leader (CLP)  Location   Age 
CLP1. Nou     Laos    67 
CLP2. Nhia     MN    57 
CLP3. Chong     PA    68         
 PR4. Houa     PA    69 
PR5. Xang     WI    50 
PR6. Thong     MN    56 
 
 
The participants responded to all the questions in appendix B from their points of view 
regarding their roles and responsibilities for their own people in the community. Three 
interviews were conducted with three pastors and three clan leaders; one lived in Laos 
and the other five lived here in the U.S. Nou mentioned that, from a leader’s perspective, 
a funeral is an overwhelming task to oversee due to the numerous steps that must be 
followed. He responded to the first question: 
The role as a clan leader is an extremely important one. In the Hmong 
community, I mourn with those in mourning; I grieve with the community when 
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they are grieving; and when a family struggles, I struggle as well. When a clan 
member cries for help, I call on the community for support. My doors are always 
open twenty-four hours a day and seven days a week. My house is more like a 
counselor’s office, a hospital and/or courthouse to listen and handle issues. My 
job is to support the needs of the community members and hold them accountable 
for their actions to make sure that they follow through with their words. I’m like a 
father figure for my people. I have around two hundred fifty families in the 
community that I take care of as well as individuals from other different clans.1  
There are certain processes and procedures in a traditional handling of a funeral to 
see it to its completion. When a clan member dies, the family of the deceased has an 
obligation to call the clan leader and inform him of the death of their loved one so that he 
can call a meeting to plan for the funeral. If he cannot be present for the meeting then he 
will assign a person to call a meeting at the house of the deceased to discuss the date, 
time, and location of the funeral. In Laos and Thailand, there is no morgue or mortuary to 
preserve the dead body for an extended period of time. After a person passes away, the 
funeral needs to take place in the house of the deceased shortly after, thus making the 
initial meeting a critical step in the funeral process and procedures.  
The purpose of this meeting is to gauge the financial power of the family in order 
to plan for how involved the funeral will be. Pertinent information such as cash savings, 
life insurance policies, or lack thereof, will dictate the state of the funeral. Other 
information that will also be discussed during this initial meeting are: the dates and time 
of the funeral, the burial site, which funeral home to use, which relatives to inform about 
the death, and many more. Once these things have been cleared up, the clan leader will 
assign his sub-clan leader to call thawjlwm tubncig (funeral team). Next, the clan leader 
or sub-clan leader will meet with the family of the deceased in private to determine the 
number of animal sacrifices at this funeral. The Hmong elder has this saying, “Niam txiv 
                                                
1 Nou, Clan Leader Interviewee (December 19, 2016).  
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yuav nyab rau tub ces tub nyab tshuav niam txiv ib tug nyuj laug” (Parents paid dowry 
for their son, so the son and daughter-in-law owe parents a set of elder clothes and a cow 
to accompany the soul’s journey back to their ancestor’s home). Once all the work has 
been assigned to the members of the thawjlwm tubncig (funeral team) then the clan leader 
will do a final wrap-up with the family. The assignment of roles and the implementation 
can be referenced in appendix D and appendix E, respectively. 
These processes and procedures explained above are similar in a Christian 
funeral, but with some differences as well. Pastor Houa tells me as a researcher that 
Hmong Christians engage with both the community and the church. The church operates 
within the guidelines of its policies and by-laws and uses the policies and by-laws with 
both church members and the community. When a church member dies, the family has 
two options: the first option is to allow the church to handle all aspects of the funeral and 
the second is to allow the church member’s clan to handle the funeral. If the family 
decides to have the church take care of the funeral then the family is obligated to call the 
pastor or the congregational president and inform them of the death of the church 
member. Then the congregational president or the pastor will call a meeting to plan for 
the funeral. It is a mandatory meeting where the pastor, the congregational president, and 
other church leaders are required to attend to discuss the date, time, and location of the 
funeral. This meeting usually takes place at the deceased church member’s home.  
Pastor Houa defines Christian leadership in the Hmong community as a pastor 
whose role is a little different than that of a clan leader. Pastor Houa stated,  
The role of a pastor is not like that of a clan leader. There are two kinds of  clan 
leaders within the Hmong people. There is the spiritual leader who can perform 
his clan’s ritualistic ceremonies and then there is the community leader who can 
counsel conflicts between two people within his clan. Therefore, in my opinion, a 
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Hmong pastor is not considered a clan leader because a pastor does not get 
involved with any political issues with the unchurched.2 
The role of the pastor and the congregational president is to help the family to 
make financial decisions in order to plan the funeral thoroughly, but at the same time also 
help the family try to save money. Pastor Houa told me that, “As pastors, we love people 
and that is the reason why we serve people. We care for our neighbors and we respect 
them as they are.” During the initial meeting, the family of the deceased will inform how 
much cash savings they have and what life insurance policies are available to fund the 
funeral. The amount of money will determine the planning of the funeral. After the 
congregational president secures the funeral home and sets the dates and times for the 
funeral, the family will inform the burial site before the event takes place.  
Pastor Xang also provided his understanding of the role of a pastor, stating,  
For Christian funerals, I’m the pastor who plans and is in charge of all funeral 
services. A funeral is always a very important part of the church. People belong to 
a church because they need support during times such as births, weddings, and 
death. My role as a pastor is to be with the family and comfort them. As a pastor, 
I help with the funeral arrangements if needed. I give words of encouragement 
and pray with the family at home, at the hospital or at the funeral home.3   
A Hmong pastor’s responsibilities are similar, yet can also be different from those 
of other pastors as well. When a death has occurred, the family or sometimes the 
congregational president first notifies the pastor that a death has taken place in this 
particular family. During times like this, families will look to the pastor for information 
to start the funeral arrangements. It is important for pastors to readily have available 
information on the various resources like funeral homes, hospitals, cemetery, or even 
                                                
2 Pastor Houa, Interviewee (July 21, 2017). 
3 Pastor Xang, Interviewee (January 14, 2017). 
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Hmong butchering places like Hmong Livestock & Meat Processing Market in South 
Saint Paul. Being a Hmong pastor during a funeral does not simply mean that we give 
notice to the funeral home, but we are also responsible for knowing the different types of 
resources available to assist the families from start to finish. Pastor Houa said, “The 
Hmong people always look to the leader and the pastor to be with them throughout the 
funeral. All Hmong pastors face a big challenge for having to stay 24 hours a day with 
the family.” 
This translates into a great deal of work, including discussing with the family 
about the different logistical aspects of the funeral. Some of the logistics being discussed 
with the family at this meeting include: the number of meals offered each day, the 
number of animals (cows, pigs, and chickens) to butcher, which relatives to rau lub moo 
rau (inform) about the death, and peb tsis hu hauv qhua tuaj hlub lawm (we no longer 
formally invite the brothers and sisters of the deceased to come pay their final respect 
because, in the church, there is no longer a VIP table or a blessing table for these guests.) 
Once these things have been finalized then the congregational president will call a 
meeting with the social wellness lead in the church to assign the thawjlwm tubncig 
(funeral team) to oversee the different roles at the funeral. The funeral team will include 
the women leaders, the men leaders, and the youth leaders. These three strata of leaders 
will meet with the family to discuss the menu and the level of hospitality being offered at 
the funeral. 
As Christians, the son is no longer obligated to provide elder clothes and a cow 
for his father or mother when they pass away. We believe that, “Niam txiv yuav nyab rau 
tub yog ib qhov khoom plig uas niam txiv muab pob phij rau tub coj mus tsim ua lub neej 
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kom vam mus ntxiv lawm yam tom ntej, ua neej nco ntsoov xwb” (Parents paid the dowry 
for the son as a gift for the son and daughter-in-law to start their new life together with 
gratitude). Once all the work has been assigned to all the thawjlwm tubncig (funeral 
team) then the congregational president will do a final wrap-up with the funeral team and 
the family. The assignment of roles and the implementation can be referenced in 
appendices D and E. 
In response to question four, What are the costs of implementing a funeral? What 
are the effects of those costs? (refer to appendix B), the six interviewees said that they 
were all concerned about the future of their children. Five people out of the six 
recommend that the Hmong need to change how we practice funerals in the community. 
Living in America is different than Laos and Thailand, and consideration needs to be 
made in terms of how much money should be spent on a funeral and how long the funeral 
should be, acknowledging that time is money and everything costs money in this country. 
Even the pastors and clan leaders were confused as to why Hmong funerals were so 
costly compared to other cultures. In my interviews, four out of the six believed that after 
a funeral, the family of the deceased or the children of the deceased would go into debt 
owing their relatives, cousins, friends, and community members money, simply because 
they wanted to do a nice funeral for their loved ones. Pastor Houa echoed this sentiment:  
The cost of a funeral is a burden for all families of the Hmong people. If the 
deceased is a Christian adult, then the cost of the funeral would range anywhere 
between fifteen to twenty-five thousand dollars, but the cost would be less for a 
funeral of a child. If the deceased is a non-Christian adult then the average cost of 
that funeral would range from forty to seventy thousand dollars.4 
                                                
4 Pastor Houa, Interviewee (July 21, 2017). 
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Nhia says, “One of the reasons why Hmong’s progress is so slow is because they 
have debts from their parent’s or spouse’s funeral. In addition, young adults also carry 
school loans, so many can hardly survive.”5 Funeral debts place a huge financial burden 
for many Hmong families in the United States today. Pastor Houa believes that there are 
four reasons why Hmong families part ways after their parents or spouses pass away. The 
first reason is faib nyiaj tshav ntuj tsis sib haum (the inequal division of monetary 
donations from the funeral), the second is faib niam txiv tej teejtug tsis koobpheej (an 
inequal dividing of the inheritance), the third is muab cov nqi faib rau sawvdaws them 
tsis sib npaug (unevenly dividing the funeral costs), and the fourth is ib cov ntseeg 
Vajtswv lawm ib co tsis tau ntseeg (that within the family there are some Christian 
believers and then there are some who are not Christian). Each funeral is unique and in 
most instances not all reasons will be present, but usually there is at least one of these 
reasons that contribute to the division of a family after the funeral of their loved ones. 
These continue to be challenging issues in the Hmong community today. 
Chong tells me that in Laos and Thailand, if the deceased was an elderly or 
important person, then the children have to prepare a big celebration, which means that 
many animals like cows, pigs, and chickens would be used in the funeral. If the children 
did not have the means to secure these animals to be sacrificed for his parent, he must sell 
or exchange his own child for an animal. As a son, you have no other options and must 
do whatever you can to secure a set of elder clothes and a cow for your father’s or 
mother’s funeral.  
                                                
5 Nhia, Clan Leader Interviewee (June 12, 2017). 
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Nou responds that, ua tus coj rau yus tsevneeg, rau yus lub zejzog mas yus muaj 
kev txawjxeeb rau txhua tus, yog thaum lawv txhawj ces yus yeej nrog lawv txhawj, 
thaum lawv mob ces yus yeej nrog lawv mob, yog thaum lawv quaj ces yus nrog lawv 
quaj, yog thaum lawv muaj kev nruam sim ces yus yog tus nqua hu lub zejzog tuaj sib 
pab, yog tsevneeg txomnyem ces yus yog tus yuavtsum tau pab rau kom tsevneeg ntawd 
ua lub ntees dhau mus rau qhov zoo tso muaj licas mam li sib ntxiv tomqab. (Being a clan 
leader for my clan and the community, I’m obligated to take care of the village or 
community. If they are sick, I’m sick. When they cry, I cry. When they suffer, I suffer 
with them and when someone dies, I reach out to the community for support to be 
provided to the family of the deceased).  
In my interviews, these six leaders answered that what was most important about 
traditional funeral practices was the gathering of the community members to support the 
family of the deceased during their time of grief. Chong said, “Traditional funeral 
practices are important to me, because I honor and highly respect my Hmong culture and 
heritage that my parents have carried with them from generation to generation.”6 
Gathering to show respect for the dead is a priority for each Hmong individual in the 
community, especially for Hmong men. This practice reflects the idea that when someone 
dies, you die with them—meaning that when a community member suffers, then the 
whole community suffers along with them. Nou reflect on a Hmong proverb that says, sib 
pab yog sib pab peb thiaj nyob tau ua ib pab (helping is helping so that we can live as a 
                                                
6 Chong, Clan Leader Interviewee (July 20, 2017). 
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community). Below you will see two comparisons from both Christian and traditional 
funerals. 
Table 6.3 Financial Comparison of Christian and Traditional Funerals  
Funeral Costs Breakdown Christian Funeral   Traditional Funeral 
Facility Usage   $ 7,425   $ 19,586 
Casket    $ 9,365   $   4,579 
Tombstone   $ 4,185   $ 22,540 
Cemetery    $ 5,395   $ 16,834 
Animals   $ 4,390   $ 21,350 
Food    $        10,000   $ 49,673 
Alcohol   $    535   $   5,729 
Decoration/flowers  $    575   $   4,712 
Pastors    $    400   $          0 
Chief Funeral Chairman $        0   $   1,400 
Funeral Chairwoman  $        0 
Spiritual men Gaeng masters, $        0   $   2,800  
spiritual man to do  
the blessing 
Clan Representative   $        0   $       200 
Cost of Funeral:  $        42,695   $         149,404 
Total Community Donation: $        13,591   $           37,397 
Total Funeral Cost:   $        29,104   $         112,007 
 
 
Below you see numbers of participants comparisons from both Christian and traditional 
funerals. 
Table 6.4 No. of Participants Comparison of Christian and Traditional Funerals  
Roles/Responsibilities  Christian Funeral  Traditional Funeral   
    Participants   Participants 
Treasurers   2    6 
President/Representatives 1    2 
Chairwoman/clan  1    2 
Chairwomen 
Secretaries   4    6 
Chairman   1    1 
Family Secretary   1    N/A 
Biography Reader  1    1 
Slideshow family  1    1 
Youth President  1    N/A 
Guide man   N/A    1 
Prepare meal for the   N/A    1 
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Table 6.4 No. of Participants Comparison of Christian and Traditional Funerals 
(Continued)  
Roles/Responsibilities  Christian Funeral  Traditional Funeral   
    Participants   Participants 
deceased  
Music director   1    N/A 
Butcher team   1    4 
Man of the Kitchen  107    5 
Women of the Kitchen 10    5 
Coffin Maker   N/A    1 
Funeral Decorator  N/A    1 
Nametag Designer  1    1 
Cleaning Team  4    4 
Gaeng & Drum Masters N/A    6 
Pastors/Spiritual Man  4    1 
Responsible for the blessing  
Person responsible for 1    1 
calling a meeting 
Family Representative 1    1 
Total Funeral Participants: 36    50    
   
 
The strongest message from these three clan leaders had for the Hmong 
community was that they cannot tell people how to reduce the costs of funerals, but they 
can tell people to stop pleasing and competing with their neighbors so that they will find 
peace of mind. They feel that, whether it is a financially struggling family or a millionaire 
family in the Hmong community, it seems as though people treat the dead with more 
respect than a family member who desperately needs support for their education. People 
are more willing to pull out their wallets at a funeral home than to financially support a 
student to pursue higher education. 
These three clan leaders feel that the Hmong community has to change their 
behaviors and attitudes toward funeral practices; especially regarding the finances. This 
needs to happen at all levels from the leaders to the community members. Chong 
                                                
7 Volunteer, men and women of the kitchen 
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mentioned concern about whether his family can afford their own funeral. And Nhia said 
the following about Hmong-American funerals today: 
The funerals cost too much, as I understand an average funeral cost today is 
$40,000. Hmong Americans fall into three categories: low class, middle class, and 
high class. If the low-class family has a death then they will struggle financially, 
so the leaders also will struggle with them. I think that we will not survive if the 
funeral practices continue in the way they are being practiced today.8  
With my first clan interviewee from Laos, the participant spoke about how hard it 
is to carry out a funeral from beginning to end in a village. A funeral is so demanding in 
every aspect—it sucks all the energy, resources, and life from the family as well from the 
community members. He continues to remind the Hmong community that, nco ntsoov 
tias tub tuag yeej tsis nco qab tub ciaj tshavntuj (The dead will not remember or 
appreciate the good deeds of the living). People have to remember to provide self-care 
during a funeral because the surviving family members still need resources to live on and 
need the energy to operate their lives. Nou says, “In Laos we don’t practice [funerals] 
like people in the U.S. When a person dies, the whole village will take off time to 
volunteer and support the family of the deceased.” In the interviews regarding the effects 
of the cost of a funeral, three interviewees gave the same answer, that, after a funeral, the 
surviving family members go into serious debt, because all the financial resources have 
been used up for the funeral. A Hmong elder once said, niam txiv tuag vajtsev ntuag 
(When a parent dies, the house is torn apart). The death of a parent will shatter your life, 
meaning you may have debt you need to repay or your life will not be the same anymore, 
because you have lost a parent. This phrase carries multiple meanings depending on your 
interpretation. Interviewee Chong stated:  
                                                
8 Nhia, Clan Leader Interviewee (June 12, 2017).  
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Now we have settled in America, the land of opportunity and freedom. The 
funeral has become very competitive in the Hmong community. The greatest 
challenge here has to do with the appropriateness of the finances and guidelines 
for a funeral. The average cost of a Hmong funeral is about $30,000, and the most 
someone has spent on a funeral was $100,000, that one in particular spanned just 
three days and two nights. If the surviving family doesn’t have the financial 
means to carry out the funeral, then the family is obligated to borrow from their 
friends and relatives or take out a loan against their property to cover the cost. The 
problem with this practice is that at the end of the day, the surviving family ends 
up with a huge debt and now they must find a way on how to repay it back.9  
All these participants repeatedly discussed the topic of reducing the financial 
burden of Hmong funeral practices in America. They believe that leaders are obligated to 
offer training and education for the community to look at other models of funeral 
practices that will be more effective and cost saving for families in the Hmong 
community. There is a strong sense of “Hmong identity” with Hmong-Americans in this 
country. One of the participants in the interviews was quite enthusiastic and used the 
phrase Hmong need change. Hmong-Americans are in the best position to create the 
change needed with Hmong funeral practices; a positive change will bring progress and 
prosperity to the Hmong community. 
The three participants also suggested reducing alcohol consumption, animal 
sacrifices, reducing the time span of the funeral, and reconsidering the ritualistic 
practices. For example, alcohol should only be used for ritualistic ceremonial purposes, 
only two cows should be butchered for a funeral, only two meals will be provided for 
guests to eat per day on Saturday and Sunday, and the funeral home should not be open 
twenty-four hours, but instead, the family should decide on the hours appropriate for the 
funeral. This would allow time for the family and guests to rest and catch their breath 
during this emotional time. 
                                                
9 Chong, Clan Leader Interviewee (July 20, 2017). 
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Pastors in the Hmong faith community have also shared their perspectives on 
Hmong funerals. Pastors have received formal leadership training to be able to lead 
congregations and make decisions for these congregations. However, during times such 
as funerals, pastors have to know how to deal with people from all religious backgrounds. 
Pastor Thong is an active leader in the Hmong community. He is an ordained priest in 
Minnesota serving as an Associate Priest. Pastor Thong speaks about the cost of a 
traditional Hmong funeral ranging anywhere from $40,000 to $80,000. He stated:  
The most complicated process is with the traditional Hmong funeral, with which I 
am not voicing my opinion, for I feel it would be better to hear from a non-
Christian Hmong person. Although we are Christians in the church, we still 
preserve some of our traditional/cultural practices and combine them with our 
Christian faith; for we believe that there is a culture in every human race, and it is 
a God-given culture. Therefore, when it comes to a funeral for one of our church 
members, it always involves clergy, the church community, lay leaders, clan 
leaders, and families where both Christian traditions and Hmong cultural practices 
are represented to a certain extent, and it sometimes will last several days, 
depending on the immediate family members' decisions. Details of handling a 
Hmong funeral is complicated to express in a nutshell—it requires a deeper 
discussion to express fully.10 
Pastor Xang also commented about the length of the funeral in the Hmong 
community. He said that the reason for a funeral lasting three days is to allow family 
members, relatives, and friends from the countryside and everywhere to come together to 
say their final goodbyes as well as pay their respects to the deceased. In his words,  
For a family that has life insurance for the deceased, they can more easily pay for 
the funeral costs. For family that does not have life insurance, the funeral will be 
one of the most expensive events in their life (where the average cost can range 
anywhere from $10,000 - $75,000). Some families do receive a good size 
monetary donation from the community if the deceased was a well-known person. 
Many times, the families will usually use monetary donations to help offset the 
costs of the funeral.11 
                                                
10 Pastor Thong, Interviewee (July 6, 2017). 
11 Pastor Xang, Interviewee (January 14, 2017). 
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With a funeral lasting for many days, one of the major expenses of the funeral is 
the food and drink. For example, if the deceased were an elderly person, then the funeral 
home is opened twenty-four hours a day for four days and three nights. A special table is 
set up to accommodate VIPs when they come to pay their respects to the deceased. This 
is the table where these guests will noj nchuav ntws, haus nchuav ntws (eat all you can 
eat any time of the day or night). Other tables will also be set up at a different location for 
the general public and also filled with food for all, whenever they feel the urge. These 
tables will always be stocked and restocked throughout the entire funeral process. 
One of the best things about Hmong funerals is the food that is offered. The food 
is prepared ahead of time. Whether you like it or not, the Kavxwm (the funeral chiefs) 
have their own menus fully prepared before the funeral even starts. Attending a Hmong 
funeral service, you can expect to see a lot of food, drinks, and snacks. Of course, I need 
to add that you eat the food provided at funeral homes at your own risk. What I mean is 
that there is no compliance code the cooks must follow, so eating at a funeral is not like 
eating at a restaurant. Think of eating food at a funeral more like eating at a relative’s or a 
friend’s home. 
In the dining room, niam ua mov thiab tshwjkab (the funeral chairwoman and 
funeral chairman) set up a serving area with lots of plates, utensils, and napkins so all the 
funeral guests can serve themselves. After the food is prepared and set on the tables, the 
tshwjkab (the funeral chairman) will signal to the Kavxwm (the funeral chief) to announce 
to the audience that the food is ready by saying, Peb tsev mob tsev tuag, tuav tsis nyog 
npe. Peb npaj tau zaub mov lawm caw kwvtij neejtsa sawvdaws mus noj ov. (This is a 
funeral home, I am not calling each of you by name. We have prepared the food and it is 
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ready so please come enjoy the meal). While the funeral guests come to receive their 
food, there is a rooj nomtswv (VIP table) where alcohol, fruit, and hot foods are available 
at any hour during the funeral for special guests like politicians, cov txiv qeej txiv nruas 
(qaeng and drum masters), clan leaders, and honored guests. 
Pastor Houa believes that a funeral should not be the biggest occasion in the 
Hmong community, but it should be a more simple-yet-meaningful occasion to pay 
respect to your loved one. People should not use a funeral to earn the blessings of the 
community or gain more “face” in the community. Funerals should not be a burden for 
the surviving family and community members, but instead, it should be the time to honor 
the life they have lived and the memories they have created. It is a time to talk about the 
legacy and many good things that he or she has done for the community. It is important to 
remember the dead, but people should not spend every available resource toward the 
funeral, because doing so leaves a great burden for the family. Pastor Houa said:  
There is a Hmong proverb: ‘When your parent dies, your house tears apart.’ 
Before the Vietnam War, if a parent (mother) dies, the clan leader and the in-laws 
of the mother would pressure the son(s) to do a funeral the way they want—for 
example, the number of cows or buffalos that should be slaughtered, which can be 
quite expensive. Therefore, sometimes the son will need to sell his own child to 
acquire the money to do accomplish it. For the Hmong people who live in the 
U.S., their sons will be in debt if he does not have life insurance to help pay for 
the expense. It is difficult to change this traditional funeral practice because the 
Hmong funeral in the U.S. has now become a competition. After the funeral, 
people in the community will either praise the family for doing such a well-
planned funeral for their parent, which then means that the family must have 
loved their parent very much. Or people would criticize the family for not doing a 
worthy funeral for their parent, which means that they didn’t love their parent 
very much. So, in order to not lose face in the community, families will tend to 
spend more money on the funeral to lessen the chance that the community will 
speak badly of them after the funeral is done.12 
                                                
12 Pastor Houa, Interviewee (July 21, 2017). 
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Proactive leaders—both clan leaders and church leaders—agree that, in order for 
changes to take place regarding funeral practices in the Hmong community, they must 
stop demanding expectations at a funeral from the surviving family. The family should 
have full authority to determine the outcomes of the funeral without outside influences 
coming from clan leaders and/or church leaders. Leaders should promote this new idea 
about simplifying and cutting costs in funerals that allow for families to have their say in 
planning and executing a funeral. 
Questions I posed to Hmong funeral owners included: What is your role in a 
funeral from start to finish? How do you comfort the family of the deceased? What are 
the main differences and similarities between “traditional” and Christian funerals? What 
are the costs of doing a funeral? What are the effects of traditional and Christian funeral 
costs? What is the significance of a drum, qeej and ritual chant in relation to the deceased 
in traditional Hmong funerals? 
The above questions were specifically asked of three entrepreneurs who own 
three funeral homes in Minnesota. These individuals organized and operate funeral 
homes as a business in the State of Minnesota. The age ranges of these individuals were 
from forty-nine years old to sixty-eight years old. These individuals also represent three 
clans from the Hmong community (a business has nothing to do with clan; it just happens 
to be the way it is). The individuals not only operate businesses, but they are community 
activists as well. I selected them as participants in this research project because of their 
leadership contribution in the community. 
Three interviews were conducted between February and September of 2017. The 
interviews were conducted at their funeral homes at different times. I interviewed Koua, 
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the funeral owner of three funeral homes in Saint Paul, and then I interviewed Chong 
Xeng and Nou. Similar information was collected from these three interviews.  
Koua responded to the questions stating that he personally takes the calls when 
people call in to make reservations. His job is to answer any questions the family may 
have and go over with them the process and procedures of using the building. If the 
family decides to use the funeral home, then he would call his funeral director to go with 
him to pick up the body to deliver it to the morgue. Koua also stated that, as a funeral 
home owner, he listens and is present with the family of the deceased as much as they 
need. He does not treat them like strangers, but loves them and cares for them like his 
own family. 
Nou Tou reflected that the funeral home belongs to the community and he just 
happens to be caretaker of it. He said, “It is a privilege and honor to serve the community 
with whatever resources we have. We listen to the people and we care for them as a 
family and we serve them with a grateful heart.” Chong Xeng also agreed with Nou that 
he feels that it is a privilege and honor for him to serve the community in the work he 
does. He says that he is flexible and tries to accommodate the family’s schedule as much 
as possible. He provides several choices for people to choose from. The choices come as 
packages for the whole weekend, weekdays, or hourly. His prices are reasonable so the 
community tend to use his facility for tso plig (the soul-releasing ceremony) on 
weekdays. Chong Xeng also considers the funeral home as belonging to the community 
because it is a place for them to support and listen to one another or comfort the family of 
the deceased. During the traditional funerals, it is also a place to receive blessings from 
the txiv coj xai (a spiritual man) from the Hmong community.  
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According to Koua, Hmong use the funeral homes for two reasons. First, people 
take the opportunity to express their feelings toward the deceased by saying how sorry 
they are or how regretful they are, because they did not have time to enjoy life together 
while the deceased was still alive. Some people come to express their appreciation for 
what the deceased has done for the person while they were alive. Second, a funeral is a 
perfect event for some people to wail and talk badly about their spouse, children, 
relatives, or whoever has hurt them. Therefore, some take the opportunity to gossip about 
others by nyiav tsawm tibneeg (wailing to talk badly about other people). In other words, 
a funeral home sets the stage for people to release stress.  
Some people wail to relate their struggles by saying things such as, it is better for 
me to die so you may live. I still remember when my older brother and my two sisters 
died. During their funerals, my mother wailed greatly for them. She cried and said that if 
she could exchange her life for theirs then she would do that because they still had a 
bright future ahead of them whereas she was already old and had lived her life. 
Nou said that traditional funerals are more demanding because they usually last 
much longer. Some are even open twenty-four hours a day for two straight days. 
Moreover, there are usually more animal sacrifices, more positions to fill, and more 
meals to prepare throughout these events. At the traditional funerals, the drum and gaeng 
are played to entertain as well as to accompany the soul of the deceased as they journey 
to their final destination. What is more, the drum and gaeng also serve as a makeshift 
alarm clock to remind the deceased that breakfast, lunch, and dinner is ready, (see 
appendix E). On the other hand, Christian funerals are completed in less time with no 
animal sacrifices. Therefore, there is less food to prepare.  
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There are similarities between traditional and Christian funerals. People from the 
community come to support the family monetarily and to volunteer their time to help 
with whatever is needed. One common concern all three funeral owners had dealt with 
was the debt the family incurred from implementing a funeral. This debt, whether large or 
small, hinders families because financial obligations incurred at a funeral adds to 
whatever the family already owes. 
In regards to a Hmong funeral; questions I posed to the txiv qeej and txiv nruas 
(the gaeng and drum masters) were: What is your role in a funeral from start to finish? 
How do you comfort the family of the deceased? What are the most enjoyable aspects of 
doing a funeral?  
First, to understand this, the reader needs to realize that the Hmong community is 
divided into three groups: traditional, Christian, and new religion called poj yawm ntxwv 
koob13 (Our Mother is Our God). This new religion was recently formed after General 
Vang Pao passed away. The gaeng and drum masters and spiritual men are highly 
respected in the community. These individuals are considered by many as “Hmong 
theologians.” I selected them to be participants in this research project because they have 
expertise playing traditional instruments, along with blessing families by reciting a 
blessing song during the funeral. I interviewed the drum and gaeng masters between 
February and August of 2017. The ages of these individuals were between thirty-three 
years old to sixty-six years old. The interviews were conducted at the funeral homes 
                                                
13 News One of Hmong Religion, Poj Koob Yawm Ntxwv. This religion was established in 2006. 
They believe that Hmong mother is here today. If you are Hmong, your mother is my God. When you think 
about mother, you think about the creator of this universe. Mother symbolizes a ladder for you to climb up 
to heaven. The founder believes that we honor her because she is our God. In addition to that they believe 
that mother was anointed by God to be a mother, she brought you forth into this earth; our mother.  
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during my visits with Ying, Nao Pa, and Fang. Ying responded that the gaeng and drum 
masters have been asked to serve in a specific funeral to play their songs and pay respect 
for Thong Chai. Kuv yog tus thawj txiv qeej (I am the chief gaeng master for Thong 
Chai’s funeral). Their job is to play gaeng and the drum to accompany Thong Chai’s soul 
to return home. His team of six masters consists of both adults and students. The 
deceased was an elder, so many people will attend that funeral. The gaeng master knew 
that in such a case, he will be quite busy. The masters have no control of the funeral 
event, but they do what the family or the funeral chief wants them to, knowing that, txiv 
qeej txoj haujlwm yog tshuab xa tus tuag tus plig rov mus tsev xwb (the gaeng master’s 
job is to play songs to accompany the soul of the deceased to return home). 
During my interview with Yang, one of the gaeng masters came from the VIP 
table and interrupted the conversation. For privacy, I shall name him Mr. Nom qeej. He 
asked me about my occupation so I told him who I was and why I was there at the 
funeral. I informed him that I was there for two reasons: to support the community and to 
observe the whole ceremony for my project. Mr. Nom qeej seemed a little drunk and he 
began to lecture me in front of his team members and the audience. He said that I should 
go back, talk with my pastor, and learn from them instead. He insisted that I had betrayed 
them and demanded me to give a reason for why my Hmong Christians burned their 
gaeng instruments, recorded it, and then posted on YouTube. He found this to be a 
disrespectful act against the Hmong culture and the community. He did not want me to be 
there and carry out my research. However, Yang was more open-minded; he was willing 
to cooperate with me and we were able to go through with the interview. During this 
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time, I apologized on behalf of the Hmong Christian community for whomever posted 
that video to hurt or offend our fellow Hmong. 
The second gaeng master member discussed traditional and Christian funeral 
practices with me. He informed me that when he first came to America, he did convert to 
Christianity and was a Christian for more than a decade but he did not like it so he 
decided to convert back to coj qub kevcai dua (practice old tradition again). I shall name 
him Mr. Hmong Peter. It was interesting to learn about this man’s faith journey. He 
compared traditional religion to Christianity. He commented that he had thoroughly 
studied the Bible, but it was not helpful for him. In his opinion, Hmong Christians are 
just worshiping another people’s god instead of our own. He felt that, in doing this, 
Hmong Christians dishonor their ancestors.  
Yang, the chief gaeng master, said that they have been called to serve the 
families. Lee, the third gaeng master, along with Yang agreed that the most enjoyable 
aspect of doing a funeral was being around with people and sharing with the community 
their knowledge and wisdom surrounding the gaeng. They served as gaeng masters 
because they respect the deceased and want to support the surviving family the best they 
could. Lee said that they served because they loved the people. According to Yang, a 
funeral would not be complete without these four sets of music: zaj qeej tu siav (first 
song which tells the soul of the deceased that he or she is dead), zaj qeej tsa nees (second 
song which tells the soul of the deceased that the horse is ready and he or she would be 
riding it as his or her means of transportation to go back to his or her ancestor’s 
homeland), zaj qeej hlawv ntawv (the third, penultimate, song that they play one or two 
hours before burning the ceremonial money for the soul of the deceased), and then the zaj 
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qeej sawv kev (the final song that tells the soul of the deceased that the music is to 
accompany him or her to rest in peace in the grave), (see appendix E). 
In the traditional culture, the Hmong cannot live without the txiv qeej (gaeng 
master) due to the critical role they provide for funerals. In my third interview, Xao 
Koua, discussed the five sets of funeral practices in the Hmong community.  He said,  
During the Vietnam War, settings one and two were mostly practiced in the 
community due to the lack of time and resources. Setting three was most likely 
used in the refugee camps. Settings four and five were practiced when life has 
settled such as in the United States today.14  
 
1. Yog muaj ib tug nruam sim txog tsevneeg twg yog txomnyem heev lawm los 
 ua txoj caw (taw kev, cob tus qaib rau ncoo, thiab tshuab zaj qeej tu siav rau 
 nws xwb) los tau lawm (When someone dies, if the family is struggling 
 financially or during a war, then we just perform the minimum required, such as 
 having the spiritual man guide the soul of the deceased to the ancestor’s 
 homeland). Txiv qeej tuaj tshuab zaj qeej tu siav, the song to inform the soul of 
 the deceased that he or she has died and was no longer among the living.  
 
2. Yog muaj ib tug nruam sim: taw kev, tshuab qeej tu siav, qeej tsa nees, qeej   
  cob tsiaj, qeej tshais, qeej sus, qeej hlawv ntawv, qeej sawv kev, ces coj mus    
  zais tau lawm (When someone dies, a spiritual man guides the soul of the   
  deceased, a gaeng master plays the gaeng, which tells the soul of the deceased  
  that the horse is ready and he or she would be riding it as his or her means of    
  transportation to go back to his or her ancestor’s homeland, a gaeng master    
  plays the song to assign the pig sacrifice to accompany to soul back, a qaeng    
  song is played to remind the soul of the deceased for breakfast, lunch, and   
  dinner, a qaeng song is played one or two hours before the burning of the    
  ceremonial money for the soul of the deceased, a last qaeng song is played to    
  tell the soul of the deceased that the music accompanies him or her to rest in    
  their resting place.) 
 
3. Taw kev, tshuav qeej tu siav, qeej nce nees, qeej cob tsiaj, qeej thais, qeej hmo,  
    hu hauv qhuav thiab tsis hu los tau, muaj kaus qaij thiab tsis mauj los tau,  
    muaj kab phaj thiab tis muaj los tau. (A spiritual man guides the soul of the  
    deceased, a gaeng master plays the gaeng which tells the soul of the deceased  
    that the horse is ready; he or she would be riding it as his or her means of   
  transportation to go back to his or her ancestor’s homeland, a gaeng master   
  plays the song to assign the pig sacrifice to accompany to soul back, a qaeng    
  song is played to remind the soul of the deceased for breakfast, lunch, and   
                                                
14 Xao Koua, Txiv Qeej (Gaeng Master) Interviewee Three May 20, 2017. 
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  dinner, call groups of people to come and pay their final respects for the   
  deceased, a qaeng song is played one or two hours before the burning of the   
  ceremonial money for the soul of the deceased, a last qaeng song is played to   
  tell the soul of the deceased that the music accompanies him or her to rest in   
  their resting place). The event should not last for more than two days and one  
  night. 
 
4. Ua yim tsheej yim xwm nruam sim muaj 2 lub haus qaij, muaj cuabtsav, muam   
  phauj, txiv dablaug, muaj kab phaj los tau muaj rooj xaiv rooj xim los tau tsis   
  muaj los tau thiab. (If the family has the financial means then they can butcher   
  up to two cows, call a spiritual man to represent the family, sister, and brother    
  to pay final respects, set up a special blessing table for the memory of the   
  deceased.) 
 
5. Muaj ib tug zoo laus neeg ho qaug (nruam sim) ywj rau tub ki ua raws li tub ki   
 lub siab nyiam 9 nyug 10 nees los tau nyob li nqi thij 4-thij 5 no ua 2 hnub 2    
 hmos 3 hnub 3 hmos los tau. Muaj txim raws li tub raws li tub ki siab ntshaw.   
 Qhov no yog kev nruam sim kab li kev cai ntawm tsevneeg txomnyem yuav siv 
 li nqi 1 mus txog rau nqi 5 nqi twg los tau. (If an elderly person dies, it is up to  
   the children of the deceased to decide how the funeral should be done, how  
   many animals to butcher, how many days the funeral should last; they can 
 choose any setting from 1 to 5 as described above.) 
The txiv qeej (gaeng masters) shared that the majority of Hmong Americans today 
carry out their funerals following setting five, since they have settled in this new land; 
they call their new home “the land filled with milk and honey”, so they fear nothing. The 
elders would say they can earn money, but cannot make their own luck, so if they plan a 
funeral well then their future would be blessed. Major Xeng said that the reason that the 
majority of Hmong practice setting five is because that if one does a funeral well for 
one’s parents then you will receive blessings from the important people, the community 
members and elders in the community. The belief is that the more people say nice things 
or bless you then the more chance you will have that your life will be prosperous because 
these blessings would travel to Yawm Saub (God). When God receives the message, then 
he would bless the survivors. It is very complicated to determine Hmong traditional 
funeral practices for the reason that these practices have not been preserved in written 
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form. It is difficult to ascribe and define the elders’ intentions and implications in 
planning and carrying out a funeral “well” for your parents so that “your life will thrive.” 
The definition of a well-planned funeral is ua niam thiab txiv lub ntees kom zoo tsimnyog 
yus thiaj tau zejzog ib lolus zoo ces yus thiaj yuav zoo (doing a well-planned funeral for 
your parents so the community could bless you and your lives would prosper). Hmong 
American funeral practices are very different than from those our parents used to practice 
back in China, Laos, and Thailand because in America, everything takes money to 
accomplish, whereas back there, the community provided for everything out of their own 
time and resources. 
According to Lee, there are four practices that are different from what has 
traditionally been done in the past in China, Laos, and Thailand. The first difference is: 
Peb tsis ua lub ntees tomqab tus neeg tau nruam sim (We no longer hold a funeral 
immediately following a person’s death.) In America today, when someone dies we have 
to wait for weeks and sometimes even months to be able to arrange a funeral for the 
deceased because we have to wait for the funeral home’s availability. This is also done so 
that friends and relatives have the time to arrange for travel to attend the funeral, 
especially those from out of state and/or country. 
The second difference is: Peb ua kom neeg qhuas peb (We do it to impress 
people). A funeral is not simply to pay our respects anymore. Instead, we have turned the 
funeral into a competition to see how well we can outdo someone else and to see how 
many people in the community will have good comments to say. The family wants to 
gain face and influence.  
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The third difference is: tomqab kaum peb hnub Hmoob mam li zais qauv lawm 
nws yog ib tug qauv tsis zoo (The Hmong bury a dead body after thirteen days, which is 
not good). This had never been done until they came to the United States. The belief is 
that the funeral should happen right away so that the dead person would be buried within 
two to seven days after death. In actuality, the practice is that puv ib tsug kaum peb hnub 
tsuas yog mus tos los saib tsev lossis coj los tso plig lawm xwb (after thirteen days then 
the soul of the deceased would be welcomed back home and, in many instances, the soul 
releasing ceremony would also take place at this time). This is what the phrase poj ua 
tseg yawm ua cia means (our ancestors have always done it that way). Lee commented 
that, nowadays, Hmong American funeral practices are different than what he has been 
accustomed to in the past.15  
The fourth difference is: Hmoob txhua xeem koom ib lub tsev xwb, tib tug ncej 
nruas, coj tawm tib lub qhov rooj tawm mus rau tim toj ntxas xwb (all the eighteen clans 
share the same funeral home, hang the drum on the same center pole, use the same door 
to enter and exit the funeral home). A Hmong house has two doors, the front door and the 
back; each are used for different purposes during rituals. For example, most of the “White 
Hmong” of the Xiong clan coj tus nees los tom qhov rooj txuas mam muab tus neeg tuag 
tso rau saum, thaum kwv tawm mus nram qhov rooj tag (the “horse” is taken into the 
house through the front door and taken out of the house through the back door). During 
the funeral, both doors need to be open twenty-four hours a day for the entire span of the 
funeral, whether it is three days and two nights or seven days and six nights.  
                                                
15 Xao Koua, Txiv Qeej (Gaeng Master) Interviewee Three May 20, 2017. 
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It is evident that Hmong Americans have changed the funeral practices to meet 
the needs of the families in this country. Clan leaders say that they have not seen or heard 
of a funeral costing more than one hundred thousand dollars before now.16 One 
responded that, since we have settled in this new land, the majority of the Hmong believe 
that if you plan your parents’ funeral well for them then the community will give you a 
good name and people will continue to talk about how good you have been for your 
parents, setting an example for society to follow. The message will continue to spread 
until it reaches Yawm Saub (God) and God will bless the family. The concept of receiving 
a good name and receiving blessings is more important than the large debt incurred.  
I also posed questions specifically to a group in the interviews conducted with 
both church and community members of the Hmong community. This group of people 
consisted of forty years old and up who were born overseas and the majority of them are 
active leaders in both Wisconsin and Minnesota. Many of them are active in the 
community as clan leaders or elders and some of them act as advisor or mentors in the 
community. They play an important role in the funeral practices in their clan and/or 
community, so for this reason, they were selected as participants for this research project. 
In regards to a Hmong funeral, What aspect of it is important to you and what do 
you appreciate about it the most? What is the biggest challenge in handling a Hmong 
funeral? What are the costs of doing a Hmong funeral? What are the affects of those 
costs? What are some ways to engage the younger generation in conversations about a 
Hmong funeral? What are your views of “death and dying”? How do people celebrate the 
                                                
16 Nou, Clan leader Interviewee One and Two December 19, 2016. 
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end of one’s life on earth? How do you foresee the Hmong funerals evolving within the 
next decade? Which components of a Hmong funeral would you like to preserve? 
Two focus groups were conducted between January and June of 2017; five were 
from the church and four were from the community. The ages of these individuals ranged 
between twenty-seven years old to sixty-six years old. The church group interviews were 
conducted in the church while focus groups the three community members was done in a 
home. The same questions were asked both of the groups.   
In my focus groups I asked: In regards to a Hmong funeral, what aspect of it is 
important to you and what do you appreciate about it the most? (see appendix A). All of 
the interviewees responded that it is good to preserve the Hmong culture and language. 
Knowing our identity is a priority for both the Christian and non-Christian communities. 
In the interviews, seven out of nine agreed that we have to keep our culture and language 
in order for the Hmong young men and women to respect other cultures. One church 
member stated: 
Hmong funerals are very important to us. A funeral is not just for the family to 
pay respects to their loved ones only, but it also provides opportunities for both 
communities to come and pay their respects to the deceased, to show their love 
and support for the family. The most important thing to remember about a Hmong 
funeral is that when a person dies in the community, then we die with them, when 
a family hurts then we hurt with them, and when a family mourns then we  also 
mourn with them.17 
A funeral is an event that unites all Hmong, meaning that the clan members come 
to participate. Hmong elders teach each generation about what it means to be a 
community member. One important thing to always keep in mind is that peb ibleeg muaj 
ib daig lagzeb nplua (we all have parents who will die someday, and we need others to 
                                                
17 Cha, Church member, Interviewee (June 16, 2017). 
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help us). In other words, we cannot bury our own family members or ourselves; we need 
the community to help us. There is the Hmong proverb that says, “Behind closed doors, 
we are one family, but open the doors and we are a village.” This means that we are a 
family and during big events such as a funeral we come together to honor the deceased. It 
is a time we acknowledge a person’s time here on earth, and also the gifts they have 
shared with the village or community. Both the Christian and non-Christian groups agree 
that during a funeral the love and support of the community to the family is evident 
through the actions people show at the funeral. During my interview Vang said:  
Loving one another is a non-verbal covenant between family to family in the 
Hmong community. When we withhold support for one another, then we cease to 
be Hmong. It does not matter how long we live in this new land, if our hair is still 
black, our eyes are still brown then we are Hmong. I feel proud to being Hmong 
when it comes to a funeral because everyone from the community shows up to 
support. One thing that I do not like about it though is that we spend too much 
money for the funeral, but the thing that I really like about it is we deeply care for 
the surviving family and we honestly respect the deceased. We come with a non-
judgmental mind, and the clan plays no role in it. When I hear an announcement 
from a radio or from my cousins that there will be a funeral on the weekend then 
the first thing that comes to mind is to love my neighbor and do good for them by 
offering myself to help whatever I can.18  
At the time of this research, this particular congregation had a weekly worship 
service attendance of around 250-300, making it the second largest ELCA Hmong 
congregation in its state of Wisconsin. Over its thirty-five-year history, this intercity 
congregation has continued to serve the Hmong community with its hospitality of helping 
newly arrived families from the Thailand refugee camps to make their resettlement a 
smoother and less-frightening experience. Three pastors have served this congregation 
since 1982.  
                                                
18 Vang, Church member, Interviewee (June 16, 2017). 
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The first pastor who was called to serve this congregation moved to join another 
denomination and then the second pastor served the church until four years ago when he 
passed away. The current pastor was raised from within the congregation and he has been 
in this role for three years at the time of my research project. There were three groups of 
people in the Hmong community who practiced their religion differently. One group 
practiced ancestral worship or animism, another group practiced a newly formed religion 
by Hmong intellectuals called poj koob yawm ntxwv, and then the third group practiced 
Christianity. The Hmong community today is in a difficult situation because there has 
been a great need for those who are fall between the cracks and do not practice any of the 
religions mentioned above. 
The vision of this church is: “We are One Church, One Body, One Spirit, growing 
together in Christ by proclaiming the Good News and serving all people.” The wife of the 
second former pastor shared her thoughts on the Hmong funeral. She said:  
We support each other regardless of which religion we practice. Everyone from 
the community just comes to support the grieving family and comfort them. I 
learned that in animism, people have high expectations that others will give their 
time to volunteer at the funeral. However, Christian members usually don’t have 
these expectations of the community because we believe that the act of serving 
others is a privilege and honor. This is my own opinion.19  
During this interview, Mai continued to move the conversation towards building 
relationship with the community through helping our neighbors. She believed that would 
be the key to share God’s good news with the community. Church members see their 
religious practice from their own lens or perspectives.  
Community members are moving towards comforting, loving, and caring for the 
surviving family who is grieving because of losing a loved one. The deceased will not 
                                                
19 Xiong, church member, Interviewee (June 16, 2017). 
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know the struggles and pain the family has been through, but those who are around this 
family would know their pain and suffering. Therefore, as a community we need to 
support and comfort each other through this difficult time. Vong kindly said:  
In a funeral, money and education fall second for us. What is needed the most at 
this time is the presence of others to comfort and encourage each other. The elders 
have always taught us to put others’ needs before our own, nothing is more urgent 
than death and dying.20  
When asked what they thought were the biggest challenges in the Hmong funeral, 
many of the participants were honest in their responses. Eight out of the nine responded 
that in order for Hmong to move to the next chapter, the family should not be desperate in 
wanting to curry favor to gain a good name for the family, but instead they should focus 
on how to survive and continue their lives after the funeral. According to Yang, God 
brought them from Laos to settle in this new land for a purpose, this land full of 
opportunities. Here, they were provided with opportunities to get an education to change 
us to fit in mainstream society. Ying believed that someday if God was to bring us back 
to our homeland, we would not be the same again. Those who God allowed back to the 
homeland would be brave, have a new attitude, and be role models by showing others the 
value and hard work of Hmong Americans. He said that being a holy nation required the 
people here to practice justice, respect, and loving heart toward others.  
The participants believed that the Hmong people must stop exhibiting certain 
attitudes in order to be prosperous. These attitudes are described in the following table. 
The first six characteristics outline six negative attitudes people must stop exhibiting, 
while the seventh (last) one would be the ideal characteristic that all people need to 
                                                
20 Vong, community member, Interviewee (January 14, 2017). 
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embody. Ying concluded that the reason for the Hmong community to still be where we 
are today had to do with the fact that we did not have a good teacher to teach us.  
                                    
Table 6.5 Characteristics  
Cov Cwjpwm   Characteristic  Meaning      
   (English)    
Lub siab hauv roob Mountaintop  This person needs to be the boss or be the  
      top dog with a privileged life filled with  
      money, power, and sex. 
 
Lub siab toj pob Landslide  This person is dangerous, irresponsible, and  
      unpredictable; therefore, they are able to  
      easily destroy or bury villages or cities. This 
      person denies and would not accept his or  
      her mistakes; thus, not taking   
      responsibilities for their actions. 
 
Lub siab kwj ha Creek   This person receives everything but is never  
      satisfied. He is immature and childlike and  
      acts based on his feelings. 
 
Lub siab pas hawv Waterhole  This person is selfish and self-absorbed  
      where he will collect every drop of rain but  
      is never enough. This is the attitude that  
      always feels like you do not have enough.  
      He receives and keeps everything for self  
      gain. 
 
Lub siab pob zeb Rock   This person does not think he has problems.  
      He likes to blame others for his mistakes and 
      misfortunes. He does not take responsibility  
      for his own actions. He does not listen to  
      anyone so he is a very difficult person to  
      coach. 
 
Lub siab qhov taub Foxhole  This person lacks kindness. He does not  
      treat others very well; he is cruel, spiteful,  
      and unpleasant. 
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Table 6.5 Characteristics (continued) 
Cov Cwjpwm   Characteristic  Meaning      
   (English)    
Lub siab nras   Prairie   This person truly sees other people as     
pheej xeeb     human beings who deserve to be loved and  
      respected. He does not take what does not  
      belong to him and strives to be fair in any  
      circumstance. 
 
 
Nou said that the biggest challenge he felt in the Hmong funeral dealt with the 
financial aspects of it. Say, for example, with a young adult couple: if your parents were 
still alive then it would be in your best interest to buy a life insurance policy for each of 
them. An average funeral costs an enormous amount, so if you have enough funding then 
you would be able to plan a nicer funeral for your parents. Immediately following the 
death of one of your parents, when the elders come to your house, they would first ask 
you how much money you have to do your parent’s funeral. Vang echoed that he had 
done several funerals for his family members and the biggest issues again had to do with 
money. If the funeral happened to be for your spouse or child then it would not be as 
hard; however, if the funeral was for a parent or sibling, then their in-laws would come to 
make sure that their love ones receive a nice funeral. Cha also agreed that money was a 
big issue for both Christian and non-Christian Hmong alike.  
Thao echoed that if you have enough resources—both financially and socially—
than the financial help would come. A son-in-law would be obliged to participate and 
help the in-laws from beginning to end. It also means that son-in-laws would also have to 
contribute financially. When you’re representing your in-law’s side of the family then 
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you would have to kowtow21 to show respect toward those guests who bring monetary 
gifts to contribute at the funeral. 
In the Hmong culture, being a good person does not just mean that you only love 
others or your community, but it means that you first love your parents and take good 
care of them before you love your neighbors and/or put your energy into helping others in 
the community or the nation. Thao commented that being a good son-or daughter-in-law 
means you have to fill many roles both in your family as well as in the community. He 
said that he would have to try his best as a son-in-law to let them know that he was trying 
his best.  
When asked the question about the costs of a funeral, all of the interviewees 
agreed that, without money, no one would be able to arrange the funeral at all. Cha 
believed that the financial state of the family would determine the arrangements of the 
funeral; for example, the cost of the animals been slaughtered could range anywhere from 
$2,000 to $20,000. Other items needed for the funeral that would cost a great deal of 
money would be the food needed for the three- to four-day span of the funeral, alcohol 
required for ceremonial purposes, the renting of the usage of the funeral home, and the 
fees paid for all those people who assist at the funeral such as the gaeng masters, the 
spiritual man who would sing the blessing song for the family, and many more.  
Five out of seven people from the interview were concerned that if Hmong 
continue to practice funerals the way they are today then the future would be difficult for 
the next generation. Vong commented that a funeral was mentally, physically, 
                                                
21 Kowtow is done during various occasions; for example, weddings, funerals, and special events 
honoring the King. This practice of kowtowing is similar to that in the Chinese culture where when you 
kneel, the forehead almost touches the ground in an expression of deep respect, worship, or submission to 
higher authority. 
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emotionally, and financially draining for all the surviving family members involved. 
They had spent all their savings to carry out the funeral and now they were broke, so it 
would take them a long time before they would be able to recover. 
Two of the interviewees felt that another factor contributing to the complexity of 
a Hmong funeral would be the decision-making process for a funeral. They commented 
that the leaders needed to use common sense when trying to plan for the funeral. They 
strongly believed that the community members, the educators, and leaders all need to 
work and plan together to solve this issue. They said that, 
Community leaders need to have informational sessions for the young adults and 
children to educate them and get their feedback about the funeral process. The 
reason why the younger generation did not really care about our funeral practices 
was because they felt they were not treated as important voices; therefore, they 
felt their opinions didn’t matter to the larger community. We should connect with 
them and build relationships with them so that they would also understand the 
reasons behind our funeral practices. They need to be included in the discussion 
during the planning phase of the funeral.22  
These two women highlighted a very important point among this focus group’s 
interview. Thao remarked that the Hmong children now preferred to be Hmong 
Americans rather than just being Hmong, so we need to train them and provide them with 
a Hmong lens through which to understand the decisions the elders make regarding 
funeral practices. 
When asked about their views of death and dying, Vong and Mai responded that 
Christians put their faith in God, so when death comes knocking at their door, we no 
longer need a spiritual man to guide our souls because we have already chosen our way. 
Cha and Thao especially noted that death and dying for them was more like a celebration 
than anything else. They would like to have a simple funeral because they wanted their 
                                                
22 Cha and Nhia, Interviewee (January 14, 2017). 
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families to have peace of mind when they are gone. They also mentioned about how the 
Hispanic culture celebrated death. With Hispanic people, they have their own definition 
of death and dying. Many families would bring food to the graves of their loved ones to 
celebrate their love. Both Vong and Ying agreed that we need to look deeper into the 
Hmong culture and its ritual practices to understand the rationale behind the ways we do 
things. 
Vong mentioned that as Hmong, the topic regarding death and dying was and will 
continue to be a sensitive topic because many people still do not want to talk about this 
sensitive topic. People feared death and believed that if they talked about it then it would 
pay them a visit and they would die earlier than if they did not bring it up. Therefore, 
people seemed to be in denial that death and dying was indeed a natural process of life 
and that it was universal. Out of the thirty-one people who were interviewed only one 
was willing to accept that death was inevitable; we would all die because that was the 
cycle of life. Ying also described death and dying as tuag lawm ces tag nrho ib sim neej 
(death is permanent) because he believed that after death then there would be no chance 
to meet again. Hmong grieved differently than people in other cultures, because their 
lifestyle was also different. Many of them came to this country with little to no 
educational background so they had to work extremely hard to support their family. This 
meant that they were too busy to care for one another so they had no time to spend with 
loved ones when they were alive. Therefore, when someone died they would take time 
off to visit and offer their condolences to support the family of the deceased.  
Cha described a funeral home as a place for the community to gather to honor our 
culture and the deceased, to show support for the surviving family members, and to show 
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respect for our leaders and elders in the community. He mentioned that he was going to 
discuss his funeral arrangements with his wife. He still wanted to honor his culture and 
allow some time for his family, relatives, and friends to come together to pay their 
condolences, so he would still open the funeral home for them to do that. However, he 
would like the funeral to last no more than six hours from start to finish.  
When the discussion came to the changes that were needed in how Hmong 
practice their funerals, overwhelmingly nearly everyone recommended to shortening the 
funeral and to keep it simple yet meaningful to reduce its cost. Doing this would allow 
the family of the deceased to be able to move on with their lives without living in debt 
because they had to borrow money to do a funeral for their loved ones. Both Ying and 
Cheng noted that the young people would become our future leaders, so we must support 
them. This meant that they should get financial support to obtain a good education, 
emotional support for encouragement, and cultural support to gain the capacity to 
restructure the funeral practices in the Hmong community throughout the world. Mai 
believed that the Hmong have changed, but we should not be satisfied with it yet. Many 
things still must be changed in order to improve our community for the better. Ger agreed 
that we should continue to adjust our culture to fit with the society in which we now live. 
Below were the U.S.-born and those born overseas from the Hmong community 
who were interviewed for this research project.  
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Table 6.6 Focus Group Participants  
 Focus Group (FG)   Born in the U.S & Born Overseas  Age 
FG2. Nao Pa   Born in the U.S.    29  
FG3. Fang   Born in the U.S.    27 
FG4. Tong   Born in the U.S.    29 
FG5. Vang   Born Overseas     32 
FG6. Voua   Born Overseas     31  
FG1. Sher   Born Overseas     31 
 
 
I selected these individuals from the Hmong community. However, I categorized them 
into two groups: one group were those who were born overseas and then the other were 
those who were born here in the United States. However, I used the same questionniare 
with the same criteria that I used for the church and community members above when 
their interviews were conducted. The ages of the people in these two groups ranged from 
twenty-five to thirty-two years old. The focus groups were conducted in June of 2017. 
The church group was conducted in the church office and the focus group with the three 
community members was conducted in a home. 
When asked about what they appreciate the most regarding the Hmong funeral, 
most of them commented positively about it. They appreciated that many Hmong still 
wanted to keep their culture alive and this was evident during a funeral. The funeral 
would draw people from all over to gather under one roof for an event; not many cultures 
could do that. Hmong people put others before themselves. Also, the elders take charge 
and come together to make decisions and get things done, efficiently and effectively. 
However, both groups also expressed concerns about Hmong funeral practices stating 
that doing a funeral brought financial stress to the families in the United States and 
throughout the world. Lee said that Hmong should continue to practice our funerals like 
the past so that we could preserve our culture and not lose sight of it; funeral should be a 
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time to celebrate the life of an individual instead of using it as a fundraising opportunity 
for prestige or as a family dispute session to iron out inheritance. He believed that in 
order for Hmong families to be free from their debts, the funeral should be shorter to save 
money. The Hmong leaders must come up with a new strategic plan on how to better 
practice a funeral and then implement it, keeping in mind the financial situations and 
obligations of the various families involved.  
Sher defined a Hmong funeral as a gathering place to develop relationship and 
trust between the young and the old. Ying also gave the response, 
I think there are three factors that play heavily in the funeral. First of all, financial 
crisis is the biggest issue Hmong people face today in society. Second, time is an 
issue because we fight to survive by working five days a week and  then we have 
to attend a funeral on the weekend too. This puts a lot of pressure on families and 
they struggle to balance both, so there needs to be a better system.23 
Ying reflected that life to Hmong is far more than the financial status. A good part 
of the Hmong community sees community beyond themselves and they are willing to be 
servants and serve their neighbors, to take care of them as brothers and sisters of one 
family. This is most evident during a funeral when people from all clans volunteer their 
time to serve and assist without feeling like they were obligated. Whether on the 
weekends, month after month, or year after year—people give. Whenever a need arises, 
the people would be there to help wherever needed. 
When asked what was the biggest challenge in handling a funeral, most of the 
interviewees were honest in their responses. One of them responded that the future of 
Hmong funeral practices has continued to be a financial struggle for Hmong families 
throughout the world. Three of them could see themselves of having enough of the 
                                                
23 Ly, Oversea, Interviewee (June 18, 2017). 
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confidence to handle funerals in the community. Sher would never think of herself as 
someone holding responsibilities at a funeral; however, more Hmong women have begun 
to stand up and arrange for their parents’ funerals. However, elders still need more time 
to process this new development.  
Another concern the people had was about the costs for their own funeral in 
addition to their education and other miscellaneous things needed to operate their lives. 
Nao Pa was quite concerned that if a funeral continues to cost as much as it is, then all his 
savings probably would just go toward his funeral expenses and nothing else. Sher also 
echoed that savings would need to be divided into three pools: one pool to pay for a 
wedding, the second pool to pay for education, and then the third pool would be to pay 
for the funeral. But the funeral would probably cost the most money. All of them 
responded that the effect of those costs from the funerals would delay them from reaching 
their goals and potential to become successful in mainstream society. Lee held this view 
regarding the funeral. He said, 
If this is how Hmong operate their lives then I do not want to be Hmong, because 
I will not have the money to pay for my funeral expenses! I think it’s too big of a 
burden. I said to my mom and dad that when I die, I just want to be cremated.24 
Five of the interviewees also agreed with Lee that being Hmong meant that you 
were responsible for too many things, including your own funeral costs. Vong was 
discouraged knowing that Hmong people put a lot of their financial resources toward the 
funeral instead of their children’s education. Ying reflected based on his own past 
experiences and he quoted a well-known phrase that tus ntses dim yeej ib txwm yog tus loj 
tshaj xwb (the fish that got away is always the bigger one), which means that the dead 
                                                
24 Lee, Born in the U.S., Interview (January 18, 2017). 
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would always be worth more than those who are still alive. After the funeral, the family 
would be broke; it would not matter what you do for a living, but your life would still 
change because it has a ripple effect on the whole family. Many elders now have been 
reminding us that the dead would never be able to appreciate how much we love or take 
good care of them during their funeral. We have to remember to move on with our lives. 
We still live so we would be suffering if we spent every penny just to compete with our 
neighbors to do the best funeral in town or try to set a good role model for the 
community. Nao Pa wanted to point out that this issue should be looked at carefully and 
with great seriousness because life and death should not be something over which to 
compete with other people, but it should be a process of learning and improving it for the 
sake of our children. 
In the interviews, both groups wanted to preserve the Hmong culture with its 
ritualistic practices as they are. There were four things that they wanted to see change 
regarding the practice of a funeral. They wanted to see: (1) a reduction in the number of 
animal sacrifices, (2) the amount of food eaten, (3) the length of time, and (4) the level of 
alcohol usage during the funeral. They suggested that the maximum number of animal 
sacrifices should not exceed two; the age of the deceased should not affect this. In terms 
of food, there should be no more than two meals per day versus the current three at this 
time. The funeral services should only be opened from 9:00 A.M. to 12 P.M. from 
Saturday to Sunday and then have the burial on Monday. Nao Pa said,  
I had a conversation with my parents about my funeral and I informed them that I 
only wanted them to do it for only two hours. I do not want to make a big deal out 
of it because when we are gone, everything becomes meaningless so why spend 
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so much time, energy, and financial resources for my dead body. I do not want my 
family to suffer when  I’m gone.25 
Nao Pa said that no matter what the Hmong people are doing, that if we do not 
change the way we practice our funerals, then our future success would be delayed and 
difficult. Ying noted that we have to listen to our community, whether they are Christians 
or not. We need to create a plan and the steps that must be taken in order for us to move 
into the next chapter of our life. Sher said that,  
I want a two-day funeral service that starts on Saturday and end on Sunday. I 
worked so hard to save money because I know sooner or later that my funeral 
would eventually come. I don’t want it to be a heavy burden on my family. I 
know when I’m gone, they would suffer emotional and financially if I haven’t 
prepared to be able to cover my own funeral costs. I think being prepared for my 
own funeral is not a bad idea at all.26 
This younger group gave honest responses about their views of death and dying. 
They acknowledged that death and dying was a normal part of life. Vong agreed with 
them because experience has taught him that death and dying should not be something to 
run away from; instead, he feels we need to accept it in order to know how to plan for it 
when it comes. We should love one another while we are still alive, we should treat each 
other with respect, and we should share our resources with each other. Ying talked about 
the generosity toward his community that every time he gave to support a family of the 
deceased he gave his heart, time, and anything else that would be of benefit to them.  
Vong, on the other hand, did not agree with the ideology that “when someone in 
the community dies, then I die with them, so that when I die they would also die with 
me.” He believed that this was what we would call conditional love. He felt that money 
                                                
25 Lee, Born in U.S., Interview (January 18, 2017). 
26 Ly, Oversea Born, Interview (January 18, 2017). 
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should not be the only gift given to the family during a funeral, but we should also 
consider about other gifts as well, such as the gift of time, the gift of companionship and 
relationship, and the gift of a helping hand. 
Ying stated that he believed one of the reasons why food costs so much at a 
funeral was due to the family having to feed the whole community from all over, for the 
whole span of the funeral. Nowadays, it is a little different than in the past. There have 
been instances where people have observed certain people attending a funeral around 
meal times to join in the eating and then leave after they are done eating. They have not 
stayed afterward to comfort the family members. People are taking advantage of the 
family during the time when they are grieving for their loved ones. All sorts of people, 
regardless of socio-economic status or educational background, have exhibited this 
behavior.  
Fang suggested that we should explore how other cultures are doing their funeral 
practices, such as customary in America. In mainstream American culture, when 
someone passes away, friends and neighbors bring food and gifts to share with the family 
and each other. They come to celebrate instead of demand things from the family of the 
deceased. Tong gave a concrete example that if I were to pass away then they would ask 
my children what my favorite would be. Then they would bring that favorite dish to share 
with my family instead of expecting that my family would cook a meal for them when 
they come over to my house. 
The opportunity to interview the participants gave me greater insights into how 
people from all walks of life think about current Hmong funeral practices. There were a 
few observations I made throughout these different interviews. I noticed that the older 
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generation still wanted to hold tightly onto how things have always been done. They 
believed in practicing what our ancestors had always done and we need to continue it into 
the future. They would like us to keep up the tradition without changing it. However, I 
also noticed that the younger generation would like to see change, especially in regards to 
changing Hmong funeral practices in this country. They realized how important the 
Hmong culture is to them; however, they felt that in order for Hmong to be prosperous 
and thriving in this country, the way in which Hmong practice funerals must change. 
Most of the people agree that this change must happen now. Another observation was 
that many people wanted changes with the conduct of funerals; however, no one has 
dared make these changes yet. Instead, the funerals now are even bigger and costing even 
more than ever. Therefore, in the concluding chapter, I offer some suggestions of possible 
changes in Hmong funerals for the Hmong community to consider. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS 
Vision and Leadership  
The funeral is one of the most important topics of conversation in the Hmong 
American community. Hmong American funeral practices are getting bigger and costing 
more than ever before. In this research study, both traditional and Christian funeral 
practices in the United States were examined. Varied information was uncovered 
concerning the Hmong community and its leadership decision making, which impacted 
the Hmong community in regards to its funeral practices. 
The vision of this research project was to bring forth conversations about Hmong 
funeral practices here in the United States and to propose a consideration of possibly 
adopting changes in these practices to move the Hmong community forward. In order for 
this to take place, the community must be open-minded and have a growth mindset ready 
for change. We are in the right place and at the right time to make those changes happen 
for the Hmong community here and all over the world. 
Hmong American leaders will continue to honor our elders and veterans because 
we believe that without these Hmong American heroes, we would not have had the 
opportunity to come to this country and get an education. Hmong American leaders 
promote and empower people of all ages and backgrounds to better themselves for the 
future. We are here to build relationships with our neighbors. However, letting go of the 
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unfinished business with the Vietnam War is taking longer and is more difficult to do 
than expected. An English author by the name of Edward Bulwer-Lytton made a 
statement in 1839 saying, the pen is mightier than a sword.1 The elders and community 
members are starting to see how this statement may apply for us all now. The Hmong 
American is moving forward with God to help. 
Hmong View of Death and Dying 
This research study examined Hmong American traditional and Christian funeral 
practices within the Hmong communities in the United States. The concept of death and 
dying is fundamental to the culture of Hmong everywhere. One of the significant 
concepts of Hmong beliefs regarding life after death is that they have acknowledged it for 
a long time; however, they have never fully embraced it or dealt with it from a spiritual or 
psychological point of view. It is interesting that a majority of those who were 
interviewed also recognized that none would escape death. I believe that Hmong 
Americans are beginning to be able to accept that death is inevitable. This would not have 
been true thirty or forty years ago. 
It was always difficult for a Hmong father to discuss the issue of death and dying 
with his family members because they believed that this topic is not appropriate to talk 
about. The fear about discussing this topic was that if there was any mentioning of the 
word ‘death’ then someone in the family would meet his or her end soon afterward. This 
fear was so great that the topic would be prohibited from conversations. I believe that this 
may be due to the lack of education and the lack faith in God or the medical care system. 
                                                
1 http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-30729480 (retrieved February 12, 2018). 
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However, when a person does die, then Hmong Americans still highly respect and 
honor the elders’ suggestion about finding mem toj (a spiritually good burial location) for 
the deceased. The elders—along with the general Hmong population—believe that if you 
have found a spiritually good location as a burial site for your parents then you would be 
blessed to have good fortune. If you ran a business, then you would be able to make a lot 
of money; if you were in politics, then you would be raised to a higher level with more 
authority. And if you were in school then you would be able to acquire the highest degree 
possible and earn a title others would respect. 
Nowadays, the majority of the people rely not so much on the mem toj anymore, 
but more so on their own potential to get what they want in life. They believe that mem 
toj can also be found in the schools where all individuals can find it if we go there to seek 
it out. A clan leader in Laos commented that Hmong throughout the world are watching 
Hmong Americans to see what accomplishments they will achieve and for them to take 
the lead. If this is the case then I urge Hmong Americans to invest their time, money, and 
energy into those things that are within their control and not on the mem toj only. 
Hmong Grief 
E. Hirsch Michael, M.D., a medical editor, suggested that accepting that there is 
no “right” way to grieve can be a powerful first step. Doing so gives you permission to 
grieve at your own pace and in your own way.2 It is interesting to note that at a traditional 
Hmong funeral, the family members of the deceased would grieve for their loved one 
right after the spiritual man has finished chanting the final stage of directing the soul of 
                                                
2 Michael Hirsch. Coping with Grief and Los: Special Health Report (Boston TX: Harvard Health 
Publications, 2010), 1. 
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the deceased back to his or her ancestral home. During this particular time, it seems as 
though the entire community is in mourning. Many of those who attend the funeral such 
as the immediate family members, relatives, and friends of the deceased would surround 
the casket and wail for their loved one for at least thirty minutes. This is their way of 
grieving because someone they love or cared for has passed away. 
When asked why they grieve like this, many people commented that they missed 
their loved one very much. They still have a hard time accepting the death because they 
feel that they have not spent enough time with the person before he or she passed away. 
A parent usually would bargain during the time when he or she is wailing loudly at the 
funeral home. They would express their feelings by saying that if they could take the 
place of their child, then they would, because they have lived their life already. The pain 
they feel is very real to them because their world has been turned upside down. These 
family members feel as though they cannot live on with their lives, but yet they still must 
get up every morning and face the world realizing that they have to continue on living 
without their loved one.  
The funeral home is a place for people to come and express their feelings openly 
without any reservation. Many times, this grieving process is not done alone but with a 
community of people. This may include a spouse, siblings, relatives, friends, parents, and 
any other who may know the deceased. Moreover, there are also three certain times 
throughout the funeral that people will usually show their grief through wailing loudly. 
After the spiritual man has finished guiding the soul of the deceased to the land of his or 
her ancestors, then the people would grieve for the deceased immediately following that. 
The second time reserved for wailing for the deceased takes place one day before the 
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burial where the sibling will come to pay their final respect. If the brother has passed 
away, then the sister would come to pay her respect, but if the sister passed away then the 
brother would come to her funeral and pay his respect. Then the third time during the 
funeral that people would openly grieve for the deceased would be during the time when 
they would go to the grave and invite the soul of the deceased to come back home and 
visit. The soul-releasing ritual would also be performed during this time. 
New Funeral Practices Proposal 
Change is needed in order for growth to take place. If we recognize that there is a 
need for improvement in our community, we must be willing to take the necessary steps 
to change for the better. In the past, change was difficult and slow due to lack of 
education but now, living in America, we have an obligation and duty to seek change so 
that our community will have a better future. We cannot afford to live our lives as we 
have done in the past. It is evident in table 7.1 that the Hmong community has heavily 
emphasized the importance of a funeral by investing its energy, focus, and money to 
make it be as grand as possible in the eyes of the community. 
Table 7.1 Financial Comparisons of Hmong and American ELCA Funeral  
 Funeral Expenses American ELCA Hmong ELCA      Hmong Traditional 
Facility Usage  $            0  $   7,425      $    19,586 
Casket   $     2,650  $   9,365      $      4,579 
Tombstone  $     3,000  $   4,185      $    22,540 
Burial Plot  $     5,000  $   5,395      $    16,834 
Animals  $            0  $   4,390      $    21,350 
Food prices  $        650  $ 10,000      $    49,673 
Ham and turkey      
Sandwiches,      
Potato chips, 
Pickles/olives, 
Cake, potato salad or  
veggie tray,  
trail mix, punch and  
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Table 7.1 Financial Comparisons of Hmong and American ELCA Funeral 
(Continued) 
Funeral Expenses     American ELCA3      Hmong ELCA4       Hmong Traditional5  
coffee  
Alcohol  $        0  $      535      $         5,729 
Decorations/flower $    500  $      535      $         4,712 
Pastor/spiritual man $    200  $      400      $                0 
(Chief Funeral  $        0  $          0      $         1,400 
Chairman  
Chairwoman 
Spiritual men         
Gaeng masters, 
Spiritual man to  
do the blessing) $         0  $           0       $        2,800 
Organist  $     175  $           0       $               0 
Soloist   $     150  $           0       $               0 
Sound System  $       35  $           0       $               0 
Clan Rep.  $         0   $           0       $           200 
Cost of Funeral: $12,360  $  42,695       $    149,404 
Total Community 
Donation:  $         0  $   13,591       $      37,397 
 
Total Out-of-pocket 
Cost   $ 12,360  $    29,104       $    112,007 
 
 
Hmong Americans are in the best position to drive change for other Hmong 
communities around the world to adopt. They rely on us and are waiting for us to initiate 
those changes in the Hmong community because we have the capabilities to make them a 
reality. We have to reflect on our current circumstances and acknowledge that it is time 
for change. We were given the opportunity to come to this country so we need to reflect 
on what our purpose is. I believe that the first step toward this change is to initiate a 
change in how Hmong carry out their funeral practices. 
                                                
3 See Appendix F.  
4 See Appendix G. 
5 See Appendix E. 
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The table below reflects my recommendation for downsizing in both a traditional 
and Christian ELCA funeral. It is essential and necessary to still preserve the Hmong 
culture throughout this process. 
 
Table 7.2 New Funeral Practices 
 Funeral costs—detailed price breakdown Hmong Traditional Hmong ELCA  
Facility Usage     $ 4,000  church facility 
Casket      $ 1,095             $   1,000  
Burial Vaults     $    300             $      300  
Tombstone     $ 1,499             $   1,000  
Burial Plot     $ 5,000             $   5,000  
Animals     $ 2,280  $   2,500  
Food prices     $ 4,700            $   1,000  
punch and  
coffee  
Alcohol     $    200             $           0 
Decorations/flower    $ 1,000            $       500 
Pastor         $       200 
Gaeng masters,    $    400  $           0 
Txiv coj xai (Spiritual man to   $    800  $           0 
do the blessing) 
(Chief Funeral     $    800         $           0 
Chairman & Chairwoman 
Organist)     $        0             $       175 
Sound System     $                 0             $          35 
Clan Rep.     $    200     
  Total Community Contribution  $        0  $           0 
 
Total Funeral Costs    $        22,274         $           11,805 
 
Length of funeral     24 hours  5 hours 
 
 
Through the interviews, observations, and readings, it is apparent that the Hmong 
have poured a great deal of our resources into making sure that the funeral is done well 
and goes smoothly. Such resources include (but are not limited to) the finances, 
personnel, and time. The majority of the Hmong still prefer to open the funeral home 
starting on Friday and keep it open all the way through Monday. The doors would be 
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open twenty-four hours a day for three straight days on that weekend. I think if we 
continue to practice this, we would not be able to resolve the issues in the community and 
our dream of a better future would be delayed even longer. It is time for us to seriously 
consider changing those funeral practices and reflect how they are negatively affecting 
our livelihood in America. 
There are three factors that continue to hinder change to funeral practices. The 
first is that families disproportionately spend far too much of their financial resources on 
funerals—so much so, that, after the funeral is done and over with, the family is in debt 
or has nothing left to move on with their lives. The second factor is the time factor in 
carrying out a funeral—during the funeral weekend, family and friends will spend much 
of their time at the funeral home and not much time with their family or children at home. 
Many of these funeral homes are opened twenty-four hours a day for three straight days 
over the weekend. The third factor is that implementing a funeral requires a lot of energy 
and many members of the family as well as friends may lack sleep due to staying up all 
night. Many people become exhausted and require another week to just recuperate from 
having attended a funeral the entire time. 
Moving Forward 
Everyone is created equal in the eyes of Yawmsaub (God). Some people may be 
more successful than us and so sometimes we tend to look at them like they have it all. 
When those feelings strike, we find ourselves easily discouraged and unmotivated. It is 
tough to move forward because we do not realize that we are created equal with the same 
potential, ambition, and drive like those others whom we see as more successful than us.  
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Many are tempted to blame others for their shortcomings and lose sight of what is 
most important. There are times when people become frustrated and angry that they can 
give up on things easily. However, there are ways to overcome these obstacles that make 
us see ourselves as incapable of change. There are five characteristics of which all 
Hmong must consider letting go, and then accept lub siab nras pheej xeeb (Prairie) in 
order to move forward. They must rid themselves of lub siab hauv roob (Mountaintop), 
lub siab toj pob (Landslide), lub siab kwj ha (Creek), lub siab pas hawv (Waterhole), lub 
siab pob zeb (Rock), and lub siab qhov taub (Foxhole). 
I understand that change is a long process, but we have to start somewhere. It is 
pertinent that the Hmong community take this matter into consideration. Change can take 
months or years to fully be realized, but, in the long run it is healthier for the individual 
or community to experience it because it is a process for personal development or societal 
advancement. Change involves getting out of one’s comfort zone and doing things a 
person would not normally do—whether it is doing something new, saying something 
different, seeing a new perspective, participating in a new experience, or making 
decisions you would usually never make—all for the sake of positive transformation. 
I believe that if you want change to occur then there are some steps that you need 
to prepare beforehand. First, you need to take ownership or take control of your life. 
Create a mission and a vision for yourself and learn to dream the American dream. Start 
and dream big because you can. The Hmong need to stop using the phrase qiv luag toj 
yug yaj, qiv luag tais rau ntxhai (borrow their pasture to raise sheep and borrow their 
bowl for rice water). The thinking behind this phrase is the mistaken belief that this 
country does not belong to us, we are only living here temporarily. I urge all Hmong to 
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reject this mentality and be honest with themselves that they pay taxes and are naturalized 
citizens, and therefore, this country belongs to them just as much as it belongs to 
everyone else who resides here. 
The second step is to let go of the past. The past will always be the past, so you 
never want to take it back. The past is like cov qub zaub thiab qub mov yog leejtwg muab 
noj ces kawg mob plab xwb (old food, which if you choose to eat, you will get an upset 
stomach). Instead of living in the past, let us recognize and learn from the past so we can 
celebrate our present and together better plan for the future. For example, if we look back 
at the Vietnam War, we are still reminded of some of the tragic events that happened 
during that time. Some people lost their husbands, sons, brothers, uncles, fathers, or 
grandfathers because they served as soldiers in the war. Some lost their mothers, wives, 
sisters, or other members of their families because they were casualties of war or tried to 
escape it. Instead of holding to that hurtful past, we must learn to move forward and go 
beyond those painful experiences. The prophet Jeremiah stated that Yawmsaub (God) has 
a plan, plans for you to prosper and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.6 
The third step is for you to believe in yourself. You need to trust your judgment, 
honor your decision, set your own goals, dream your own dreams, and then trust that 
Yawmsaub (God) will give you the power to overcome whatever you are facing in life. 
You need to fill your mind with positive thoughts in order for you to think, act, and 
respond positively. You must have a growth mindset where you see challenges not as 
obstacles, but instead you see them as opportunities to improve yourself and learn from 
them. A person who has a growth mindset does not dwell on the negativity of self or of 
                                                
6 Jeremiah 29:11, NRSV. 
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others but rather focuses on the assets and value of oneself. You should not allow fear, 
shame, and criticism to stop you from achieving your very best in life. No one can control 
you, but they can if you let them. 
The fourth step is to learn from your mistakes and to not repeat those same 
mistakes. Many times, you learn better when you learn from your own mistakes than 
from other people’s mistakes. Somehow your own mistakes are more memorable, maybe 
because emotions are attached to those mistakes versus the ones made by others. 
Whatever the case may be, you need to realize that the life lessons you learn ultimately 
shape you to be the person you are today and in the future. So you need to make wise 
decisions regardless of the situations you are in. Mahatma Gandhi stated,  
Keep your thoughts positive because your thoughts become your words. Keep 
your words positive because your words become your behavior. Keep your 
behavior positive because your behavior becomes your habits. Keep your habits 
positive because your habits become your values. Keep your values positive 
because your values become your destiny.7 
The last step is to repent for all the things you have done against others and 
confess fully all your sins. For example, learn to let go of your shortcomings such as your 
short-tempered behavior, jealousy, judgmental behavior, sexism, prejudice, 
discrimination, clan preference, tribe or color privilege, favoritism, and many more 
detrimental resentments. Forgive yourself and learn from your past mistakes. Seek for 
new opportunities to grow and start anew. Let yourself be transformed by the renewing of 
new minds and discern what is good and acceptable. 
                                                
7 http://www.notable-quotes.com/g/gandhi_mahatma.html (retrieved February 12, 2018). 
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Face Your Problems  
The Hmong elders have a saying that, thaum nas kos tws kev lawm nws rho kaus 
hniav tawmtsam tuamtxhob (when a pocket gopher is at a dead end it will use its teeth to 
attack the shovel). There is another saying that, nco ntsoov tias peb khiav qav mus ntsib 
nab xwb (remember that we run from the frog only to encounter the snake). The lesson to 
be learned from these sayings is to stop running away from your problems because 
fleeing from them does not solve anything. Often, while running away from your 
problems you will encounter other problems along the way that may very well be more 
complicated and challenging than the ones you sought to run away from in the first place. 
Facing fear is challenging; but facing one’s fears is a necessary process for personal 
development and growth. Many times, facing your problems may be terrifying because of 
fear of being judged, harassed, and even left out by your clan members, leaders, family 
members, and siblings. Still, you need to stand firm and be courageous, because problems 
may knock you down, but they cannot knock you out.  
I do believe Hmong Americans have the capacity to let go of unhealthy behaviors 
and attitudes such as always wanting to run away from our problems. An example for 
you: there was a man, Mr. Fadang Chareundee, who was not able to marry the person he 
loved. His parents forbid him from marrying her because she was Green Hmong. In 
response to his parents’ disapproval of his marriage to her, he ran away from his parents 
and lived out of state. This is a perfect example of someone who ran away from their 
problem instead of dealing with it head on. You need to learn to give yourself space and 
the patience to work through your problems. Do not give up so easily just because things 
do not go as you have originally planned. Learn from others and seek help from them to 
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assist you in problem solving. Be mindful that you will not overcome all your problems 
overnight. Problem solving may take months, years, or even generations to deal with it 
completely. Learn to accept the fact that failure is normal for humans because we are not 
perfect. If you do not succeed the first time then strategize and figure out a different way 
to solve it.  
My father taught me that muaj khiav pluag, ciaj khiav tuag (you may have 
abundance, but if you keep moving you will be broke; you may be healthy and alive, but 
if you keep moving you will die). What this means is that a person needs to stop running 
away from a problem without a good reason because the more you move the more you 
will encounter hardships. Think about the journey you or your family took to get here 
from Laos. You did not like communism, so you fled to Thailand. But when you got to 
the refugee camps, you did not like the Thai government system so you interviewed and 
came to America. Now, you do not like the laws of this country: so, where will you go 
now? The world is not perfect, human beings are not perfect, so stop running from place 
to place because there is no perfect place in this world. It does not matter which country 
you live in, you just have to do the right thing and you will be able to get along in peace 
wherever you are.  
Everyone makes mistakes, experiences discrimination, prejudice, sexism, and has 
issues that arise throughout life, but they still need to stand up and resolve those issues. 
Through accepting who you are, you can learn what you need to do to resolve the 
unresolved issues in order to grow and be a better person. I realize that change is difficult 
at first and it will take people out of their comfort zones, but rest in the assurance that 
positive changes will make life better down the road. 
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Investing in the Next Generation’s Leaders 
Jesus said that if one blind person guides another, both will fall into a pit.8 If you 
want your children to know how to make good choices, you need to guide them how to 
do it. You need to live as if you might have no tomorrow and raise your children like you 
are going to die today. There is an old Hmong proverb that says, ua qoobloo los npaj 
tshaib, tu tub ki los npaj laus, which translates to “plant food in preparation for the 
famine, raise sons to care for you during your old age.” This proverb still resonates true 
in the Hmong community today. Back in Laos, the Hmong villages had no marketplace to 
purchase food, so a person had to grow and harvest their own. They also did not have 
nursing homes in the villages. When parents became old, they had no choice but to stay 
with their sons and daughters-in-law and rely on their care. 
Therefore, trusting in youth is an important aspect to building strong relationships 
in order to strengthen the family care system during a couple’s old age. We must be 
open-minded and listen to them and their needs. I believe that it is important to create 
programs to train the younger generations and provide them with opportunities to be in 
leadership roles in the family and in the community, wherever there is a need. I truly 
believe that the younger generation desires good role models to help and guide them 
when they need the support the most. This is not a one-time process but it needs to be an 
ongoing process so that there are constant opportunities for practicing change. 
There are many ways to invest in the next generation’s future—namely, your 
time, your money, and your love. I believe that your time is better spent not at the funeral 
homes for an entire weekend, but instead you should spend it with your family, and 
                                                
8 Luke 6:39, NRSV. 
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especially with your children. During this time, you could take them to the library, 
educational shows, museums, and community programs. You should be exposing them to 
the different kinds of art and information to prepare them to become more informed 
young adults. In addition to time, you should also invest every penny toward your 
children’s education instead of throwing it away at the funeral homes as donations for the 
family of the deceased. Please understand, I am not implying that the Hmong people 
should not give monetary donations at funeral homes, but that investing in childrens’ 
futures should take priority over all other things. Aside from your time and your money, 
your love is also needed. It is important that the next generation sees your actions as 
having been done in love. When they know that your expectations and guidance exist 
because you love them, they will be more likely to receive and abide by those 
expectations and guidelines. 
Hmong Christian Funeral Practices Inform and Transform Its Community  
Christianity is a new religious tradition for the Hmong people because they have 
only been introduced to it only six decades ago. However, Hmong have always known 
and recognized that there exists a Yawm saub (God) in heaven who can save them when 
they face difficult situations in their lives. However, Hmong will only call upon this 
Yawm saub when they are at their wits end or feel cornered into a difficult situation, only 
then will they call on God for help. 
Hmong Christians in the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America believe that we 
are both saints and sinners at the same time. We are not perfect but through the grace of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, we are forgiven. Rev. Dr. Kathryn Kleinhans said, 
Being a saint isn’t about what I do or don’t do but about who I am in relationship 
with God. That’s also true of being a sinner. The Lutheran confessions define sin 
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as the self-centered failure to trust God (Apology of the Augsburg Confession, 
Article II). Adam and Eve’s problem wasn’t just that they ate a piece of fruit or 
broke one of God’s rules. Their real sin was their desire to be “like God,” relying 
on their judgment rather than trusting God’s word. For us too, our specific sinful 
behaviors are only symptoms of this self-centered condition that theologians call 
“original sin.”9 
Martin Luther stated clearly that Christians are “sinners and saints” and Paul the Apostle 
claimed that we are saved because of our faith in Jesus Christ. We are saved not because 
of anything that we have accomplished but salvation is a free gift from God. It is indeed 
through grace by faith that we are able to enter in a new relationship with God.  
As Christians, we understand who we are in the eyes of God. We acknowledge 
and recognize who we are in the Hmong community, we are not better than our relatives 
or neighbors. However, we highly respect many aspects of the Hmong culture and 
traditional beliefs. We believe that if we have faith, we can accomplish all things, but if it 
is not done in love, we are nothing, a message similar to what Paul, the apostle, reminded 
the Christians in Corinth. As ELCA Hmong, we acknowledge and recognize that to move 
forward, we have to change our funeral practices. In order to make this change a reality, 
policies and procedures need to be written and then voted and approved by the 
congregation council members. In the ELCA Hmong, we have reduced our funeral 
expenses to only about half of what a traditional funeral would cost. I would challenge 
the church to consider lowering the expenses even more. 
As Christians, we should keep the funeral simple, but still convey meaning 
without having to spend too much time, money, and energy on it. I do not believe that we 
should bury our money along with the dead. When we spend all of our resources on a 
funeral, that is exactly what we are doing, burying our hard-earned cash in the ground. 
                                                
9 https://www.livinglutheran.org/2005/04saints-sinners/ (retrieved February 12, 2018).  
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This is not investing in the future, but rather we are doing the opposite. We need to each 
confront ourselves with the story shared in the parable of the talents,10 which slave would 
you be? Would you be one of the two slaves who took the owners’ talents, invested it and 
doubled it or would you be the one who took his owner’s talent and buried it in the 
ground? Each person needs to make the right decision and invest in the future by 
lessening the expenses of our funerals. I also believe we need to make an appropriate 
decision for the future of our community, as well, to effect a real, positive change that 
will transform (and inform) our wider culture to accept a healthier, more sustainable 
practice of funerals. 
Generalizability  
The information gathered in this research project not only has strong implications 
for the Hmong community but the suggestions offered would benefit other communities 
as well. This research serves as a starting point or talking point for other communities 
other than the Hmong community to examine their own funeral practices and how these 
practices impact the lives of the people in their communities. What do their funeral 
practices say about who they are as a group of people? What do they value? How are 
their decisions being made? Since all people in all communities experience death, this 
topic is universal and intersects every cultural line. Points for people to consider 
regarding a funeral would be how long the funeral should be, the funeral budget, and the 
people involved in executing the funeral from start to completion.  
                                                
10 Matthew 25:14-30, NRVS.  
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The results of this research study are intended to be used for the Hmong American 
communities in the U.S., only because the context here is different than those in other 
countries such as China, Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand.  
Further Research 
This research paper focused on how the Hmong Christians would inform and 
transform the Hmong funeral practices in the community today. However, there are two 
areas in which further research is still necessary to continue the discovery of their impact 
on the practices of the people living within the community. The first area for further 
research should be to look into the funeral practices of the Hmong communities in other 
countries such as China, Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand. The second area needing further 
research should be to focus on the entire process from the moment of the death of a loved 
one to the weeks following the burial. 
Life in the U.S. is different than life in other countries; therefore, the funeral 
practices in these countries will also be different. Some of the processes and procedures 
will be similar but other aspects of the funeral practices will differ based on the social 
economic status of the people living in that particular country. It is important to gather 
more information about this aspect of life so as to understand more fully how society and 
the environment alter the decisions people make regarding their funeral practices.  
Another focus for further research would be to study more in depth the entire 
process relating to a funeral. This includes the few days immediately preceding the death 
of a loved one to the funeral and then even including the weeks after the burial. This 
process spans over a lengthy period of time in which time, money, and energy will be 
spent. This calls for additional research in order to understand the reasons behind the 
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practices and then offer suggestions for change in order to be more cost-effective in 
honoring a loved one through doing their funeral.    
Epilogue  
During my time writing this thesis, it has opened my eyes to see some important 
aspects of Hmong American funeral practices. Many of the people I interviewed revealed 
they felt insecure in their Hmong identity in the U.S. if we as a cultural group are 
expected to continue funerals in the way they currently are practiced. They worry for 
their children and wonder how they will be capable of following through with funerals 
knowing how much financial resources they demand.  
As a mission developer, I have the opportunity to stand in front of the community 
and proclaim an alternate way for them. I am convinced that this research project will 
open the eyes of both the Christian and also non-Christian communities to see a new way 
for carrying out funerals. This is not an easy task to take on, but one that is necessary and 
needed to move the Hmong community forward into the future. There is a well-known 
Hmong phrase that says, ua neej nyob xav muaj xwb tsis xav pluag, xav ciaj xwb tsis xav 
tuag. This means that in this life, we only want to be wealthy and not poor, we only want 
to live and not die. No one is perfect and has all the answers. However, if people are 
open-minded and willing to see new things from another perspective other than their 
own, I truly believe that change can, and will, happen.  
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APPENDIX A 
FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOL: CHURCH AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS 
1. In regards to a Hmong funeral, what aspect of it is important to you and what do 
you appreciate about it the most? 
 
2. What is the biggest challenge in handling a Hmong funeral? 
3. What are the costs of doing a Hmong funeral? What are the affects of those costs? 
4. What are some ways to engage the younger generation in conversations about a 
Hmong funeral? 
 
5. What are your views of “death and dying”? 
 
6. How do people celebrate the end of one’s life on earth? 
7. How do you foresee the Hmong funerals evolving within the next decade?  Which 
components of a Hmong funeral would you like to preserve? 
 
8. What would you like to add that we haven’t discussed about Hmong funerals? 
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APPENDIX B 
INTERVIEWS: PASTORS AND CLAN LEADERS 
1. Tell a little about yourself and your role as a pastor/clan leader.            
 
2. What is your role when there is a traditional or Christian funeral? 
 
3. What are the process and procedures in handling a funeral to its completion? 
 
4. What are the costs of doing a funeral? What are the effects of those costs? 
 
5. What is important from the tradition? What could we change?  
 
6. What do you think are the biggest challenges in a Christian funeral compared to a 
traditional funeral? 
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APPENDIX C 
INTERVEW PROTOCOL FUNERAL OWNERS 
1. What is your role in a funeral from start to finish? 
§ How do you comfort the family of the deceased? 
 
2. What are the main differences and similarities between “traditional” and Christian 
 funerals? 
 
3. What are the costs of doing a funeral?  
 
4. What are the affects of those traditional and Christian funeral costs?   
 
5. What is the significance of a drum, qeej and ritual chant in relationship to the     
 deceased in traditional Hmong funerals? 
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APPENDIX D 
THAWJ LWM TUB NCIG (FUNERAL TEAM) 
Tus tuav nyiaj (Treasurers)        1 
 
Txiv thawj xyomcuab (Clan chairmen )     2 
 
Niam thawj xyomcuab (Clan chairwomen)     2 
 
Tub sau/tuav ntawv (Secretaries)      6 
 
Tus hu kwvtij sablaj (A person call meeting)     1 
 
Tus kho lub tsev txias (Funeral decorator)     1   
 
Tus luam cov npe rau cov khiav dejnum (Nametag designer)  1  
 
Tus nyeem keeb kwm (Biography reader)     1  
 
Tus tso duab (person who creates the slideshow)    1  
 
Tus saib kev noj qab hauv huv (Cleaning team)    4  
 
Txiv taw kev (A guide man)       1  
 
Txiv cuabtsav (family representative)      1  
 
Txiv qeej/nruas (Gaeng & drum masters)     4  
 
Kavxwm (funeral chairman)       4  
 
Cov thawj nyuj (butcher team)      4  
 
Tshwjkab (Men of the kitchen)      4  
 
Niam ua mov (Women of the kitchen)     5  
 
Txiv txiag (Coffin Maker)       1 
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APPENDIX E 
TXHEEJ TXHEEM LUB NTEES (TRADITIONAL FUNERAL BULLETIN)  
Friday/Hnub ib/First day 
Time   Activity 
7:00 AM  Txiv qeej thiab txiv nruas tuaj txoos uake (The gaeng and drum  
   masters come together to inform the soul of the deceased that the  
   qeej and nruas (gaeng and drum) would be his or her tool of  
   communication between the living and the dead) 
 
   Coj tus tuag los (bring the deceased into the funeral home) 
 
   Muab xyab lub taubhau tig rau pem tus xwmkab (lay the deceased  
   head facing the ancestral alter with the feet facing toward the back  
   door) 
 
   Txiv taw kev/qhuab ke rau tus tuag (a spiritual man guides the soul 
   of the deceased back to his or her ancestors’ homeland called Paj  
   Tawg Lag) 
 
   Zaj qeej tsa nees (a gaeng song, which tells the soul of the   
   deceased that the horse is ready and he or she would be riding it as  
   his or her means of transportation to go back to his or her   
   ancestor’s homeland) 
 
1:00 PM  Sawvdaws noj sus (lunch time) 
 
7:00 PM  Sawvdaws noj hmo (dinner time) 
 
Saturday/Hnub ob/second day 
Time   Activity 
6:00 AM  Zaj qeej tshais (Breakfast gaeng song that is played to tell the soul  
   of the deceased that breakfast is ready) 
 
7:00 AM  Cov hauv qhua tuaj (Certain groups of people come to pay their  
   final respects for the deceased) 
 
12:00 PM  Zaj qeej sus thiab sawvdaws noj sus (A lunch qaeng song is played 
   to tell the soul that lunch is ready, everyone eats lunch at this time  
   as well) 
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1:00 PM  Koom haum hais lus thiab nyeem keeb kwm (Organizations give  
   speeches) 
 
Saturday/Hnub ob/second day continue 
Time   Activity 
6:00 PM  Zaj qeej hmo thiab sawvdaws noj hmo (Dinner gaeng song that is  
   played to tell the soul that it is dinner time, everyone also eats  
   dinner at this time too) 
 
7:00 PM  Tsevneeg saib duab (family plays the slideshow for all to watch) 
 
8:00 PM  Tubkis txheebze hais lus (Sons, daughters, and relatives give  
   speeches) 
 
Sunday/Hnub peb/third day 
Time   Activity 
6:00 AM  Zaj qeej tshais (Breakfast qaeng song that is played to tell the soul  
    of the deceased that breakfast is ready) 
 
12:00 PM  Zaj qeej sus thiab sawvdaws noj sus (A lunch qaeng song is played 
    to tell the soul that lunch is ready, everyone eats lunch at this time  
    as well) 
 
1:00 PM  Rub rooj hais xim (Set a table with chairs ready for the head of the  
    funeral to allow the spiritual man to deliver a blessing to the family 
    members of the deceased. During this time, he also gives some life  
    lessons for the family members) 
 
7:00 PM  Zaj qeej hmo thiab sawvdaws noj hmo (Dinner qaeng song that is  
    played to tell the soul that it is dinner time, everyone also eats  
    dinner at this time too) 
  
Monday/Hnub plaub/fourth day 
Time   Activity 
6:00 AM  Zaj qeej tshais & Zaj qeej hlawv ntawv (Breakfast qaeng song that  
    is played to tell the soul that breakfast is ready. Then a qaeng song  
    is played one or two hours before burning the ceremonial money  
    for the soul) 
 
10:00 AM  Noj xob yem (Snacks for everyone to eat) 
 
2:00 PM  Zaj qeej sawv kev (the last gaeng song that tells the soul that the  
    music accompanies him or her to rest in the grave) 
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After Burial at  Tus coj ntawm tsevneeg caw sawvdaws (The clan leader or the   
the cemetery  family representative would invite everyone to go to the family’s  
    house for a last meal after the burial)
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APPENDIX F 
AMERICAN ELCA (FUNERAL BULLETIN)  
A Service of thanksgiving for the faithful life of 
George Vichai ComeSee 
March 17, 1919 – December 17, 2017 
 
Heavenly Peace Lutheran Church             11:00 AM 
Saint Paul, Minnesota                                                                             December 17, 2017 
 
GATHERING 
Prelude 
P:  Welcome in the name of Jesus, the Savior of the world. We are gathered to worship,  
     to proclaim Christ crucified and risen, to remember before God our bother, George  
     Vichai Comesee, to give thanks for his life, to commend him to our merciful  
     Redeemer, and to comfort one another in our grief.  
                   C: Thanks be to God.  
Thanksgiving for Baptism 
P:  When we are baptized in the Christ Jesus, we are baptized into his death.  
     We were buried therefore with him by baptism into death, so that as  
     Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, we too might  
     live a new life. For if we have been united with him in a death like his, we  
     shall certainly be united with him in a resurrection like his.  
     Eternal God maker of heaven and earth, who formed us from the dust  
     of the earth, who by your breath gave us life, we glorify you.     
         C: We glorify you. 
 
P:  Jesus Christ, the resurrection and the life, who suffered death for all humanity, who 
     rose from the grave to open the way to eternal life, we praise you.  
 C: We praise you. 
 
P:  Holy Spirit, author and giver of life, the comforter of all who sorrow, our sure 
     confidence and everlasting hope, we worship you.  
 C: We worship you. 
 
P:  To you, O blessed Trinity, be glory and honor, forever and ever. 
 C: Amen. 
 
Processional Hymn                   How Great Thou Art  Hymn#856 
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LITURGY OF THE WORD 
 
P:  The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God, and the communion of the Holy 
     Spirit be with you all.  
                 C: And also with you. 
 
P:  Let us pray… 
 
Sharing of memories… 
 
Hymn                              children of the Heavenly Father                              #781 
 
 
First Reading                 Psalm 121 
 
 
Second Reading                    Romans 8:31-39 
 
 
Solo    I Come to the Garden 
 
 
Gospel             John 3:16-17 
 
 
Hymn    Abide with me         #629 
 
 
Message                                  Pastor Scott Maybe 
 
 
Special Music    River in Judea   (Printed on pages 5-6) 
 
Apostle Creed 
I believe in God, the Father almighty, creator of heaven and earth.  
I believe in Jesus Christ, God’s only son, our Lord, who was conceived 
by the power of the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary,  
suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died, and was buried;  
he descended to the death.  
On the third day he rose again; he ascended into heaven,  
He is seated at the right hand of the Father, and he will come to judge 
The living and the dead. 
I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy catholic Church, the communion of  
Saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body,  
And the life everlasting. Amen 
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Prayer of Intercession 
To each petition the assembly responds: 
P: God of mercy, 
    C: Hear our prayer. 
 
The Lord’s Prayer 
Our Father, who art in heaven, hallowed b thy name, 
Thy kingdom come, thy will be done, 
On earth as it is in heaven. 
Give us this day our daily breath; and forgive us our trespasses, 
As we forgive those who trespass against us;  
And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil. 
For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory forever and ever. Amen. 
Hymn         Softly and Tenderly                          #608 
Communion  
Table Prayer 
SENDING 
P:  Let us go forth in peace. 
     C: In the name of Christ, Amen. 
 
Recessional Hymn   Praise to the Lord    #858 
 
 
Following the worship service, all who wish to are welcome to join the  
Family fro a light lunch on the lower level. Thank you to the Women of  
Heavenly Peace Lutheran Church for serving today’s lunch. 
 
Internment will happen at a later date with family present 
 
 
River in Judea 
1.  Oftentimes I dream of music,  
 of the rive that freely flows. 
 And it sings a song sweeter than honey, 
 One everybody knows. 
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 Late at night, I hear it singing. 
 Then again when I wake at dawn. 
 And it fills me up with hope and goodwill, 
 The will go to on,  
 Go on.  
 
 (Refrain) 
 There is a river in Judea 
 That I heard of long ago. 
 And it’s a singing, ringing river 
 That my soul cries out 
 To know.  
 
2.  I believe it keeps on trav’lin’ 
 But it rests on the Sabbath day. 
 And the time when it pauses in stillness, 
 I almost hear it pray. 
 When I’m weary and downhearted, 
 How I long for the song it sings, 
 For the calm within its gentle blue, 
 The peace that it brings, it brings. 
 
 (Refrain) 
 There is a river in Judea 
 That I heard of long ago. 
 And it’s a singing, ringing river 
 That my soul cries out 
 To know.  
 
3. May the time not be too distant 
 When we meet by the river shore. 
 “Til then dream of that wonderful day 
 As we sing once more, once more: 
 
 (Refrain) 
 There is a river in Judea 
 That I heard of long ago. 
 It’s a singing, ringing river 
 That my soul cries out to the river in Judea. Hallelujah! 
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APPENDIX G 
KOMTSWJ (CHRISTIAN FUNERAL BULLETIN) 
Saturday-Monday Service Schedule 
Saturday Afternoon Nkauj Zaj (Hymn) 160 Ntiajteb Vajtswv (This is My  
       Father’s World) 
 
1:00 P.M.  Nao Thong    Mathais (Matthew 2:4-6) 
 
Kl. Sengxangsu                           Pajlug(Proverbs) 7:1-3 
 
Nkauj txhawb zog                             Goodville Church  
 
Kx. (Rev.) Vang                     Tub Lajlim(Ecclesiastes 4:2-3)     
 
“Ntiajteb Vajtswv Tsim” (God created the World) 
 
Nkauj txhawbzog (Solo)                           Zion Church 
 
Nkauj Zaj (Hymn) 164              Ib Hnub Txojsia (A Time To Die) 
 
Saturday Evenning Nkauj Zaj(Hymn)161  Thaum Ub Vajtswv (God created  
       man) 
 
7:00 P.M.  Puchi                                 Yauhas (John 3:16-17)  
 
Nkauj txhawbzog                             New Hope Church 
 
Kx. (Rev.) Cha                       Yauhas (John) 15:2-15                      
   
  “Txiv Tsis Suav Nujnqis” (Father unconditional love) 
 
Nkauj txhawbzog                            Central Park Church   
Nkauj Zaj (Hymn 177             Vajtswv Qhia (God Show The Way)  
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Saturday-Monday Service Schedule continue 
Sunday Afternoon Nkauj Zaj(Hymn) 174    Yexus Mus Tu (Jesus go prepared  
       the place) 
 
1:00 P.M.  Kl. Kiasoua                            Pajlug (Proverbs 7:1-3)  
Nkauj txhawb zog (Special song)                Lakeview Church 
Kx. (Rev.) Thao                    Tub Lajlim (Ecclesiastes) 4:2-3 
   “Txiv Txojkev Hlub” (Father’s Love) 
Nkauj txhawbzog                       Zion Church 
Nkauj Zaj (Hymn) 182      Saum Ceebtsheej (United 
with God         in heaven) 
 
Sunday Evening Nkauj Zaj(Hymn) 181    Thaum Yexus Rov Los (When Jesus  
          return) 
 
7:00 P.M.  Puchi                                 Yauhas (John 3:16-17)  
Nkauj txhawbzog (Solo)                          Zion Church           
Kx. (Rev.) Lee                     Mathais (Matthew 25:14)              
  “Lub Neej Muaj Nyiag” (Live Wealthy) 
Nkauj txhawbzog                              Lakeview Church 
Nkauj Zaj (Hymn) 156            Kuv Cia Siab (I Hope) 
Monday Afternoon Nkauj Zaj(Hymn) 184   Kuv Yuav Tau Mus Txog (I 
will go         to heaven) 
 
10:00 A.M.  Kx. (Rev.) Xiong             Yauhas/John 13:34-35    
 
      “Txiv Lolus Faj Tseg” 
Monday Afternoon                       
 
Nkauj Zaj(Hymn) 183         Thaum Txog Hnub (When the time  
       come) 
   “Cemetery, St. Paul, MN” 
 
Kx. (Rev.) Xiong                        Kab Ke Faus (Burial) 
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APPENDIX H 
HMONG FUNERAL HOME ON A BUSY WEEKEND 
 
Photograph by Shia Yang, March 3, 2018 
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APPENDIX I 
TRADITIONAL RITUALISTIC ITEMS  
 
(1) Kettle, (2) a water bowl, (3) a can of rice, (4) a boiled egg, (5) a spoon, (6) a bottle of 
homemade alcohol, (7) a loaded crossbow, (8) a pair of split bamboo, (9) umbrella, (10) 
handmade shoes, (11) protector sole, (12) wash cloth, and (13) a horse.  
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APPENDIX J 
GAENG AND DRUM 
 
(14) a beautiful rooster, (15) a pig, (16) center pole, (17) drum, and (18) Gaeng 
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APPENDIX K 
CONSENT FORM 
D. Min Program 
 
You are invited to be in a research study about Hmong American Funeral Practices. You were selected as a 
possible participant because you are Hmong. We ask that you read this form and ask any questions you 
may have before agreeing to be in the study. 
 
This study is being conducted by William Tue Siong. “This study is being conducted by me as part of my 
doctor's thesis project in Congregational Mission and Leadership at Luther Seminary”. My advisors are Dr. 
Daniel Anderson and Dr. Alvin Luedke. 
 
Background Information: 
The purpose of this study is to explore ways to understand both Hmong traditional and Christian funeral 
practices in the community. My focus question is: How might Christian faith inform and transform the 
funeral practices of the Hmong Christians?  
Procedures: 
If you agree to be in this study, we would ask you to do the following things. It will take us one hour for the 
interview, I am going ask you questions, do your best to answer my questions. Please feel free to stop me anytime 
if you have any questions.  
 
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study: 
 
There are no significant risks involved in participating in this study. However, if you feel uncomfortable at 
any time in our discussion of Hmong funeral practices, let me know. You are welcome to end the interview 
at any time. 
 
There are no direct benefits to participating in this interview other than a better understanding of Hmong 
traditional and Christian funeral practices in the Hmong community as well as my gratitude for your 
participation in my project.  
 
Confidentiality: 
The records of this study will be kept confidential. If I publish any type of report, I will not include any 
information that will make it possible to identify you. All data will be kept in a locked cabinet in my office; 
only my advisor, Dr. Daniel Anderson and Dr. Alvin Luedke, my assistant, and I will have access to the 
data and, if applicable, any tape or video recording. If the research is terminated for any reason, all data and 
recordings will be destroyed. While I will make every effort to ensure confidentiality, anonymity cannot be 
guaranteed.  
  
a. Raw data will be destroyed by December 2021. (Federal guidelines specify a minimum of 3 years for 
retention of data) 
b. Raw data will be retained but all identifying information removed by May 2018. 
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Voluntary Nature of the Study: 
Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future relations with Luther 
Seminary and/ or with other cooperating institutions, ABC Church. If you decide to participate, you are free 
to withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships. I will inform my advisors of any changes. 
 
Contacts and Questions: 
The researcher(s) conducting this study is/ are William T. Siong and Txer Shia Yang. You may ask any 
questions you have now.  
 
My advisors’ contact information: 
 
Dr. Daniel Anderson  
Dr. Alvis Luedke   
 
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.  
 
Statement of Consent:  
 
I have read the above information or have had it read to me. I have received answers to questions asked. I 
consent to participate in the study. 
 
 
Signature           Date   
 
 
Signature of investigator          Date    
 
 
I consent to be audiotaped (or videotaped): 
 
Signature           Date   
 
 
I consent to allow use of my direct quotations and picture in the published thesis document. 
 
Signature           Date   
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